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ABSTRACT 
This report demonstrates the feasibility of applying stochastic 
techniques to linear water quality models. The Monte Carlo, First 
Order, and Generation of Moment Equation techniques are applied to 
a long term phosphorus model of Lake Washington. The effect of 
uncertainty of the phosphorus loading term on simulated phosphorus 
levels is analyzed. All three stochastic techniques produced the same 
results. The simulated concentrations of phosphorus in the water column 
are very responsive to uncertainty in annual phosphorus loading, the 
sediment concentrations relatively insensitive. The Monte Carlo 
technique is shown to require the most computation time of the three 
stochastic techniques applied. The First Order and Generation of 
Moment Equation techniques are shown to be precise and efficient 
methods of stochastic analysis. In this application they required 
less than one thousandth the computation time of the Monte Carlo 
technique. 
The Generation of Moment Equations technique is also applied to 
a steady state salinity model of the Colorado River system. Two 
sources of uncertainty are considered: 1) the estimation of "steady 
state" values of salinity loading from a limi ted historic data base 
and 2) the estimation of salinity loading from irrigated land by a 
semi-empirical approach. Six stochastic simUlations of the Colorado 
River system are presented. Coefficients of variations of simulated 
salinities at Imperial Dam are shown to vary from 5.7 to 10.3 percent. 
The major source of uncertainty in all simulations is the estimation 
of the steady state salinity loading with the agricultural loading 
term becoming important in some simulated management alternatives. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Water quality mOdels simulate the 
interactions among physical, chemical, and 
biological parameters of natural water 
systems. They are valuable tools in our 
efforts to understand these systems. 
They permit the scientist or engineer to 
analyze mathematically a large number of 
reactions simultaneously, thus increasing our 
understanding of the complex interactions 
which occur in these natural bodies of 
water. 
Water quality models are being utilized 
increasingly by water resource managers to 
assess the effect of various development 
alternatives upon our rivers and lakes and 
consequently have a direct impact upon the 
decision making process. Water quality 
models presently in common use are deter-
ministic, that is, a single set of output 
variables (effects) results from a set 
of input variables (causes) (Burges and 
Lettenmaier, 1975). However, the natural 
systems they are intended to represent are 
frequently characterized by stochastic 
variations and uncertainty. 
Natural systems are highly variable with 
uncertainty stemming from several sources. 
The very assessment of the state of a system 
depends upon the measurement of selected 
parameters. These measurements are subject 
to uncertainty due to variations in sampling 
and analysis techniques, instrumentation 
precision, etc. For example, coefficients 
of variation from interlaboratory precision 
tests for measurements of nitrate have ranged 
from 5.5 to 96.4 percent depending upon 
technique and sample concentration (APHA, 
1965). Additional uncertainty results 
from representation of large systems by 
observations from only a few sample pOints in 
time and space. 
Perhaps more importantly, waters are 
subject to random fluctuations by man related 
and natural phenomena. Variations in light, 
temperature, river flow, diversions, and 
industrial and domestic waste discharges 
all contribute to the nature of uncertainty 
associvted with water quality. Edmondson 
(1970) pr'esented information describing the 
variabili ty of five day biochemical oxygen 
demand (80D5) values in secondary effluents 
from eight sewage treatment plants discharg-
ing to Lake Washington. The mean coefficient 
of variation of these plants was nearly 85 
percent. Measured nitrite and nitrate 
nitrogen and phosphate in the Cedar River, 
at the inlet to Lake Washington, reflected 
relative standard deviations in the ranges of 
64 to 81 and 54 to 64 percent respectively 
over the period of the study. 
Beyond these problems of measurement 
of water quality parameters are the uncer-
tainties in model construction and the 
assignment of values to model coefficients 
(e.g. rate constants, flows, loading rates) 
used for water quality prediction. Many of 
the chemical and biological interactions that 
occur in natural waters are poorly under-
stood. Those that are understood qualita-
tively may not be understood well enough to 
permit accurate quantitative representation. 
The results of any water quality modeling 
effort are therefore subject to some degree 
of uncertainty. 
Deterministic models are limited in that 
they provide the user with only a single set 
of output values for each proposed management 
alternative, when in fact the output values 
would be more accurately represented by a 
distribution in probability. In the past, an 
attempt has been made to satisfy these needs 
by applying sensitivity analysis. Selected 
parameters were varied and repetitious 
deterministic simulations performed, thus 
providing the user with a range of results 
for a range of parameter values. 
Sensitivity analysis does not, however, 
indicate the likelihood of a particular 
result occurring. Stochastic modeling 
provides a more practical and theoretically 
sound proach to assessing uncertainty in 
project ons. Stochastic models treat se-
lected variables as random variables having 
distributions in probability and provide a 
theoretically sound framework for propagation 
of input uncertainty into uncertainty of 
results. Outputs from stochastic models 
provide both a range and likelihood of 
occurrence through calculations of means 
and variances associated with output values. 
Three methods of uncertainty propagation 
are con sid ere din t his rep 0 r t . The r: 0 s t 
familiar of these methods is the Monte Carlo 
technique. This method involves statistical 
analysis of artificially generated occur-
rences. The other two methods, First Order 
and Generation of Moment Equations tech-
niques, provide precise uncertainty propaga-
t ion for analytical solutions and di fferen-
tial equations respectively. 
Two systems were selected to test the 
applicability of stochastic techniques to the 
water quality issues. The deterministic 
long-term phosphorus model previously applied 
to Lake Washington by Lorenzen et al., (1976) 
was modified to reflect the uncertainty 
associated with phosphorus loadings to the 
lake. The uncertainty in this case reflects 
uncertainty associated with estimating 
historic inflows as well as natural vari-
ability of phosphorus loadings. The system 
was analyzed using all three of the stochas-
tic techniques mentioned above. This 
permitted both verification of results and a 
comparison of techniques. The best of these 
techniques was then applied to the second 
case study. 
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In the second case study, uncertainty 
associated with salinity modeling of the 
Colorado River system was assessed. Estima-
tion and modeling uncertainties associated 
with natural and agricultural salinity 
sources were defined through application of 
the Generation of Moment Equations technique. 
This procedure effectively defined the limits 
of reliability for the salinity modeling 
effort resulting from these uncertainties. 
The objectives of this study were: 1) 
to demonstrate the feasibility of apply ing 
the selected stochastic techniques to ques-
tions of water quality, and 2) to assess 
uncertainties associated with salinity 
modeling of the Colorado River system. The 
two case studies illustrate the applicability 
and value of stochastic techniques in water 
quality modeling and provide examples of 
stochastic output used to evaluate risk 
associated with water quality decisions. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY 
The term "stochastic model" will be used 
in this report to describe the basic equa-
tions defining the relationship between input 
variables and output variables where some of 
the variables are thought of as having 
a distribution in probability (Clarke, 1973). 
Al though such random variables may be com-
pletely defined by their density functions, 
we have limited ourselves to consideration 
of their means and variances. The terms 
"stochastic method" or "stochastic technique" 
will be used to describe the methodology used 
to evaluate the stochastic model. The 
following sections, describe the stochastic 
model and the three methods of evaluation 
(Monte Carlo, First Order, and Generation of 
Moment Equations) applied in the Lake Wash-
ington case study. 
Stochastic models can be developed to 
evaluate the effects of a wide variety of 
uncertainties. This Lake Washington analysis 
is limited to evaluation of the effects of 
inputs and initial conditions that are 
stochastic in nature. Other sources of 
uncertainty such as variation in coeffi-
cients, model uncertainty or measurement 
errors are not considered. 
The linear stochastic model used here 
is 
'" X(t) '" '" F(t) x(t) + H(t) + G(t) wet) (1) 
in which 
'l-> 'V X(t) = first derivative of X(t) at 
time t 
X(t) stochastic state variable at 
time t 
H(t) deterministic input vari-
able(s) at time t 
~(t) = white noise disturbance on 
input at time t 
F( t) , G(t) coefficients 
This model is a generalized form of 
a model presented by Schweppe (1973). It 
is a state space structure, white process 
model characterized by a known stochastic 
white input disturbance and known initial 
conditions. 
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The stochastic white noise process is 
defined (Schweppe, 1973) by: 
in which 
(2) 
(3) 
dirac delta function; unity 
at t1 = t? zero elsewhere 
variance of w(t) 
Equation 2 states that the expected 
value or mean of the white noise process is 
always zero. The second condition (Equation 
3) can be summarized in the general state-
ment: A white process has no time structure. 
The value of a white noise process at one 
instant of time provides no knowledge of its 
value at any other time. These definitions 
make no assumption about the density function 
of~. The white noise process used here is 
not necessarily normally distributed. 
Examples of application of white noise 
functions to represent random disturbances 
or variations are given by Chiu (1968), Chiu 
and Lee (1972), Moore (1973), and Moore and 
Schweppe (1973). 
Monte Carlo Method 
The Monte Carlo method has been de-
scribed by Freeze (1975) as repetitive 
simulations using a mathematical model 
coupled with a statistical analysis of 
results. Yevjevich (1972) noted that this 
method is as old as the theory of probability 
itself, since in concept it differs little 
from tossing coins to define probabi Ii ties. 
The use of high speed computers coupled with 
deterministic models has contributed much to 
the popularization and sophistication of this 
technique. 
The Monte Carlo simulation method 
utilized in this study was described by Hahn 
and Shapiro (1967) (Figure 1). Random number 
generation is used to select values of input 
variables from assumed density functions. 
These random values define the systems 
response through a deterministic model. This 
process is repeated a large number of times 
to obtain many individual deterministic 
simulations (sample traces). The accumulated 
samples can then be analyzed to define the 
statistical characteristics of the systems 
response. 
MODIFICATION OF INPUT 
PARAMETERS BY INTERACTION 
OF RANDOM NUMBER WITH 
PREDEFINED STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
NO 
SYSTEM RESPONSE 
CALCULATED FROM 
DETERMINISTIC MODEL 
CALCULATE AND 
OUTPUT STATISTICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 
RESPONSE 
Figure 1. Flow chart of procedural steps 
followed in the Monte Carlo 
technique (after Hahn and Shapiro, 
1967) . 
The Monte Carlo technique has been used 
extensively in the study of stochastic 
hydraulic and hydrologic phenomenon. Sto-
chastic analysis of the effect of irregular 
channel characteristics upon velocity pro-
files in open channels (Chiu, 1968) and 
natural stream beds (Chiu and Lee, 1972) have 
been performed. Freeze (1975) utilized Monte 
Carlo simulation to show the effects of 
random parameters on one dimens ional porous 
media flow problems. Benson (1952), Nash and 
Amorocho (1966), and Ott and Linsley (1972) 
employed Monte Carlo techniques to investi-
gate the effects of short term streamflow 
records upon the prediction of flood peaks. 
Similarly, Matalas and Wallis (1972) inves-
tigated the implications of assumed frequency 
distributions of floods upon reservoir 
design. 
Recently the Monte Carlo technique has 
been utilized as a standard with which to 
compare other stochastic methods. For 
example, Burges and Lettenmaier (1975) used 
it to check the accuracy of their First Order 
Analysis of dissolved oxygen and biochemical 
oxygen demand in streams. Simulations by 
both techniques were used to determine the 
importance of uncertainty in travel time and 
the BOD decay constant upon predictions of 
dissolved oxygen deficits. 
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Two major problems must be considered 
when the Monte Carlo technique is used. 
These are accurate generation of random 
numbers and estimation of required sample 
size. It must be recognized that the so 
called "random number generators" actually 
produce pseudo-random numbers. Yevjevich 
(1972) describes the requirements which a 
program written to compute pseudo-random 
numbers must satisfy; 1) the program must 
generate numbers with extremely weak auto-
correlation, 2) the distribution function of 
pseudo-random numbers must approximate the 
uniform distribution, 3} the program must be 
stable in producing a stationary series, 
and 4) the generated sample must not re-
produce the same sequence. Similarly re-
cognizing the limi titations of the digital 
computer, Matalas and Slack (1974) emphasize 
the importance of analyzing pseudo-random 
number algorithms. 
The second consideration deals with the 
question of how many sample simulations to 
generate. The Monte Carlo simulation method 
depends upon statistical analysis of large 
amounts of generated data to define the 
stochastic characteristics of the output 
variables. Confidence in this analysis, 
therefore, varies with the number of samples 
generated. Two methods have been proposed to 
determine the adequate number of samples. 
One method utilized by Burges and Lettenmaier 
(1975) consists of iterating the sample 
generating program with increasingly greater 
sample sizes until the convergence rate of 
the desired statistic can be determined. 
They found their Monte Carlo model of dis-
solved oxygen stabilized with respect to 
mean, variance, and skewness beyond 2,000 
generated samples. The other approach 
directly calculates the required number of 
simulations. Hahn and Shapiro (1967) gave 
equations that estimated the number of Monte 
Carlo samples that would be required to 
define the mean within desired error bounds. 
They indicated that most of the usual stat-
istical methods for obtaining a desired 
degree of precision are directly appl icable 
to Monte Carlo analysis. These methods are 
at best approximate because typically the 
variance of the output function must be 
estimated for the calculation. 
The principal advantages of the Monte 
Carlo technique are that it is easy to 
understand and very flexible. Since it can 
be readily understood it is more likely to be 
accepted by those not fami liar sample sizes 
until the convergence rate of the desired 
statistic can be determined. They found 
their Monte Carlo model of dissolved oxygen 
stabilized with respect to mean, variance, 
and skewness beyond 2,000 generated samples. 
The other approach directly calculates 
the required number of simulations. Hahn and 
Shapiro (1967) gave equations that estimated 
the number of Monte Carlo samples that would 
be required to define the mean within desired 
error bounds. They indicated that most of 
the usual statistical methods for obtaining a 
desired degree of precision are directly 
applicable to Monte Carlo analysis. These 
methods are at best approximate because 
typically the variance of the output function 
must be estimated for the calculation. 
The principal advantages of the Monte 
Carlo technique are that it is easy to 
understand and very flexible. Since it can 
be readily understood it is more likely to be 
ac by those not familiar with stochas-
tic echniques. This undoubtedly explains in 
part, its wide application and acceptance. 
The flexibility comes in the ease with which 
the Monte Carlo method can be superimposed 
u n any deterministic model. Input and 
ou put density functions can be defined 
to essentially any degree of completeness 
desired. Empirical or any of the standard 
probability density functions can be used to 
describe the stochastic nature of input 
parameters. Another advantage that is the 
accuracy of the method is limited only by the 
accuracy of the deterministic model and the 
number of samples generated. 
Unfortunately the Monte Carlo method 
uses large computer programs which require a 
great deal of computer time to generate the 
required number of samples. Furthermore, 
Hahn and Shapiro (1967) noted that there is 
fr uently no way of determining whether any 
of variables are more dominant or more 
important than others without repeating 
the entire set of simulations. 
irst Order Anal e 
Cornell (1972) characterized First Order 
uncertainty analysis by its two major 
features: 1) random functions are defined 
solely by their mean and covariance func-
tions, and 2) first order analysis is used 
to determine functional relationships among 
variables. Thus defined, First Order analy-
s is reflects a truncated application of the 
technique of generation of system moments 
(also referred to as the "statistical 
error propagation" or "delta method"). As 
described by Hahn and Shapiro (1967) the 
method of generation of system moments is 
based una Taylor series expansion of 
function or system relationships about the 
expected values of the state variables. The 
accuracy of this technique is determined by 
the number of central moments analyzed and 
the number of terms retained in the indi-
vidual Taylor series expansions. Hahn and 
Shapiro (1967) provide general derivations of 
the expressions for determining the mean, 
variance, skew, and kurtosis. 
First Order uncertainty analysis re-
flects a truncated application of the method 
of generation of system moments in that only 
the mean and second central moments are 
analyzed and only linear components of 
the Taylor series expansion are retained. 
For example, Cornell (1972) states the 
function y 
y (4) 
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can be approximated by Equation 5: 
(5) 
in which 
~x = mean of the random variable x 
f(~x) = the function f(x) evaluated 
at llx f(~x) first d rivative of f(x) 
evaluat at llx 
The symbol of equality used in Equation 5, 
II~II, is used here to denote equal in the 
first order sense. In the more general 
matrix notation Equation 5 becomes: 
y = g(X) 
in which 
X 
~X 
bT 
b. 
J. 
dg(X) 
~ 
= 
(6) 
a column vector of random 
variables 
a column vector of the mean of 
the random variable in X 
the transpose of a column 
vector of partial derivative bi 
as given by Equation 5 
(7) 
Equation 6 leads to the mean (]J yl and vari-
ance (Oy) equations of 
Il y g(]Jx) 
2 bTQ b (] y x: 
in which 
QX = covari 
of va 
( 8) 
(9) 
matrix of the vec~or 
s X 
First order uncertainty analysis is 
considered an approximate technique since two 
criteria must be met for it to be complete 
and exact. First, the functional relation-
ships must be linear. Secondly, the result-
ing probability distribution of Y must be 
completely described by the mean and vari-
ance, Le., be a normal distribution. When 
applied to nonlinear systems or nonnormal 
distributions the method becomes approximate. 
Cornell (1972) justifies the use of such an 
approximate techn by noting that 1) in 
actual engineer ng applications it is 
rare that sufficient data exist to establish 
the full lity law of a variable, ?) 
the analy s is uently approximate anyway 
because of model ng uncertainty, and j) 
design parameters are not often sensitive 
to moments higher than the mean and variance. 
Example applications of first order 
analYSis include its application to hydraulic 
design (Tan and Yen, 1972; Yen and Tang, 
1976), and er quality management (Thomann, 
1967; DiToro and O'Conner, 1968; Chamberlain 
et al., 1974 and Burges and Lettenmaier, 
1975). The vantages of this technique lie 
primarily in its ease of application. Direct 
calculation of the mean and variance is much 
less costly than sample generating techniques 
such as the Monte Carlo method. Limiting the 
analysis to linear operators and the first 
two moments is significantly less complicated 
than using full probability distribution 
functions. 
The most apparent disadvantage of First 
Order analysis stems from its approximate 
nature. The method is limited to those 
applications that possess a functional 
relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables. Further, that re-
lationship must be differentiable. 
Generation of Moment 
Equations Technique 
The theory of this approach was de-
scribed by Schweppe (1973). The application 
made in this study was a specialized case, in 
that only linear systems with white noise 
disturbances are considered. The system of 
di fferential equations (Equation 1) can be 
represented in discrete form as follows: 
X(n6 + 6) = <l>(n6)X(n6) + llM(n6) + 6G(n6)W(n6) (10) 
in which 
<P( n b.) 
I 
b. 
= state transition matrix 
(I+b.F(nb.» 
= identity matrix 
= time step 
The discrete equation can then be manipulated 
to permit direct computation of the mean and 
variance of the state variables. For exam-
ple, the covariance matrix, f(nb.+b.) can be 
computed directly from the expansion of: 
6 
r(nM6) E{[X(n6+6) - E(X(n6+6»] 
(11) 
The resulting discrete equations are evalu-
ated by numerical techniques. Many systems, 
for example, permit the direct iterative 
solution of Equations 10 and 11. 
This stochastic method has not had wide 
application. A similar technique was used by 
Moore, Dandy, and DeLucia (1976) in their 
analysis of uncertainty associated with water 
quality sampling programs. This application, 
as with Moore and Schweppe (1973), differed 
from applications in this study in that the 
stochastic model uired linearization be-
fore propagation means and variances. 
The primary advantage of this technique 
is that it results in direct computation of 
the mean and variance of state variables. 
For linear systems these results are theo-
retically exact. An analytical solution of 
the systems relationships is not required. 
Application of this method is relatively 
inexpensive and uncomplicated. 
The accuracy of the method is limited 
only by numerical errors in the propagation 
routine for the linear white noise case. 
However, the method becomes approximate when 
linearization is required. It must be 
assumed that the state variables at given 
time are independent of the input noise at 
that time. 
STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF LAKE WASHINGTON 
Lake Washington lies adjacent to Seattle 
and has been studied intensively (Edmondson, 
1968, 1969, 1970, 1975). The two major in-
flows to the lake, Cedar River and Sammamish 
River display low nutrient levels. Prior to 
influence by man the lake was in an oligo-
trophic state. In the early 1900s the lake 
received raw sewage from a population of up 
to 50,000. This early pollution was al-
leviated in 1936 by diversion of the sewage 
to Puget Sound. 
In 1941 a second episode of nutrient 
enrichment began as a series of 10 secondary 
wastewater treatment plants were constructed 
wi th outfalls to Lake Washington. Additional 
nutrient loading resulted from septic tanks 
within the basin and from Seattle's combined 
sewer system. The lake during this period 
was phosphorus limited (Edmondson, 1970) 
with nearly 75 percent of the phosphorus 
loading coming from sewage sources. Prompted 
by the increasingly eutrophic conditions, the 
effluents of the six activated sludge plants 
and four trickling filter plants were di-
verted away from the lake during the period 
1963 to 1968. The lake displayed significant 
improvement in terms of both phosphorus 
and phytoplankton levels. 
The recovery of Lake Washington has made 
it nearly a classical example of the lake 
reclamation potential of wastewater diver-
sion. Unfortunately, not all lakes respond so 
well. For example, Lake Sammamish which lies 
4 miles (6.4 km) east of Lake Washington 
has undergone a similar diversion program 
with less favorable results (Emery, Moon, and 
Welch, 1973). The high cost of diversion 
programs as well as other reclamation actions 
make it imperative that the probability of 
improvement be well understood before sub-
stantial investments are made. This requires 
an understanding of the phenomenon con-
tributing to the lake's eutrophic state and 
an accurate assessment of the uncertainties 
associated with predicting a future response. 
A long term phosphorus model has been 
developed for Lake Washington (Lorenzen, 
Smi th, and Kimmel, 1976). This deterministic 
model cons iders external (inflow) and inter-
nal (sediment release) phosphorus loadings in 
its projections of water column and sediment 
phosphorus concentrations. 
Such external loading rates are inher-
ently variable and difficult to estimate 
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accurately. Assessment of the uncertainty 
associated with this parameter provides a 
more realistic basis for interpreting 
the projected response of the system. In 
this section a comparison is made of the 
usefulness of the three methods for assessing 
the effect of uncertainty in external loading 
rates upon the projected lake phosphcrus 
levels is compared. 
It was not the intent here to assess the 
actual levels of uncertainty associated with 
Lorenzen's projections, but rather to demon-
strate the applicability of stochastic 
methods for making such assessments and to 
provide a framework for selecting a stochas-
tic method most appropriate for other water 
quality systems. 
L~ng~term Phosphorus Model 
Lorenzen, Smith, and Kimmel (1976) 
proposed the following coupled differential 
equations to describe the cycling of phos-
phorus in Lake Washington. 
C: (t) 
M KZAC (t) K1ACc(t) C (t)Q 
_ + s __ c __ • (12) 
c V V V V 
KACc(t) K
2
AC
s
(t) I.,K3ACc (t) Cs(t) 1 ( 13) V V V 
s s s 
in which 
Cc(t) :: average annual total phos-
phorus concentration in water 
column at time t (g/m3) 
M 
:: first derivative of Cc(t) with 
respect to time at time t 
total exchangeable sediment 
phosphorus at time t (g/m3) 
:: first derivative of Cs with 
respect to time at time t 
;:: total annual phosphorus load 
ing (g/yr) 
lake water column volume (m3) 
sediment volume (m3) 
or sediment surface area (Ill2) 
annual outflow (m3/yr) 
specific rate of phosphorus 
transfer to the sediments 
(m/yr) 
specific rate of phosphorus 
transfer from the sediments 
(m Iyr) 
= fract ion of total phosphoru s 
input to the sediment that is 
unavailable for the exchange 
process (dimensionless) 
The rr.odel approximates the long term exchange 
processes that occur between sediments and 
the water column. 
The model has a number of character-
istics that make it particularly useful as a 
test case in our study: 
(1) It is a linear model with a dif-
ferentiable analytical solution 
that will allow the calculation of 
theoretically exact means and 
variances with both the F'irst Order 
and the Generation of Moment 
Equation methods. 
(2) Equations 12 and 13 are read ily 
sol ved by simple numerical methods 
(Euler's technique was used with 
Monte Carlo and Generation of 
Moment Equations methods). 
(3) Desirable if not necessary assump-
t ions a bou t i ndependen ce of state 
variables and input noise are 
reasonable. 
(4) Phosphorus loading, physical 
characteristics, coefficients, 
and verification data for its 
application to Lake Washington 
are readily available. 
Stochastic Phosphorus Model 
Equation 12 can be modified as follows 
to represent random variations in the input 
loading, M, by addition of a white noise term 
wet). Equation 14 results: 
:-
c (t) 
w 
(14) 
C (t)D 
c 
V 
Equation 15 expresses the coupling of Equa-
tions 13 and 14 in a vector format. 
~ ~ 
e(t) Fe(t) + M(t) + Wet) . (15) 
in which 
C'(t) 
I" 
Met) 
~ 
wet) 
= 
column vector of stochastic 
state variables Cc and Cs (mg/l ) 
matrix of constant coefficients 
column vector of phosphorus 
loadings (g/m3-yr) 
column vector of white noise 
variations in loading 
The white noise term was assumed to have 
the following characteristics: 
E[W(t) ] 0 (16) 
(17) 
(18) 
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in which 
PI" = factor of proportionality for 
standard deviation of white 
noise term 
Equation 18 implies the standard devia_ 
tion of the white noise term, ~(t), is 
proportional to the magn itude of the phOS-
phorus loading to Lake Washington. The 
actual relationship defining the variance 
Q(tI) would depend upon what type of 
uncertainties were lumped into the white 
noise term. This study has not identified 
the type of uncertainty considered in the 
white noise term since our objective was to 
test the stochastic techniques. The propor-
tional relationship was selected as represen-
tative of the type of relationship that could 
be used with likely sources of uncertainty 
such as measurement errors, variations in the 
phosphorus discharge of the wastewater 
treatment plants, estimation errors where 
data is lacking, or natural variability of 
diffuse sources. In all these cases one 
would expect the loading uncertainty to 
increase with increases in the magnitude of 
the phosphorus loading. The proportional 
relationship reflects this expectation. Any 
deterministic relationship could have been 
used without affecting the validity or 
structure of the stochastic model. The 
results would be sensitive to this selec-
tion but not the techniques of analysis. The 
variance of the white noise could also be 
empirically determined and input as a con-
stant for a selected time interval if such 
information was available. 
An assumption of independence between 
the state variables and the noise term 
completes the definition of the continuous 
stochastic model: 
~ ~T 
E[C(t)W (t)] = 0 
Application of Generation of Moment 
Equations Technique·· 
(19) 
In order to implement this method the 
differential equation is rewritten in dis-
crete form: 
C(nt. +11) 
E[W(nll)] 
in which 
<i>C(nll) + IIM(nll) + t.W(nll) 
o 
o • 
o n#n2 
{Q(nll)t.- 1 = 
] 2 -1 [PF * M(nll) II 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
<jJ = state transition matrix (I + I)F') 
The definition of these terms parallels 
those of the continuous model where Itl) It is 
the discrete time step (l/time) and Itnlt the 
number of time steps to time "n 6." Initial 
values and variances of the state variables 
are defined by Equations 24 and 25: 
E[C(O)] 
E[ C(O) cr (0)] 
C 
o 
(24) 
(25) 
The uations for the mean and variances 
of the s variables, C(n6), are readily 
generated from this discrete phosphorus 
model. Considering Equations 20 through 25, 
it can be seen that the expected value of 
C(nt. + 6) is simply: 
E[C(nLl + "')] <l'C(n"') + L1M(n"') (26) 
Equation 28 for the covariance matrix, r(n6), 
results from expansion of Equation 27 (see 
Equation 11). 
f(n"'+lI) E{[C(n6) - E{C(n"')}] (27) 
[C(n"') - E{C(n"') ]T} 
f(n'" + "') ~ <l'f(n"')<I>T + Q(n"') (28) 
An algorithm was developed for the 
generation of the means and variances for the 
50 year study period. A complete listing of 
this program and sample outputs are provided 
in Appendix A. 
The only special consideration for the 
application of this method involved the 
determi nation of the appropriate time step 
for solution. Subsequent sensitivity analysis 
indicated that the model was insensitive 
to this parameter. Comparison of runs with 
10,73,200,365,730 time-steps per year 
were made. The means of the sediment and 
lake phosphorus concentrations were identical 
to three significant figures for all runs. 
The standard deviations of these runs varied 
between the runs of 10 and 73, but not above. 
The 5-day time step (73 time steps/yr) was 
deemed adequate for the comparisons studied 
in this application. 
The discrete stochastic model (Equation 
20) was used to generate samples for the 
Monte Carlo experiment. Each sample con-
sisted of a 50 year simulation of phosphorus 
levels in Lake Washington; 3,840 samples 
were generated to permit estimation of the 
means and variances of the system. A com-
plete program listing and sample output are 
provided in Appendix A. 
The white noise disturbances were 
represented by selection of a random normal 
deviate for each time step. An algorithm 
generated pseudo-random normal deviates for a 
standard normal curve. The resulting 
deviates were modified to r resent the 
desired variance, Q(n6)/6, prior their use 
in Equation 20. 
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The number of samples required for the 
Monte Carlo experiment was initially esti-
mated by application of Equation 29 (Hahn and 
Shapiro, 1967): 
N (29) 
in which 
E maximum desired error on se-
lected state variables 
Z normal devi ate correspondi ng to 
desired confidence level in 
projections of selected state 
variables 
cr' = estimate of the process standard 
deviation on the selected 
state variable 
The maximum allowable error, E, was 
assumed to equal + 0.1 llgll and + 1.0 mgll 
for the water column and sediment phosphorus, 
respectively. A confidence level of 95 
percent was selected. Variances produced 
by the method of Generation of Moment Equa-
t ions were used to define the ocess stan-
dard deviation, cr'. If these va had not 
been available, it would have been necessary 
to estimate them by a preliminary Monte 
Carlo experiment. The ication of ua-
tion 29 to the Lake Washi on system de ned 
minimum sample generation to be 6,552 for 
water column phosphorus concentrations and 
176 for the sediment concentrations. The 
simulation requirements of the water column 
concentrations are limiting and, therefore, 
define the required number of simulations to 
be 6,552. 
Iterative sample sets of 60, 60, 120, 
240,480,960,1920 simulations were gener-
ated to produce an accumulated sample size of 
3,840. Comparison of the mean and variances 
with the 1962 and 1980 values produced by the 
other two methods indicated that additional 
refinement of predicted values would not 
warrant the cost of generating additional 
samples. Figure 2 illustrates the con-
vergence of the Monte Carlo generated means 
(dash lines) to the theoretically exact 
means. The actual number of samples gener-
ated for the Monte Carlo experiment was 
kept at 3,840. The full 6,552 sample simu-
lations would be required to achieve the 
desired confidence level if the theoretically 
exact means were not available. 
may 
C(t) 
st 
The analytical solution of Equation 
be expressed as: 
eFt[C +F-1(I_e-Ft)M+ 
o 
e H(s)ds] 
in which 
I 
I t -Fs '" 
o 
identity matrix 
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(30) 
The expected values, E{ C(t)}, are given 
by: 
'\, 
E{C(t)} 
The covariance matrix, 
Equations 32 and 33. 
in which 
f t -Fs 'V z(t) = e W(s)ds 
o 
The covariance matrix, 
noise expression is 
(31) 
rC(t), is defined by 
(32) 
(33) 
rz(t), of the white 
further defined as 
l' 
z(t) 
-Fs _FTu 
e Qo(s-u)e ds du (34) 
in which 
o( s - u ) the dirac delta function 
Equation 30 treats the phosphorus 
loading rate, M, as a constant. Equations 31 
and 32 were therefore initialized yearly to 
reflect the yearly variations in M. The 
computer routine developed to evaluate 
Equations 31 and 32 is given in Appendix A. 
z 
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Comparison of Techniques 
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the projected 
water column and exchangeable sediment 
phosphorus concentrations for Lake Washington 
and show confidence bands around expected 
values. The assumed phosphorus loading 
uncertainty, crt = .3M(t), lead to significant 
uncertainty in both phosphorus projections. 
The uncertainty associated with the phos-
phorus in the water column, ec , tended to be a 
coefficient of variation of 16 percent. The 
exchangeable sediment phosphorus, CSt dis-
played a coefficient of variation which 
grew slowly to about 2.5 percent where it 
appeared to stablize. 
These results were anticipated because 
it is logical to expect that the phosphorus 
,levels in the lake are sensitive to uncer-
tainty in loadings. Because it is difficult 
to specify the uncertainty associated with 
the loading assumptions made by Lorenzen, 
Smi th, and Kimmel (1976), a series of runs 
were produced reflecting a wide range of 
uncertainty. figure 5 presents the levels of 
uncertainty expected in the water column 
and sediment phosphorus projections in 1980 
for a given level of uncertainty in loading. 
These results should be interpreted carefully 
because the slopes of the lines vary from 
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Figure~. Simulation exchangeable sediment phosphorus concentration in Lake Washington 
with loading uncertainty, PF = 0.3, produced by Monte Carlo, First Order, and 
Generation of Moment Equations techniques. 
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year to year. Figure 5 is valid for the year 
1980 only. These linear relationships result 
from the assumption of negligible uncertainty 
in the initial conditions (Le. all elements 
of I/J = 0). In this example, however, it is 
unlikely that initial uncertainty would have 
any effect on the 1980 projections as 
the phosphorus model rapidly dampens historic 
uncertainty. 
A comparison of the simulated curves and 
observed data in Figure 3 suggests that the 
assumed level of loading uncertainty (PF=.3) 
was conservative. Even though the mean 
values appear on the high side and rise and 
fall more slowly than the data, the simulated 
confidence bands are compatible with the 
observed data. All but one observation 
falls within two standard deviations of the 
mean and 60 percent within one standard 
deviation. Uncertainty associated with the 
modeling assumptions, flow variations, 
estimated detention times, etc., has not 
been considered here and would be expected to 
increase the projected uncertainty. It was 
therefore concluded that the level of 
uncertainty associated with the phosphorus 
loading rate (PF .3) was probably too 
high. 
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Table 1 allows comparison of values 
predicted by each of the three stochastic 
methods. In all cases the First Order and 
Generation of Moment Equations methods 
produced identical (three significant 
figures) mean values. The Monte Carlo met~d 
differed slightly in its prediction of water 
column phosphorus concentrations (C c ) during 
the peak loading period of the 1960s. Theo-
retically, these discrepancies would have 
disappeared if a larger sample size had been 
used. The values of sediment phosphorus 
concentrations ( ) projected by the Monte 
Carlo method corresponded exactly with those 
of the other techniques. This was expected 
as application of Equation 29 indicated that 
this variable required far fewer samples to 
stabilize in the mean than CWo It is 
parent that although minor variations n 
the standard deviations (Table 2) projected 
by the three methods exist, the methods are 
in close agreement. 
The close agreement between these 
methods in terms of both means and variances 
was expected. For the linear phosphorus 
model both the First Order and the Generation 
of Moment Equation methods produce theo-
retically exact results. The Monte Carlo 
WATER 
COLUMN 
SEDIMENT 
..A 
e-
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 loB 1.9 2.0 2.0 
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF PHOSPHORUS LOADINGS 
Figure 5. Uncertainty associated with the 1980 phosphorus projections with variations in 
loading uncertainty. 
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Table l. Comparison of pr ed i cted mean va lues of phosphorus concentrations in Lake 
Washington. 
Phosphorus Concentration 
Water Column (ug/l) 
Year First 
Order 
1930a 15.0 
1935 16.3 
1940 16.3 
1945 19.8 
1950 19.8 
1955 24.3 
1960 55.1 
1965 55.1 
1970 25.6 
1975 25.4 
1980 25.5 
8Defined as initial condition. 
oBased on 3840 samples. 
Moment 
Equations 
15.0 
16.3 
16.3 
19.8 
19.8 
24.3 
55.1 
55.1 
25.6 
25.4 
25.5 
Monte 
Carloo 
15.0 
16.4 
16.3 
19.8 
19.8 
24.3 
54.8 
55.4 
25.6 
25.4 
25.5 
Sediment (mg/l ) 
First Moment Monte 
Order Equations Car lob 
240. 240. 240. 
237. 237. 237. 
235. 235. 235. 
235. 235. 235. 
235. 235. 235. 
238. 238. 238. 
248. 248. 248. 
278. 278. 278. 
286. 286. 286. 
287- 287. 288. 
289. 289. 289. 
Table 2. Comparison of simulated standard deviations associated with water c~lumn and 
sediment phosphorus concentrations. 
Standard Deviat ion 
Water Column (Ug/1) Sediment (mg/l ) 
Year First Moment Monte First Moment Monte 
Order Equations Car lob Order Equations Carl ob 
1930a 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1935 2.31 2.32 2.33 
1940 2.31 2.32 2.34 
1945 3.13 3.15 3.18 
1950 3.13 3.15 3.20 
1955 4.16 4.18 4.20 
1960 12.1 12.1 12.4 
1965 10 .4 10.5 10 .4 
1970 4.12 4.13 
1975 4.11 4.13 
1980 4.11 4.13 
aDefined as initial conditions. 
oBased on 3840 samples. 
technique converges upon these same values 
with increasing sampling size. The dif-
ference in these methods lies in charac-
teristics other than the results they 
produce. 
Items which reflect the effort and 
expense associated with each technique (Table 
3) of analysis along with more qualitative 
considerations (Table 4) can be used to 
compare or select a stochastic technique 
4.12 
4.15 
4.20 
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0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.817 0.818 0.819 
1.22 1. 22 1. 23 
1. 68 1.68 1. 70 
2.06 2.06 2.06 
2.54 2.54 2.53 
3.57 3.57 J.55 
6.37 6.37 6.38 
6.89 6.89 6.88 
6.83 6.83 6.84 
6.76 6.76 6.78 
analysis for analysis. The number of lines 
in the programs and the compilation times 
indicate the relative programming effort 
required for application of each technique. 
These items show that the Monte Carlo 
required a more complex solution routine. 
The differences between the First Order and 
Generation of Moment Equation methods are 
probably more coincidental than representa-
tive. This particular comparison depends 
largely upon the numerical solution routine 
Table 3. Indices of programming effort and 
cost associated with application of 
stochastic techniques to the phos-
phorus model. 
Item 
Lines of programming 
Core storage (words) 
Typical compilation time 
Typical run time (sec) 
Typical run cost 
(sec) 
First Moment Monte 
Order Equation Carlo 
93 64 155 
830 551 1830 
3.00 1. 80 3.09 
0.77 1. 76 8,973 
$0.15 $0.20 $219.92 
------~-~----
required for solution of the discrete dif-
ferential equation for the latter technique. 
The statement that the Monte Carlo programs 
tend to be more complex must be moderated 
somewhat by the fact that the other tech-
n iques require derivations external to the 
program. The exact techniques may also 
require more highly trained personnel since 
they are more theoretically complex. This 
must be considered when total cost is esti-
mated for an application of these techniques. 
The relative magnitude of the run time 
and run cost are representative of what would 
be expected of these methods. In this 
comparison a major drawback of the Monte 
Carlo method becomes apparent. The run time 
and cost of the First Order and Generation of 
Moment Equation techniques are negligible 
when compared to a run time of nearly 9,000 
secs and a cost of $220 for the Monte Carlo 
technique. Of the former, the First Order 
technique is less expensive due to the 
efficiency of exact solutions when compared 
to numerical solution techniques. Although a 
minor cost of the study, computer costs can 
become a major factor when a more complex'~ 
of equations are used. 
~..!:l.:cnJ1!~Q'_. a n (Lf_~~~~13 i 0..!1.~_<:)! 
fIs:JJ:mi .1l~I.L. C9l!lJ.l.§t:'1~SlI'! 
It is apparent that the more SOpii_ 
ticated methods, i.e., First Order,: d 
Generation of Moment Equations have a mfo :r-
of advantages. The most important of ts e 
considerations is that they produce tic>-
retically exact solutions. The reliab::t:. y 
of the Monte Carlo simulation is la"~ y 
dependent upon the number of samples ger--
ated and, to a certain extent, chance. :ne 
must therefore alway s consider the ;s-
sibility that a given Monte Carlo expen= nt 
is not accurate. This sampling uncerti11ty 
is not a factor with the exact methods. 
The exact methods also reflect sigr:f'i-
cant savings in computer costs. Progrard. ng 
effort and storage requirements are re;,c ed 
when compared to the Monte Carlo technwes. 
Run costs are minimal, more comparab:i to 
deterministic analysis than the high pnte 
Carlo costs. In this comparison, th,run 
costs for the exact methods were lesst.han 
0.1 percent of the run costs associatedi>lith 
the Monte Carlo approach. 
The a d van tag e s 0 f the M 0 n t e fa rIo 
technique lie in its flexibility andb:k of' 
theoretical complexity. It may be appl~d by 
personnel with little training in stodlS tic 
t e c h n i que s . The M 0 n t e Car lot e c hii que 
can be applied to either exact or numwical 
solutions. First Order and Generation of' 
Moment Equations in contrast are str~ctly 
limited to exact and numerical solu~ons, 
respectively. A Monte Carlo routine ~an be 
readily superimposed upon an existing ieter-
ministic model without complex external 
derivations. Although a given Monte Carlo 
experiment is always subjected to sa~pling 
Table 4. Qualitative comparison of stochastic techniques. 
Characteristics 
External Derivations 
Programming Effort 
Storage Requirement 
Run Cost 
Special Consideration 
Theoretical Complexity 
Solut ion 
Firs t 
Order 
Moderate 
Minimal 
Minimal 
Minimal 
Exact 
Solution 
Required 
Moderate 
Exact For 
Linear 
Systems 
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Moment 
Equations 
Moderate 
Minimal 
Minimal 
Minimal 
Different ial 
Equation 
Requi red 
Moderate 
Exact For 
Linear 
Systems 
Monte 
Carlo 
Mi nima 1 
Moderate 
Moderate 
High 
Timestep, 
Sample Requirements, 
Resu 1 t Uncertaint y 
Minimal 
Statical 
Approximat ion 
uncertainty, results for nonlinear systems 
are likely to be more accurate than those of 
the First Order or Moment Equation methods. 
The latter methods are only approximate 
for nonlinear systems. 
The selection of a technique for ap-
plication to a given system must be based 
upon the characteristics of that system. It 
is apparent from the preceding comparison 
that the exact methods offer significant 
advant s in linear applications. The high 
run cos and sampling uncertainty associated 
with the Monte Carlo technique make it 
virtually obsolete in such applications. The 
disadvantages may be partially or wholly 
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offset for analysis dealing with nonlinear 
systems and higher-order moments. 
Selection between First Order and 
Generation of Moment Equations methods 
depends primari ly upon the format of the 
analysis. First Order is applicable to exact 
solutions, while Generation of Moments 
Equations technique is applicable to stochas-
tic differential equations. The latter 
technique is generally more applicable to 
problems with non-constant coefficients as 
exact solutions for such problems are dif-
ficult to obtain. for large systems, the 
lower run costs of the first Order technique 
may become a selection criterion. 
COLORADO RIVER SYSTEM 
Introduction 
This section presents an application of 
the Moment Generation Technique to analysis 
of uncertainties associated with salinity 
modeling in the Colorado River system. The 
objective of this study was to demonstrate 
the capability of this technique to estimate 
uncertainties actually associated with such 
water quality modeling efforts. This 
application is based upon the salinity 
analysis developed for the Colorado River 
Regional Assessment Study (or CRRAS) (UWRL, 
1975) which analyzed the impact of PL 92-500 
upon water quality in the Colorado River 
system. Results developed here do not define 
confidence bands for the CRRAS salinity 
study. Limits on the sources of uncertainty 
considered, procedural changes, and expansion 
of the data base were undertaken to achieve 
the objectives of this report. 
System Description 
CRRAS presented salinity (total dis-
solved solids) as the overriding water 
quality problem in the Colorado River. The 
salinity problems are due in large part to 
the nature of the system. The Colorado River 
is over 1,400 miles long. Its drainage area 
includes over 242,000 square miles with the 
lowest production of water per unit area 
(1.15 in/yrj Jensen, 1976) of any major river 
basin in the country. Annual precipita-
tion varies from over 50 inches in the 
mountainous headwaters of Colorado, Wyoming, 
and Utah to less than 6 inches in the desert 
areas of Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and 
California. Inversely, river salinity varies 
from less than 50 mg/l in the high elevation 
headwaters to more than 850 mg/l at the Im-
perial Dam near the Mexican border (Andersen 
and Hanks, 1976). 
The combined effects of increased 
consumptive water use and salt-loading along 
the water course have raised salinity to the 
point where it threatens to make the water 
unusable for important downstream uses. 
Certain dissolved solids interfere with 
specific uses. Magnesium and calcium, for 
instance, contribute to the "hardness" of the 
waters which has adverse effects upon munici-
pal and industrial uses. High concentrations 
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of sodium ions have undesirable effects on 
plant growth by altering the soil structure 
when used for irrigation (UWRL, 1975). 
The importance of preventing further increase 
in the salinity levels in the Colorado River 
becomes apparent when one considers 15 
million people utilize its waters for domes-
tic water supply, irrigation, industrial, 
and recreational purposes. The urgency is 
further increased by the need for the United 
States to keep its treaty commitments to 
Mexico by providing usable water from the 
Colorado River. 
The build-up of salinity in the Colorado 
River is in part the result of sequential use 
of the waters. These uses contribute to the 
high salinity level by physically adding 
salts or by concentrating them through con-
sumptive use of water. Evapotranspiration, 
for instance, reduces the volume of water 
carrying the residual salts thus leading to 
increased salinity. The low rainfall in much 
of the Colorado River system assures repeated 
reuse of waters. The result is a rapid 
increase in salinity along the watercourse. 
O'Brien (1976) identifies the sources of 
salinity in decreasing contribution as: 1) 
natural sources, 2) irrigation sources, 3) 
reservoir evaporation, 4) out-of-basin 
export, and 5) municipal and industrial 
sources. One half (Andersen and Hanks, 1976) 
to two thirds (UWRL, 1975) of the salinity 
concentration is attributed to the natural 
sources. This is largely the result of the 
arid nature of the great areas of range 
and forest lands. 
Following natural sources, agriculture 
is the largest contributor to salinity, 
although only 1.5 percent of the basin is 
presently irrigated, nearly 27 percent could 
be if the basin's irrigable land were fully 
developed. Hefined irrigation pract ice:; rLIVC 
been identified as one of the major' ill'(':l'; 
where better management can reduce salinity. 
As to the other sources, studies have been 
conducted to reduce reservoir evaporation and 
out-of-basin export losses (Jensen, 1976). 
Salinity reduction through regulation of 
present municipal and industrial uses 
is expected to have only a minor effect. 
This category may become more important as 
energy industries develop within the basin. 
CRRAS estimated the present and project-
ed salinity levels in the Colorado River. 
Management options were compared to a 1972 
baseline by application of a steady state 
salt balance program, SALT. This section 
bri efly describes this previous modeling 
effort. 
As a steady state model, the program 
SALT was intended to represent long term 
salinity levels that would result from 
various management options. Salinity (or 
total dissolved solids) was considered a 
conservative constituent. The model was, 
therefore, basically an accounting routine 
based on a mass balance for flow and total 
dissolved solids of designated reaches of the 
Colorado River system. 
A reach refers to a segment of river. 
Flow and salts are contributed to a reach by 
sources along the reach and by other tri-
butary segments (upstream reaches). Nodes 
represent points on the river where contri-
butions to the associated reach are summed 
and tabulated. Agricultural loadings were 
calculated by subdivisions of the area along 
a reach which are referred to as hydrologic 
subbasins. 
Figure 6, illustrates the schematic of 
the Colorado River system used with the 
program SALT. Eighteen nodes were selected 
for accumulation of salt loadings and flows 
from upstream reaches. Loads or with-
drawals from reaches were permitted by any of 
two flow options and five salinity options. 
Loads were essentially identified as 1) 
point sources or diversions, 2) agricultural 
loadings calculated for hydrologic subbasins, 
3) natural or unknown diffuse loadings, or 4) 
input from upstream reaches. The total salt 
loading, Sn, or flow, Qn, at any node, 
n, within the system was calculated as the 
sur.: of loadings from upstream nodes, l:Sn_1, 
and inputs from point or diffuse sources 
along the reach. The node summation equation 
used for salinity calculations was 
S 
n 1 + Snat + ES + E5 • agri L 
(35) 
in which 
= salt loading from upstream 
reaches contributing directly 
to reach n (thousands tons/yr) 
Snat salt loading resulting from 
natural and unknown diffuse 
sources in reach n (thousand 
tons/yr) 
i = salt loading resulting from 
agricultural practices in 
reach n (thousand tons/yr) 
= salt loading resulting from 
identified diversions, return 
flows, municipal, and indus-
trial uses in reach n (thou-
sand tons/yr) 
Flows were similarly summed as: 
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in which 
l:Q n-l 
+ Q + EQ + EQ • 
nat agri L (36) 
flow contributed by upstream 
reaches contributing directly 
to reach n (thousands of acre 
feet/yr) 
= flows resulting from natural 
and unknown diffuse sources 
in reach n (thousands 
of acre feetlyr) 
flows resulting from agri-
cultural practices in reach n 
(thousands of acre feet/yr) 
flows resulting from iden-
tified diversions return 
flows, reservoir ion 
losses, municipa and 
industrial uses in reach n 
(thousands of acre feet/yr) 
The summation signs used in Equations 35 
and 36 require summation of all sources (flow 
or salts) contributing to or withdrawing from 
the reach associated with node n. Several 
upstream nodes (Sn-1 or Qn-1) may contri-
bute to reach n. Agricultural loads (Sagri 
and Qagri) were computed by CRRAS for hydro-
logic subbasins contributing to each river 
segment. Individual point loadings were 
estimated ( and QL). These inputs were 
summed to total loadings from each 
source classification. The natural loading 
terms (Sn and Qnat) were estimated for 
each reach the calibration process. These 
natural loading terms are not associated with 
a reach summation sign since they were 
treated as reach constants. 
Application of the salt loading summa-
tion equation was hindered by the diffuse 
character of the loadings. It was estimated 
by CRRAS that 84 percent of the total salt 
loading is derived from natural or man-
manipulated diffuse sources. For instance, 
better water management of agricultural 
sources was considered a likely future 
option. Only 8 percent of the irrigated area 
was associated wi th identifiable art ificial 
drains. The remaining 92 percent of the 
flows and salts are contributed from agricul-
ture by diffuse loadings. This made separa-
tion of the natural and agricultural contri-
butions in Equations 35 and 36 difficult, 
and yet such separation is essential to 
permit assessment of the impact of changes of 
irrigation efficiencies upon salinity in the 
Colorado River. 
Calibration of the program SALT upon 
1972 condi tions was undertaken by CRRAS to 
provide estimates of diffuse loads. The 
total steady state salt load at a given node, 
Sn, was estimated from historic data. 
Point sources, ,were identified. Separa-
tion of diffu natural and agricultural 
sources was accomplished by estimation of 
agricultural loadings. The natural and 
unknown diffuse source loadings, Snat, of 
reach n were therefore defined by rearrange-
ment of Equation 35 to 
GLENWOOD 
SPRINGS, COLO. 
CAMEO, COLO. 
LEE'S FERRY, ARIZONA 
LITTLEFIELD, ARIZ. 
GRAND CANYON, ARIZ. 
BELOW HOOVER, NEV. 
BELOW IMPERIAL, CALIF. 
figure 6. Schematic of Colorado River system for programs SALT and SALTEZ. 
= S - l:S -
n n-l (37) 
Natural loading terms calculated by 
Equation 37 include natural loadings and 
loadings from unidentified or unclassified 
sources. Any salt or flow input not falling 
into the category of agricultural or iden-
tified point source in the 1972 calibration 
run was assigned to the natural loading 
terms, Snat or Qn further, any error 
made in the estima on of agricultural or 
point source loadin s would have been 
compensated for by t s procedure. This 
computational procedure defines the term 
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Snat (i.e. natural and unknown diffuse 
source loadings) and has significant impact 
upon the uncertainty analysis. 
Separation of natural and <.lgricultur<.ll 
salinity loads faced one additional dif-
ficulty. A relationship between agricultural 
salt loading and ir ion efficiencies and 
flows was required or analysis of farm 
water management options. The one used by 
CRRAS was 
Q • (38) 
in which 
<l>B 
E 
Q 
the base leaching factor (tons/ 
ac/ft) 
tion efficiency as a de-
fraction (dimensionless) 
irrigation diversion flow 
(thousands of acre feet/yr) 
This equation represents a compromise 
between two theoretical approaches to salt 
release by irri ated lands. The first 
assumes the contr tion results solely from 
the concentrating effects of evapotrans-
piration. Under this approach, salt loading 
varies only as a function of irrigation 
efficiency. Salt released by basic weather-
ing processes or leached residual salts are 
not cons idered. The second approach assumes 
that salt pickup is related to the volume of 
percolating water. Equation 38 represents 
aspects of both these theoretical approaches. 
It was the purpose of this study to 
estimate the uncertainties associated with 
simulated management options like those 
developed in the Colorado Regional Assessment 
Study (UWRL, 1975). The first source 
of uncertainty is our ability to estimate 
steady state conditions from historic data. 
The term Sn (Equation 5) in the 1972 
calibration runs theoretic represents the 
total salt loading at a node, n,that would 
result from the steady state existence of 
1972 conditions. Actually, the value for 
Sn must be estimated from limited historic 
data subject to numerous uncertainties in the 
forms of measurement errors and natural 
variabili ty. In addition, the data base is 
often in a dynamic state of change rather 
than constant as the steady state assumption 
implied. As a result, any estimation of a 
steady state value of Sn is uncertain. Al-
though this uncertainty was considered an 
uncertainty of estimation, it is the direct 
result of measurement errors, natural vari-
ability, and changes in the data base. 
The second source of uncertainty to be 
considered is the use of Equation 38 to 
represent agricultural salinity loadings. 
The selection of this relationship as a 
source of uncertainty is best explained by 
a quote from the Colorado River Regional 
Assessment Study (UWRL, 1975, p. 136): 
Unfortunately, the processes 
involved in salt loading in both 
the agricultural and natural system 
are not well understOOd, and in the 
absence of this understanding 
and adequate data, the linear 
derived leaching factor was 
employed. 
The apparent consternation of the previous 
authors and the magnitude of diffuse sources 
(84 percent of total salinity loading) 
identified the linear base leaching factor, 
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<PB, as a likely source of significant 
uncertainty. 
The uncertainty associated with <PB was 
considered a modeling uncertainty because it 
would result from incorrectness of the 
theoretical model (Equation 38). Estimation 
error resulting from inadequate data base, 
measurement uncertainty, and natural vari-
abili ty, whenever these factors contributed 
to an incorrect assignment of a <l>B value, 
was also included. In practice the modeling 
and estimation errors were imposs i ble to 
separate. 
The definition of the specific uncer-
tainties to be analyzed permitted the de-
velopment of equations to represent the 
stochastic model of the SALT runs. These 
equations define the relationship between of 
the constants and random variables in the 
program SALT salinity summation. The general 
form of the stochastic model is: 
'" !'.S 
n 
in which 
'" 
'" 
+ ES
agri + ESL · 
llS n. = t h~. i n c,[ e m e n~ a I sal t 
node n, l.e., llSn = Sn - /:;:;n-1 
'" '" '" 
(39) 
load at 
The t e r m s llS n, S nat, and Sag ria r e 
random variables reflecting uncertainties in 
the estimation of total, natural, and agri-
cultural loadings. The point loading terms, 
SL, are assumed to be known constants. 
As would be expec~ed from Equation 35, the 
random variables, Snat, is computed direct-
1 y fr om the r and om v ari able s ll~n and i 
used in the SALT model calibration. Uti z-
i ng a superscript to represent variables of 
the 1912 calibratio~ run, the natural loading 
term'~nat, was deflned by: 
!'.~ 72 
n 
No superscript is associated with 
term as it was assumed to remain 
through time in the SALT runs. 
may be expressed for a simulation 0 
as: 
(40) 
'" the Sn 
unchange 
uation 39 
year, Y, 
- ~72 .) + l:(SLY - SL 72) •• (41) 
agr~ 
This equation may expanded by ",assigning the 
uncertaint ies of the term, Sagr i, to the 
linear base leaching factor, <liB' The 
stochastic model of this analysis which 
resulted from the incorporation of Equation 
38 into Equation 41 is 
"'y 
S 
n 
(42) 
The expected value for the total node salt 
loading for a year, Y, is: 
E(~ Y) SY Z;SY + 6S 72 + { [l;f J n n n-l n 
l Q72} 
+ E(SZ -
Assuming independence of '\, 72 Sn and 
equation for the 
2 
O"s y 
n 
variance, Os y2 is: 
n 
QY 
(43) 
4lB the 
(44) 
The uncertainties associated with SALT 
projections were assumed to depend only upon 
uncertainties in estimation of the total salt 
loadings t~ a node and in the modeling 
parame.ter, <!lB. ~s Equ.ati<;<n 44 illustrates, 
modelIng uncertaInty In ~B contributes to 
uncertainty in Sn only when agricultural 
loading is assumed to vary as a result of 
changes in efficiencies, E, or return flows, 
Q. If the agricultural loading remains 
unchanged Equation 44 reduces to: 
(45) 
The separation of the agricultural 
loading term, SaRri, from the natural and 
unidentified diITuse salt loading term, 
Snat, was important only when modification 
of agricultural practice was part of the 
management option. Otherwise, the reli-
ability of the simulation was dependent 
upon the reliability of the original 1972 
steady state estimate of total salinity 
loadings. 
The program SALTEZ is a steady state 
stochastic model designed for modeling levels 
of sali ni ty in river systems. The program 
SALTEZ was a modification of the program SALT 
which was previously applied (UWRL, 1975) to 
the Colorado River system. The program 
SALTEZ has the capability to model means, 
variances, and skewness resulting from 
independent stochastic inputs of salinity. 
Skewness calculations were not performed 
for the Colorado River Analysis. 
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The program conducts a mass balance on 
conservative salts and flow. Beginning at the 
headwaters of the system, loads and depletion 
are accumulated to define the state of the 
system at given points (nodes) along the 
river. Figure 7 illustrates the schematic 
for the SALTEZ test run. The test run 
schematic defines five reaches. Each reach 
contributes flow and salts to an associated 
node through loading options. There are 
two flow and five salinity loading options. 
Flow loadings may be defined as: 1) An input 
or withdrawal (thousands of acre feet per 
year) or 2) the product of an area (thousands 
of acres) and a consumptive use factor 
(feet/year) • 
The salinity inputs may be defined (see 
Figure 8) as: 1) A load or depletion, SL 
(thousands of tons per year); 2) the product 
of flow, WL (thousands of acre feet per 
year) and a specified concentration, CL, 
(tons per acre feet); 3) the product of area! 
A (thousands of acres) and a salt load 
factor, ,(tons per acre per year); 4) a 
diversion taken as the product of a flow 
withdrawal (thousands of acre feet per year) 
and the salinity concentration at the node 
calculated by the model, Sn'; ) an agri-
cultural loading taken as a ction of 
flow, Qd (thousands of acre feet per year), 
efficiency, E, and a leaching factor, <1>8 
(tons per acre per year). 
Up to 500 loads may be defined by 
various combinations of the flow and salinity 
input options. A sign convention of positive 
(+) for salts or flows into the river, and 
negative (-) for withdrawals from the river 
was designated. 
The program SALTEZ permits inputs and 
in-stream salinity to be represented as 
No.30 INPUTS 
Figure 7. Schematic of SALTEZ test run. 
random vnriables rather than constants. 
lillcertainties or variations in selected input 
terms may be defined by their second and 
third central moments. Figure 8 illustrates 
the five salinity loading options and their 
optional stochastic terms. The terms that 
may be defined as random variables are (by 
option); 1) The salt loading t~rm, ~L; 2) 
the specified concentration, eLi) the 
i rri ga te~ a rea, It. and/or the s t load 
factor, :SAi 4) none-/, model computes inter-
mediate salinity, :5 n ; and 5) the factor [(l-E)/E] and/or the base leaching factor 
The stochastic model of the salinity 
level at node n is expressed by 
NO.1 
,....., 
Sn_1 
,....., 
SL 
(46) 
Equation 46 is approximate as diversions 
from the mainstream were assumed to occur 
after accounting for all other salinity loads 
contributing to '\ node. The intermediate 
mainstream flow, Un', aJ;l,d the intermediate 
mainstream salinity, Sn', are computed 
No.2 
IV 
Ww:C 
L L 
'" 
Sn_1 
IV 
SI 
n 
-0 ,....., 
....JL.. (S ,) QI n 
n 
Figure 8. Stochastic salinity options for the program SALTEZ. 
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prior to computation of the node salinity, 
S'n. These intermediate summations reflect 
upstream contributions and all salinity and 
flow inputs for the reach except those 
defined by the diversion option (114). 
Intermediate values are used to compute the 
salt removal resulting from the diversion 
option, thus permi tt solution of Equation 
46. This procedure s undertaken for com-
putation of the mean, variance, and skewness 
equations. 
If the stochastic terms within Equation 
46 are assumed to be independent, the mean 
salinity, Sn, at node n is defined by 
s = 
n' 
S [1 - ~(Qd/Q )]S f 
n n n 
(47) 
(48) 
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The variance of salinity at node n, Os 2 
may be derived by the Generation of Momelh 
Equations techniques as follows: 
2 ]} 
(49) 
(50) 
APPLICATION OF THE PROGRAM SALTEZ TO THE COLORADO RIVER 
C 
Application of the program SALTEZ 
required three distinct tasks. The first was 
estimation of the uncertainties associated 
wi th the assumed 1972 steady ~tate values of 
incremental salt loadings, llSn' Uncertain-
ties associated with llSn were defined for 
17 of the nodes within the Colorado River 
system. The second task involved estimation 
of the uncertainties associated with the 
agricultural base leaching factor, <llB. 
Data from the 49 subbasins within the 
systems were utilized to estimate the vari-
ance associated with the use of this term. 
The third task was modification of the 
program SAL TEZ to resolve differences in 
format between the stochastic model of the 
CRRAS SALT application (Equation 44) and the 
generalized format of the program SALTEZ 
(Equation 49). 
E 
A 
The programs SALT and SALTEZ are steady 
state models. As such they require steady 
state values for inputs. When the 1972 
calibration of the program SALT was under-
taken by CRRAS the steady state value of 
the term ll~n was estimated from a limited 
amount of historic salinity data. This 
estimation of the steady value was uncertain 
because of the dynamic nature of the historic 
data. The uncertainties in the salt loadings 
are the combined result of natural vari-
ability in climate, flow and salinity phe-
nomena, measurement and calculation errors, 
and man related perturbations of the Colorado 
River system. The uncertainties defined in 
this section specifically relate to the 
uncertainties associated with estimating a 
steady state value of the total salt load at 
a node from this nonsteady state data base. 
The parameter for defining confidence 
bands around predicted means is the standard 
error. This term essentially defines the 
standard deviation of sample means. In the 
1972 program SALT calibration, the steady 
state values for incremental salt loadings 
were defined from the mean of the historic 
data collected for the 34 year period 1940-
1974. The uncertainty associated with the 
steady state Sn was equivalent to the 
standard error associated with the mean of 
the historic incremental salt loadings. 
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Table 5 lists the statistical charac-
teristics for the 17 nodes of the Colorado 
River s tern as previously defined (Figure 
6). T data summarizes incremental salt 
loadings for the 34 year period, 1940-1974. 
The mean incremental salt load, standard 
deviation, and standard error of each un-
modi fied data set are presented. Sali ni ty 
data used in the development of Table 5 were 
taken from a 34 year (1940-1974) summary of 
salinity data (USER, 1977). CRRAS derived 
its estimates of salt loadings from Hyatt et 
a1. (1970) and USER (1975). Some minor 
differences exist between these data bases. 
If the historic data were utilized in an 
unmodified form the square of the standard 
error would dine the variance associated 
with llSn. However, since it was recognized 
that segments of the Colorado River have 
displayed a trend of decreasing salt loadings 
with time due to increased consumptive uses, 
use of such long term salinity loadings 
to estimate the 1972 steady state levels 
would be improper. An attempt was made to 
extract temporal trends from the historic 
data (Table 6). This analysis showed that 
only the mainstream Colorado River nodes (30, 
45, 60, 65 80, 85) displayed trends in their 
increme salt loadings. 
The extraction of these trends did not 
in any case decrease the standard error 
associated with the 1972 steady state esti-
mations of llSn. This can be seen by com-
parison of the 1972 standard error of the 
trend analysis (Table 6) with the standard 
errors of the unmodified data (Table 5). 
This occurs because the uncertainties of 
estimating a mean value at a point al a 
regression line differ from those of es i-
mating the mean of a population sample. The 
1972 standard error, for instance, was one of 
the largest annual standard errors because it 
lies along the fringe of the temporal data. 
This made estimates of the 1972 mean value 
highly sensitive to small errors in the 
regression slope coefficient, B. No such 
uncertainty is associated with estimates of 
means from populations displaying no trends 
since all pOints can be assumed to represent 
a single point in time for steady state 
estimates. 
The value of the trend analysis was that 
it identified those historic data sets (nodes 
30,45,60,65,80,85) which could not be 
Table 5. Summary of statistical characteritics of historic incremental salinity loads prior 
to trend analysis. 
Mean Salt Standard Standard 
Node Node Location Loada Deviation Error 
(TT/Y) (TT/Y) (TT/Y) 
5 Green River above Green River, WY 552. 132. 22.6 
10 Gre('n River near Greendale, UT 361. 222. 38.1 
\C, DucilPHne Rivp r "bove Randlett, UT 404. 123. 21.1 
20 Gr"en River above Green River, UT 1284. 348. 59.7 
25 San Rafael River Basin, Green River, UT 210. 80.9 13 .9 
30 Colorado River above Glenwood Springs 595. 79.5 13.6 
35 Colorado River near Cameo, Colo. 936. 127. 21.7 
40 Gunnison River above Grand Junction 1454. 282. 48.4 
45 Colorado River above Cisco, UT 1119. 318. 54.5 
50 San Juan River above Archuleta, NM 198. 88.0 15.1 
55 San Juan River above B lu ff, UT 785. 323. 55.4 
60 Colorado River above Lee's Ferry, AZ 2558. 1451. 249. 
65 Colorado River above Grand Canyon, AZ 1088. 420. 72. 
70 Virgin River above Littlefield, AZ 349. 76.8 13 .2 
75 Colorado River below Hoover Dam, Ariz.-Nev. 362. 1941. 333. 
80 Colorado River below Parker Dam, Ariz .-Calif. 910. 523. 89.6 
85 Colorado River at Imperial Dam, Ariz.-Calif. 146. 367. 62.9 
a1940-l974 (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1977). 
Table 6. Results of trend analysis of historic incremental salinity loads. 
Linear 
Regr es s iona 
Coef fic ient s 1972 1972 
Standard Standard 
Node Node Location Intercept Slope Deviation Error 
A B r2 (TT/Y) (TT/Y) 
(TT/Y) (TT/y2) 
5 Green River above Green Rive r, WY 542. 0.60 0.002 141. 41.1 
10 Green River near Greendale, UT 290. 4.3 0.038 231. 67.7 
15 Duchesne River above Randlett, UT 448. -2.7 0.046 127. 37.2 
20 Green River above Green River, UT 1339. -3.3 0.009 368. 108. 
25 San Rafael River Basin, Green Rive r, UT 241. -1.8 0.051 83.6 24.5 
30 Colorado River above Glenwood Springs 602. -0.40 0.25 84.3 24.6 
35 Colorado River near Cameo, Colo. 991. -3.3 0.068 130. 38.1 
40 Gunnison River above Grand Junction 1597. -8.6 0.092 285. 83.5 
45 Co lorado River above Cisco, UT 1422. -18.4 0.33 276. 80.7 
50 San Juan River above Archuleta, NM 222. -1.4 0.026 92 .2 27.0 
55 San Juan River above B lu f f, UT 851. -4.0 0.015 341. 99.7 
60 Colorado River above Lee's Ferry, AZ 3510. -57.6 0.16 1415. 414. 
65 Co lorado River above Grand Canyon, AZ 1499. -24.9 0.35 359. 105. 
70 Virgin River above Littlefield, AZ 384. -2.1 0.07 78.5 23.0 
75 Colorado River below Hoover Dam, Ariz.-Nev. 1253. 54.0 0.077 1981. 580. 
80 Colorado River below Parker Dam, Ariz. -Cali f. -277 . -38.3 0.53 380. 111. 
85 Colorado River at Imperial Dam, Ar iz. -Cal i f. -46.2 -11.6 0.10 369. 108. 
a1940-l974 (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1977). 
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used directly (Table 5) to estimate the 
steady state mean. For those sets which 
display trends, the appropriate standard 
error for the 1972 steady state estimation of 
llSn was defined from Table 6. The standard 
error from the unmodified data (Table 5) was 
used to define the variance for those data 
sets not displaying significant salinity 
trends (r 2 < 0.1). These cutoff of r2 < 
0.1 gave a 95 percent assurance that existing 
trends were not neglected (Steel and Torrie, 
1960). Table 7, pre nts the values of 
variance selected for of each node. It 
also identifies the source of the standard 
error used in calculating the variance. 
Estimation of Uncertainties 
Associated with ~B 
The estimation of the uncertainty 
associated wi th <PB included two types of 
error. The first, modeling uncertainty ,re-
sulted from the coarseness of the functional 
relationships between <PB, E, and Q in repre-
sent at ion of act ual phenomenon. The second 
reflects error resulting from the estimation 
of the values of <PB used by CRRAS in the 
program SALT modeling effort. The method-
ology used to define the uncertaint ies as-
sociated with <PB included both types of 
error and is described below. 
In the Colorado River Regional Assess-
ment Study, Equation 38 was used to define 
the agricultural salinity loading for manage-
ment runs through calculation of <PB for 
each subbasin. Values for E and Q were 
derived from historic data. The agricultural 
loading Sagri was calculated by 
s . 
agr~ 
(51) 
Table 7. Variance of LlSn used in program 
SALTEZ simulation. 
Node 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 
Variance 
'V 
of IISn 
2 
511 
1,452 
445 
3,564 
193 
605 
471 
2,343 
6,512 
228 
3,069 
171,369 
11 ,025 
174 
1l0,889 
12,321 
11,664 
Source of Standard 
Error 
Table 5 
Table 5 
Table 5 
Table 5 
Table 5 
Table 6, Trend analysis 
Table 5 
Table 5 
Table 6, Trend analysis 
Table 5 
Table 5 
Table 6, Trend analysis 
Table 6, Trend analysis 
Table 5 
Table 5 
Table 6, Trend analysis 
Table 6, Trend analysis 
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in which 
I:.S 
ETagr i 
= change in salt load resulting 
from natural and agricultural 
flows within a subbasin 
(thousands of tons/yr) 
= change in flow resulti from 
natural and agricu ural 
flows within a subbasin 
(thousands of acre feet/yr) 
flow diverted for agricul-
tural purposes (thousands of 
acre feet/yr) 
evapotranspiration losses 
of water diverted for agri 
culture (thousands of acre 
feet/yr) 
The values of <PB calculated by this procedure 
were then used by CRRAS in Equation 38 to 
calculate salinity loadings from agriculture 
in management runs. The procedure that was 
developed to define uncertainties associated 
with ~B accounts for deviation from reality 
of the functional relationship (Equation 38) 
and estimation errors accumulated from 
approximation of E, Q, and i. 
The underlying assumption of the term 
<PBis that salinity pickup is proportional 
to the flow through the soil column. This 
assumption presumes a chemical equilibrium 
between the soil and percolating waters. 
If this theoretical relationship were entire-
ly correct each soil type would display a 
characteristic base leaching factor. One 
could theoretically define the base leaching 
factor for a subbasin by calculation of the 
weighted mean of soil type contributions: 
in which 
(Pn 
+ ••• <!> F 
n n 
(52) 
characteristic base leaching 
f actor of soil type n (tons per 
acre foot) 
fraction of subbasin of soil 
type n 
Table 8 lists by subbasin the distri-
bu t ion of geologi c types and ba se 1 each i ng 
factors developed in the Colorado River 
Regional Assessment Study (UWRL, 1975). Each 
subbasin results in an agricultural input of 
sal in i t y tot h e s y stem. E qua t ion 52 was 
applied to these data. Deviation from a best 
fit regression analysis of the soil types and 
subbasin base leaching factors represented 
accumulated uncertainty from modeling and 
estimation errors. Underlying this con 
clusion are two basic assumptions: 1) all 
soil types are equally likely to be used 
for agriculture; 2) the geologic types 
accurately represent the soil type distri-
butions in the subbasin. It is very unlikely 
that either of these assumptions was entirely 
correct. This estimation of uncertainty, 
therefore, must include some error from these 
assumptions. 
The regres 
correlation (r 
analysis revealed a weak 
0.33) between the eight 
Table 8. Geologic characteristics and base factors for Colorado 
River subbasins (after 
Subbasin 
No. 
Geologic Typeil (% of Total Basin) '~B 
(Tons/ac./ft.) 
lICl 
lIG2 
lIG3 
lIG4 
UG6 
lIG7 
UC8 
UC9 
lJ(aO 
UGll 
UG12 
UG13 
UG14 
UG15 
UG16 
UG17 
UG18 
UMl 
UM2 
UM3 
UM4 
UM5 
UM6 
UM7 
UM8 
UM9 
UMlO 
UMll 
UM12 
UM13 
UM14 
USI 
US2 
US3 
us4 
US5 
US6 
US7 
LMl 
LM2 
LM3 
LM4 
ill5 
LM6 
Subbasin Name 
New York River Basin 40 
Green River above LaBarge, WY 10 
Green River above Fontenelle Reservoir 15 
Big Sandy Creek Basin 10 
Green River above Green River, WY 15 
Black Fork River Basin 15 
Green River above Flamming Gorge Dam 5 
Little Snake River Basin 10 
Yampa River Basin 5 
Creen River above Jensen, UT 5 
Ashley Creek Basin 5 
Duchesne River above Duchesne, UT 5 
Duchesne River above Randlett, UT 5 
White River Basin 5 
Price River Basin 10 
Green River above Green River, UT 5 
San Rafael River Basin, Green River, UT 5 
Colorado River above Hot Sulfur Springs 1 
Eagle River Basin 
Colorado River above Glenwood Springs 
Roaring Fork River Basin 5 
Colorado River above Plateau Creek 5 
Plateau Creek Basin 
Tomichi Creek Basin 5 
Gunnison River above North Fork Gunnison 
Uncomphagre River Basin 10 
Gunnison River above Grand Junction 2 
Colorado River above Colorado-Utah Line 2 
Colores River Basin 5 
Colorado River above Cisco, UT 
Colorado River above Lee's Ferry, AZ 
San Juan River above Arbola 5 
San Juan River above Archulets, NM 5 
Animas River Basin 5 
San Juan River above Farmington 5 
La Platta River Basin 
San Juan River above Shiprock 2 
San Juan River above Bluff, UT 3 
Colorado River above Grand Canyon, AZ 5 
Virgin River above Littlefield, AZ 5 
Muddy River Basin below Hoover Dam 45 
Colorado River above Hoover Dam 10 
Bill Williams River above Alamo 15 
Colorado River Hoover to Parker below 
Parker Dam 
LM7 Colorado River Parker to Imperial below 
LM8 
LL1 
LL2 
L13 
Imperial Dam 
United States - Mexico Border 
Little Colorado River above Hunt 
Little Colorado River above Holbrook 
Little Colorado River above Cameron 
aFrom lItah Water Research Laboratory (1975). 
Description of geological classifications used: 
70 
80 
20 
15 
10 
2 
20 
70 
50 
85 
60 
50 
55 
60 
15 
40 
10 
60 
55 
50 
5 
80 
15 
30 
15 
45 
80 
10 
2 
15 
5 
2 
40 
25 
90 
5 
10 
6 
10 
15 
5 
50 
10 
5 
30 
15 
10 
3 
5 
10 
25 
15 
2 
20 
53 
5 
40 
5 
20 
60 
10 
25 
20 
10 
15 
20 
10 
10 
20 
30 
40 
55 
35 
30 
25 
60 
30 
15 
5 
90 
85 
10 
20 
15 
4 
5 
10 
3 
5 
10 
10 
3 
25 
3 
25 
10 
5 
30 
40 
28 
40 
45 
45 
3 
5 
3 
5 
3 
40 
30 
15 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
20 
5 
3 
5 
2 
25 
30 
60 
45 
20 
40 
30 
6 
5 
10 
5 
5 
2 
20 
10 
5 
10 
10 
10 
45 
25 
30 
15 
15 
5 
5 
10 
15 
20 
15 
15 
10 
5 
10 
7 
2 
5 
10 
2 
15 
10 
15 
25 
5 
10 
30 
50 
25 
8 
10 
10 
30 
8 
10 
10 
45 
30 
25 
20 
15 
15 
5 
8 
40 
5 
15 
30 
8 
8 
25 
20 
10 
25 
60 
25 
10 
25 
2 
40 
15 
5 
5 
10 
12 
20 
5 
30 
15 
40 
25 
30 
10 
10 
0.10 
0.23 
0.62 
0.76 
8.15 
0.49 
0.175 
0.22 
0.21 
1.07 
0.58 
0.47 
0.34 
0.49 
1.76 
1.20 
0.91 
0.074 
0.335 
0.26 
0.30 
1.42 
0.23 
0.129 
0.077 
0.456 
1.10 
1.19 
0.29 
1.28 
0.34 
0.141 
0.158 
0.30 
1. 30 
0.18 
1.17 
0.59 
0.20 
1.13 
0.16 
o 
0.40 
0.24 
0.24 
<P 
0.056 
0.34 
0.50 
1) Unconsolidated continental depOsits: Fluvial and glacial fluvial deposits beneath and bordering 
streams terraces. Include pediment gravels and sand dunes. 
2) Continental rocks: Lacustrine deposits of shale. siltstone, fire-grained sandstone. Includes the 
Wasatch, Green River, Uintah and Bridges formations. 
3) Continental and marine rocks: Shale and sandstone. Includes the Mancos, Mesa Verde, and related 
formations. 
4) Predominantly continental rock: Massive quartzose sandstone, interbedded sandstone and mudstone, and 
conglomerate. Includes Glen Canyon, San ~afael groups, Morrison and Dakota Formations. 
5) Continental and marine rocks: Mudstone, siltstone and shale, conglomerate. Includes Moenkopi and 
chinle formations. 
6) Marine rocks: Limestone, quartzite, shale, and evaporites with quartzose sandstone. Includes the 
Leadville, Hermosa, Cutler, Weber and related formations. 
7) 19n('ous rocks: Volcanic and intrusive basalt, andesite, diorite, and others. Includes lava flows and 
flows related ejectarnenta and intrusive laccoliths. 
8) Igneous and metamorphic rocks: Schist, granite greiss, granite, and granite permatite. Forms the 
basement complex upon which Units 7 to 1 rests. 
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Table 9. 
Subbasin 
No. 
UGI 
UG2 
UG3 
UG4 
UG6 
UG7 
UG8 
UG9 
UGlO 
UGll 
UG12 
UG13 
UG14 
UG15 
UG16 
UG17 
UG18 
UM1 
UM2 
UM3 
UM4 
UM5 
UM6 
UM7 
UM8 
UM9 
UMlO 
UMll 
UM12 
UM13 
UM14 
US1 
US2 
US3 
US4 
US5 
US6 
US7 
LM1 
LM2 
LM3 
LM4 
LMS 
LM6 
LM7 
LM8 
LL1 
LL2 
LL3 
Comparison of actual and predicted 
estimates for B' 
<l>B 
(T/ A/F) 
0.100 
0.230 
0.620 
0.760 
8.150 
0.490 
0.175 
0.220 
0.210 
1.070 
0.580 
0.470 
0.340 
0.490 
1. 760 
1.200 
0.910 
0.074 
0.335 
0.260 
0.300 
1.420 
0.230 
0.129 
0.077 
0.456 
1.100 
1.190 
0.290 
1.280 
0.340 
0.141 
0.158 
0.300 
1.300 
0.180 
1.170 
0.590 
0.200 
1.130 
0.160 
<P 
0.400 
0.240 
0.240 
<P 
0.056 
0.340 
0.500 
Predicted <l>B 
(T/A/F) 
0.267 
0.386 
0.752 
0.680 
0.628 
0.587 
0.482 
0.638 
0.721 
0.552 
0.620 
0.684 
0.525 
0.638 
0.825 
0.728 
0.830 
0.007 
0.459 
0.433 
0.222 
0.698 
0.629 
-0.002 
-0.032 
0.438 
0.767 
0.854 
0.689 
0.809 
0.769 
0.383 
0.555 
0.464 
0.744 
0.824 
0.809 
0.857 
0.648 
0.505 
0.012 
<P 
-0.046 
0.194 
0.268 
<P 
0.420 
0.422 
0.612 
Deviation 
(T/ A/F) 
-0.167 
-0.156 
-0.132 
-0.080 
7.522 
-0.098 
-0.307 
-0.418 
-0.511 
0.518 
-0.040 
-0.214 
-0.185 
-0.148 
0.935 
0.472 
0.080 
0.067 
-0.124 
-0.173 
0.078 
0.722 
-0.399 
0.131 
0.110 
0.018 
0.333 
0.336 
-0.399 
0.471 
-0.428 
-0.242 
-0.397 
-0.164 
0.556 
-0.644 
0.361 
-0.267 
-0.448 
0.625 
0.148 
<P 
0.446 
0.046 
-0.028 
<P 
-0.364 
-0.082 
-0.112 
geologic types and the base leaching factor. 
Table 9 presents the calculated <!lB, the 
predicted <PB, and the deviation associated 
with each subbasin. Individual estimates of 
the standard error associated with a subbasin 
were not developed because only one estimate 
of <l>B was available for each subbasin. 
Estimates of variance made upon such limited 
data would have been highly unreliable. The 
alternate approach of developing a mean stan-
dard error for all subbasins was employed. 
The mean standard deviation was found to be 
0.399 (T/A/F). A variance of 0.159 (T/A/F)2 
was, therefore, associated with the use of 
~for all subbasins. 
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These uncertainties apply only to the 
procedures followed by the Colorado River 
Regional Assessment Study to define <!lB. 
Other methods of estimating <l>B result in a 
different set of uncertainties. The base 
leaching factor was calculated from an 
estimation of historic agricultural salt 
loadings byy CRRAS. Such a procedure involves 
a different set of uncertainties than would, 
for instance, be associated with the esti-
mation of from field measurements. 
Minor modification of the generalized 
program SALTEZ was required for this i-
cation to the Colorado River. The modi 
tion was required because there was a s 
ficant deviation between the generalized 
assumptions of the program SALTEZ and the 
procedures used by CRRAS to estimate cali-
bration data for the program SALT. 
The generalized program SALTEZ is based 
upon an assumption of independence between 
individual salt loads. The general form of 
the stochastic model (Equation 39) is com-
patible with this assumption. However, the 
procedure (Equation 51) followed by CRRAS for 
estimation of the natural loading term, 
S'nat. violated this assumption. The natural 
loading terms were estimated by the dif-
ference between the total salt loading and 
the estimated icultural and point loads 
(Equat ion 40). leady, the term Snat was 
not independent of Sn and ~agri. Rearrange-
ment was required to permi t development of 
variance equations. The resulting equation 
(Equation 44) had a format that was not 
compatible with tion 49 of the general-
ized program Z. Equation 49 for the 
variance of the intermediate salinity, Sn I, 
was therefore modified to: 
° y 2 
S , 
n 
° 2 + 
1JS72 
n 
2 + 1: 2 0<1> 
B 
(53) 
The program SALTEZ was further modified 
to permit simultaneous input of two ef-
ficiencies, EY and E72 or consumed flows, 
OY and Q72 used in Equation 53. 
The fifth salinity option (Figure 8) was 
also temporarily modified in the program 
SAL TEZ (see Appendi x B). This option per-
mi tted calculation of the uncertaint ies 
specific to in Equation ~3. The vari-
ance associ with the llSn72 parameter 
was accumulated by node, and input as the 
variance of the nodal slack term. Table 7 
1 isted these variance terms. Reference to 
the modified program SALTEZ in the balance 
of this report refers to the version of 
SALTEZ that includes the above modifications. 
RESULTS OF STEADY STATE STOCHASTIC SALINITY SIMULATIONS 
Six stochastic simulations of salinity 
in the Colorado River system were undertaken 
with the program SALTEZ. Three of these 
simulations were of the baseline conditions 
for 1977,1983, and 1995. The remaining 
three reflected of the three irrigation 
efficiencies (E1 E2, E3) for the year 
1983· 
The baseline simulations reflect the 
baseline runs made with the program SALT in 
the Colorado River Assessment Study. These 
baseline runs assumed a 14 million acre foot 
per year virgin flow at Lee's Ferry, Arizona, 
and the most likely level of development of 
agriculture, energy, and water export as 
estimated by CRRAS. They were compared with 
simulations of management options. The 1977, 
1983, and 1995 SALTEZ simulations correspond 
with the runs #1, #2, and #3 of the Colorado 
River Assessment Study. 
Table 10 summarizes the results of the 
baseline simulations. The projected flows 
and mean salt loads display a decreasing 
trend with time. This reflects increased 
consumptive use of water. The coefficients 
of variation range from 5.7 (1983) to 5.8 
percent (1977 and 1995) of the projected 
steady state salt load at Imperial Dam, 
California. Figure 9. illustrates the 95 
percent confidence bands (normality assumed) 
associated with the projected salinity load 
for the 1977 baseline simulation. 
The management simulations reflect 
application of different irrigation ef-
ficiencies to the 1983 baseline run. The 
three superimposed irrigation efficiencies 
reflect different irrigation management 
alternatives. The level 1 e;fficiency (E1) 
reflected estimates of efficiencies resulting 
from on-farm management requiring no capital 
investment. The level 2 efficiency reflects 
upgrading of conveyance systems to an assumed 
95 percent efficiency. The level 3 ef-
ficiency reflects upgrading of both con-
veyance and on-farm management techniques 
to technological limits. Table 11 compares 
the irrigation efficiencies used with the 
1983 baseline and management simulations. 
The level 3 efficiency was assumed equal to 
76 percent for all subbasins. The 1983-E1, 
1983- E2' and 1983-E"1 simulations correspond 
with runs il7, 118, 19 of the Colorado River 
Assessment Study. 
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The results of the 1983 agricultural 
management simulation are presented in Table 
12. The flows for these and the 1983 base-
line projection were identical. This pre-
sumes complete utilization of water rights 
regardless of efficiency of application. The 
salt load decreases with increasing ef-
ficiency for each subbasin. Since the mean 
efficiency increases with efficiency level 
(see Table 11) the sal t load at Imperi al 
Dam decreases from E1 through E"1. Indi-
vidual subbasins, for example Ul;1-6, may 
show decreases in efficiency from level 1 to 
level 2. This resulted in an associated salt 
load increase from E1 to E2 for some 
nodes (nodes 5 and 10). The standard devia-
tions at Imperial Dam varies from 6.8 (1983-
E1) to 10.3 percent (1983-E3) of the steady 
state salt load. Figure 10 illustrates the 
95 percent confidence bands associated 
with the projected salinity load for the 
1983-E3 simulation. 
Discussion of Results 
In interpretation of the results pre-
sented here one should consider a number of 
factors. Foremost are the limitations of the 
study in terms of the types of uncertainty 
considered. This analysis was limited to 
the propa~tion of uncertainty from the two 
sources llSn and &'B. All other parameters 
were assumed to be deterministic. The 
confidence bands projected here reflect only 
the two sources of uncertainty under the 
deterministic baseline conditions assumed by 
CRRAS. In particular, the flow regime and 
point sources were considered determin-
istically. The confidence bands in Figures 9 
and 10 were positioned by assuming normal-
ity of the uncertainty distributions. Al-
though this assumption appears reasonable it 
has not been demonstrated. Estimation of 
uncertainties associated with SALT simula-
tions other than those presented here would 
be best undertaken with reapplication of the 
program SALTEZ since the variance estimates 
may vary widely between scenarios. 
The mean values produced by the program 
SALTEZ simulations are identical to the 
deterministic values produced by the program 
SALT in CRRAS. The compatibility of the 
Generation of Moment Equations technique with 
the program SALT format permitted addition of 
the variance equations without significant 
~ 
Table 10. Summary of results for Colorado River System baseline runs. 
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Node 
No. 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
59 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 
85 
12 
II 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1977-Baseline 
Flow Sal t Load a Flow 
(TAF /Y) (TT/Y) (TT/Y) (TAF/Y) 
2217. 885. 22.6 2207. 
2734. 1711. 44.3 2711. 
385. 397. 22.4 318. 
5134. 3223. 77 .7 5001. 
25.4 130. 13 .9 25.4 
17 53. 690. 24.6 1655. 
2947. 1759. 32.8 2834. 
1377. ll94. 65.3 1358. 
4083. 3766. 109. 3945. 
702. 220. 17.0 663. 
1450. ll56. 58.0 1209. 
10693. 8274. 146. 10180. 
10471. 8022. 439. 9924. 
10977. 9033. 451. 10430. 
149. 391. 13.2 149. 
10183. 9787. 559. 9576. 
9ll8. 8990. 522. 8319. 
8154. 9169. 534. 7248. 
B 
30 35 45 59 60 65 75 80 85 
NODE NO. 
Figure 9. Mean values and 95 percent con-
fidence bands (normality assumed) 
for the 1977 base run. 
1983-Baseline 1995-Baseline 
Salt Load a Flow Salt Load a 
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(TT/Y) (TT/Y) (TAF/Y) (TT/Y) (TT/Y) 
880. 22.6 2171. 870. 25.1 
1703. 44.4 2668. 1689. 45.7 
403. 25.3 233. 390. 25.3 
3264. 78.9 4796. 3296. 81.5 
130. 13.9 25.4 130. 13.9 
680. 24.6 1623. 677. 24.6 
1748. 32.8 2752. 1719. 32.8 
ll91. 65.3 1286. 1231. 74.5 
3753. 109. 3753. 3771. 11 5. 
213. 17.0 643. 210. 17.0 
1366. 79.1 931. 1629. 127. 
8512. 157. 9505. 8826. 191. 
8244. 443. 9177 . 8523. 456. 
9255. 455. 9682. 9535. 468. 
391. 13.2 149. 391. 13.2 
9943. 558. 8766. 10137. 564. 
8905. 508. 6455. 7756. 438. 
9095. 522. 5287. 7827. 457. 
alteration of the existing program SALT 
capabilities. The same equations that 
produced the deterministic simulations of 
SALT are used in SALTEZ to produce mean 
values. Further, information developed 
through manipulation of data in this report 
was only used to define variances. No 
attempt was made to redefine the means 
produced by CRRAS in this would have beyond 
both the scope and objectives of the study. 
Although the procedures followed in the 
Colorado River Assessment Study were used as 
a basis for developing the rationale for 
uncertainty definition, differences in the 
data base existed. Sa,tinity data used 
in the development of lIS n in this report 
was taken from a 34 year (1940-1974) summary 
of salinity data (USBR, 1977). In the 
previous study estimates of salt loadings 
were derived primarily from Hyatt et al. 
(1970) and USBR (1975). Some minor dif-
ferences, therefore, exist between these 
data. Further, trend analysis was incor-
porated into this estimation of lI~n. This 
procedure was not included in the steady-
state estimation of lIS'n in the Colorado 
River Assessment Study. The effect of this 
difference in procedure is not known. 
Finally, the uncertainty propagation 
presented here includes an undetermined 
contribution from the assumptions included in 
the development of variance estimates from 
~B. The use of geological types to represent 
agricultural soil types percentages within 
subbasins may have contributed variance not 
related to the uncertainty of ~B. 
The principal value of the SALTEZ 
simulations presented here lies in the 
~ 
Table 11- Comparison of irrigation efficien-
cies for SAL TEZ simulations. 
Subbasin 
No. 
UG1 22 44 24 76 
UG2 34 54 36 76 
UG3 47 71 49 76 
UG4 46 58 50 76 
UG6 22 44 24 76 
UG7 68 68 72 76 
UG8 51 57 55 76 
UG9 36 54 38 76 
UGlO 39 51 47 76 
UGll 42 45 58 76 
UG12 61 61 76 76 
UGl3 39 46 52 76 
UG14 49 49 66 76 
UG15 35 47 43 76 
UG16 63 63 76 76 
UG17 53 63 71 76 
UG18 50 50 66 76 
UM1 32 46 43 76 
DMZ 27 43 36 76 
UM3 36 43 48 76 
UM4 42 43 56 76 
UM5 60 60 76 76 
UM6 72 72 76 76 
UM7 20 40 26 76 
UM8 42 47 55 76 
UM9 25 43 33 76 
UMlO 34 47 45 76 
UM11 31 42 46 76 
UM12 60 60 65 76 
UMl3 54 54 76 76 
UM14 51 51 74 76 
US1 30 45 41 76 
US2 43 43 59 76 
US3 42 45 58 76 
US4 55 55 76 76 
US5 55 55 76 76 
US6 55 55 76 76 
US7 57 57 71 76 
LM1 60 60 60 76 
LM2 67 67 69 76 
LM3 75 75 75 76 
LM4 60 60 60 76 
LMS 65 65 72 76 
LM6 53 53 59 76 
LM7 53 61 53 76 
L11 58 58 76 76 
LL2 58 58 76 76 
LL3 58 58 76 76 
HEAN 47.6 53.7 58.1 76 
definition of confidence bands associated 
with the salinity projections (figures 9 and 
10). These confidence bands effectively 
define our ability to model steady state 
salinity in the Colorado River system under 
the procedures followed in this report. They 
do not reflect the actual variability that 
can be expected in future salinity measure-
ments. Only uncertainty associated with 
selected relationships of the salinity model 
have been considered. Natural variability 
was only considered when it had a direct 
impact on estimation of steady state parame-
ters. Given a future management scenario the 
confidence bands define the model's capa-
bility of predicting a steady state salinity 
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Figure 10. Mean valu.es and 95 percent con-
fidence bands (normality assumed) 
for the 1983 E3 run. 
level. Or in other words, they define the 
resolution of the modeling effort. This 
provides the management agency with informa-
tion useful in deciding whether the modeling 
results warrant implementation of various 
management alternatives. For instance, since 
the coefficient of variation of the runs 
presented here varied from 5.7 to 10.3 
percent,the management agency would in all 
likelihood consider the predicted means 
reliable. This knowledge would permi t them 
to make management decisions with confidence. 
The results of this stochastic analysis 
are presented in terms of salinity loadings 
rather than concentration. The coefficients 
of variation of the simulated salt loadings 
can be applied directly to simulated concen-
trations. This procedure has been avoided 
becausl') concentrations represent a combina-
tion of flow and mass and only the latter was 
considered stochastic in this study. The 
deterministic treatment of the flow regime 
was dictated by the limits of this study 
and by the lack of an accepted methodology 
for handling the interdependence of flow and 
salinity. Until such a methodology is 
developed it is considered appropriate to 
Table 12. Summary of results for 1983 agricultural management simulations of the Colorado 
River system. 
1983-E1 1983-E2 1983-E3 
Node 
No. 
Flow Salt Load 0 Flow 
(TAF/Y) (TT/Y) (TT/Y) (TAF/Y) 
5 2207. 48. 83.4 2207. 
10 2711. 1568. 91.8 2711. 
15 318. 387. 25.6 318. 
20 5001. 3049. 12l. 5001. 
25 25.4 130. 13.9 25.4 
30 1655. 639. 44.3 1655. 
35 2834. 1706. 49.4 2834. 
40 1358. 844. 205. 1358. 
45 3945. 3101. 236. 3945. 
50 663. 209. 19.6 663. 
55 1209. 1310. 73 .3 1209. 
59 10180. 7590. 275. 10180. 
60 9924. 732l. 497. 9924. 
65 10430 8333. 508. 10430. 
70 149. 39l. 13.2 149. 
75 9576. 9030. 60l. 9576. 
80 8319. 8090. 546. 8319. 
85 7248. 8225. 556. 7248. 
present results in terms of loading rather 
than concentrations. 
The SALTEZ simulations also provide 
information for comparing various sources of 
the total uncertainty at Imperial Dam. In 
these runs, uncertainty stems from three 
sources (Table 13). The major source 
is the esti~ation of the 1972 calibration 
val u e for LIS n . The v a ria n c e con t rib ute d 
from ~n remains constant in all runs 
based upon 1972 calibration. The second 
source of variance is the process of estima-
tion of the base leaching factors, <PB. The 
contribution from this source varies widely. 
In the 1977-baseline run it contributes only 
0.8 percent of the total variance. In the 
1983-E3 simulation it is responsible for 
37 percent. The program SALT simulations 
Salt Load 0 Flow Salt Load 0 
(TT/Y) (TT/Y) (TAF/Y) (TT/Y) (TT/Y) 
855. 26.0 2207. 682. 120. 
1669. 46.3 2711. 1484. 127. 
259. 61.6 318. 189. 95. 
2911. 102. 5001. 2552. 190. 
80.6 20.6 25.4 60.4 25.6 
636. 49.6 1655. 582. 97.3 
1634. 57.6 2834. 1570. 104. 
960. 134. 1358. 593. 309. 
3070. 186. 3945. 2365. 368. 
197. 35.3 663. 185. 52.4 
1006. 75.8 1209. 760. 154. 
7068. 226. 10180. 5737. 443. 
6672. 472. 9924. 5334. 607. 
7667. 484. 10430. 6328. 616. 
383. 13.3 149. 360. 15.0 
8364. 581. 9576. 7011. 693. 
7489. 528. 8319. 6271. 626. 
7680. 542. 7248. 6336. 652. 
were clearly sensitive to changes in agri-
cultural parameters. The third source of 
uncertainty considered stems from projected 
diversion flows in the simulations. Although 
the diversion flows were presumed completely 
~nown, the associated instream salinities, 
S'n' were uncertain. The variance associated 
with diversions varied as a function of their 
size and the accumulated upstream variance. 
The diversions reduced the total variance 
in all of the simulations presented here. In 
the 1995-base run this source of variance 
reduced the total variance by 42 percent. 
Analysis of the sources of variance can 
contribute significantly to our understanding 
of the modeling process. It identifies those 
relationships or components of the model that 
warrant further refinement. It is possible, 
Table 13. Sources of variances at Imperial Dam, California. 
Run Total Variance 
'U 
Identifi- Salt Load i'lSn 
cation (TT/Y) (TT/Y) 2 
1977-Base1ine 9169. 336,895 
1983-Base1ine 9095. 336,895 
1995-Baseline 7827. 336,895 
1983 E1 8225. 336,895 
1983 E2 7680. 336,895 
1983 E3 6336. 336,895 
aNegative signs indicate variance was subtracted. 
Variancea 
Diversions 
(TT/y)2 
- 54,876 
- 73,133 
-152,275 
- 84,465 
- 79,159 
-111,417 
34 
Variance 
<l>B 
(TT/y)2 
2,799 
9,219 
23,830 
57,125 
36,372 
200,185 
Total 
Variance 
(TT/Y) 2 
284,814 
272,985 
208,447 
309,559 
294,110 
425,665 
l 
I 
for instance, that another method of estima-
tion of ~B could significantly decrease the 
variance of the agricultural management 
simulations. Comparison of the cost of such 
a refinement with the value of increased 
resolution would determine whether such 
efforts were warranted. 
Comparison of Programs SALT and SALTEZ 
Table 14 compares the cost of the 
stochastic program SALTEZ wi th that of the 
deterministic program SALT. As would be 
Table 14. Comparison of programming effort 
and cost of the stochastic program 
SALTEZ and the deterministic 
program SALT. 
Item 
Lines of programming 
Core storage (words) 
Typical compilation time (secs) 
1977-base Run time (secs) 
1977-base Run cost 
Program 
SALT 
348 
2,243 
5.5 
3.5 
$0.72 
Program 
SALTEZ 
569 
2,999 
9.5 
7.1 
$1.17 
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expected, the stochastic analysis requires 
more programming effort, core storage, and 
simulation time. The method of Generation of 
Moments Equations showed itself to be a 
particularly effective method for developing 
the uncertainty estimations. The items in 
Table 14 indicate the program SALTEZ requires 
1.6 the modeling costs associated with the 
program SALT. The costs associated with both 
programs were so small as to make this a 
negligible increase. 
The major price paid for the additional 
stochastic information would stem from the 
estimation of the uncertainty associated 
with selected parameters. The stochastic 
model inherently requires more external data 
manipulation than the deterministic approach. 
The magnitude of this additional effort 
depends largely upon the specific type 
of uncertainty generated. Estim~tion of the 
uncertainty associ ated wi th llSn, for i n-
stance, would cause a negligible cost 
increase over the deterministic process. 
Estimation of uncertainties associated with 
individual point loads could be much more 
costly because of the numerous different 
types of point loads and the need to gather 
data and analysis data on each. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The two case studies presented in this 
report demonstrate the feasibility of apply-
i ng stochastic techniques to the area of 
water quality. The three techniques con-
sidered in the preliminary comparison, Le., 
Monte Carlo, First Order, and Generation of 
Moment Equations all proved to be applicable 
to a dynamic water quality model. In all 
cases, assumptions or approximations required 
for application of the stochastic techniques 
to the phosphorus model were compatible with 
those made with the deterministic model. 
Finally the estimates of variance were in 
close agreement between the three techniques. 
This indicated all three approaches would be 
reliable in applications of this type. 
This preliminary comparison revealed 
differences between the techniques. Although 
the Monte Carlo technique was clearly the 
most expensive in terms of computer time, its 
flexibili ty and ease of application was ap-
parent. The main drawback of this technique 
was the large number of simulations required 
to achieve statistical significance of 
results. The First Order and Generation of 
Moment Equation techniques required only a 
single simulation to produce estimates of 
mean and variance. Unfortunately both these 
techniques become approximate for nonlinear 
systems. Further, both require personnel 
with stochastic training to derive the 
stochastic equations used for solution. 
The stochastic simulations of Lake 
Washington also revealed the water column 
phosphorus was very responsive to uncertainty 
in annual phosphorus loadings. If a coef-
ficient of variation of 30 percent was placed 
upon the estimated phosphorus loading rate, 
the water column phosphorus was estimated 
wi th a relative standard deviation of about 
16 percent. This is in contrast to the 
insensitive sediment phosphorus levels (2.5 
percent). 
The second case study was the applica-
t ion of the Generation of Moment Equations 
technique to the Colorado River system. The 
technique was readily applied to an existing 
linear salinity model developed by UWRL 
(1975). Computation time and run costs for 
the stochastic simulations were approximately 
1.6 times the costs for similar deterministic 
runs. Two aspects of this application were 
particularly important. First, it was 
demonstrated that estimates of uncertainty 
could be made from data bases similar to 
those used for deterministic calibrations. 
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Secondly, it indicated that the steady state 
estimations of salinity loadings for selected 
management alternatives were reasonable. 
Coefficient of variations of projected 
salinity projections varied from 5.7 to 10.3 
percent. 
The major source of uncertainty in the 
steady state salinity projections was the 
estimation of the incremental salinity load-
ings, fl~n, used for the model calibration. 
Uncertainty from estimation of the agri-
cuI tural base leach ing factor, <liB, became 
important when major changes in farm water 
management were considered. The total 
uncertainty defined the reliability of the 
steady state salinity modeling effort. 
this information could allow water management 
agencies to place the appropriate weight upon 
results of simUlations. Identification of 
the sources of uncertainty also defines those 
areas limiting the reliability of the model-
ing effort. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
If the full value of stochastic analysis 
of water quality problems is to be realized 
certain areas should be more fully developed. 
Possibly the most important is identification 
of those sources of uncertainty that should 
be considered. This implies expansion of the 
type of analysis presented in this report 
until all major sources of uncertainty have 
been identified. Only then can the variance 
on the output variables realistically re-
present the actual model reliability. 
The second area is the development of 
accepted techniques for estimation of vari-
ances. Careful study should be made of 
alternate methods of estimating the variances 
associated with selected sources of un-
certainty. This should permit the develop-
ment of a number of standard approaches to 
estimating uncertainties, thus minimizing 
error and aiding interpretation of results. 
Techniques should be developed or 
demonstrated to cope wi th characteristiC 
problems of water quality. For instance, 
accepted methodologies must be developed for 
deal ing wi th the interdependence of fl ow 
and constituent concentrations. This problem 
was avoided in this study by assumi a 
deterministic flow regime. The feasibi ty 
of applying the stochastic techniques to 
uncertain decay coefficients should be 
demonstrated. Finally, the reasonableness of 
assuming normality for distributions of water 
quality parameters should be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM LISTINGS AND SAMPLE OUTPUTS FOR PRELIMINARY 
COMPARISON OF STOCHASTIC TECHNIQUES 
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FIRST ORDER ANALYSIS: PROGRAM LISTING AND 
OUTPUT FOR PHOSPHORUS MODEL 
B6700/B7700 FOR T RAN C 0 H P I L A TID N H ARK 
C FIRST ORDER ANALYSIS OF PHOSPHORUS HODEL 
REAL H(70).Kl.K2.K3 
DIMENSION ANS(6.51) 
DATA M/10*45 •• 10*61 •• 6*81 •• 89 •• 140 •• 190 •• 240 •• 280 •• 288 •• 257 •• 
1 257 •• 196 •• 196 •• 34*80./ 
PF =.3 
V=3.8*10.**9. 
Kl=36. 
K2=.0012 
K3=.6 
VS=10.**7. 
Q=9.*10**8. 
A=10**8. 
ANS{1.1)=.015 
ANS(2.1)=240. 
ANS<4.1 )=0. 
ANS{ 3,1 )=0. 
00 10 K=t. 70 
1) H(K)=M(Kl*10**6./V 
X2=(K1*A·Q)/V 
X3=K2*A/V 
X4=(1-K3)*K1*A/VS 
X5=K2*A/VS 
B=( X:UX5) 
C=X2*X5-X3*X4 
S=C 
TK::-S 
AA=X5/TK 
AB=X3ITK 
AC=X4ITK 
AO=X2ITK 
R=-1./(2.*B) 
AL=(-B-SQRT(B**2.-4.*C»/2. 
BE=C/AL 
AT=EXP(-AL) 
BT=EXP(-BEl 
OA=1./(AL-BE1*AT 
OB=1./(BE-AL1*BT 
0011=(AL+X5)*OA.{SE+X5)*OS 
0012=+X3*(OA+DB) 
0021=.X4*(OA+DB) 
0022=(AL+X2)*DA+(SE+X2)*OB 
AT=EXP( AU 
2.8.060 WEONESDAY. 04/26/78 09:35 AH 
C 000:0000:5 
START OF SEGHENT 002 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002 :0001): 0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0002:3 
C 002:0006:2 
C 002 :0007: 1 
C 002:0009:3 
C 002:00013:3 
C 002:0000:4 
C 002:0010:0 
C 002:0011:5 
C 002:0014:1 
C 002:0015:2 
C 002:0016:3 
C 002:0017:4 
C 002:0019:0 
C 002:Q01E: 5 
C 002:0021:1 
C 002:0023:0 
C 002:0025:4 
C 002:0027:3 
C 002:0028:5 
C 002 :002B: 1 
C 002:0028:4 
C 002:002C:2 
C 002 :0020: 4 
C 002 :002F: 0 
C 002:0030:2 
C 002:0031=4 
C 002:0033:3 
C 002:0037:3 
C 002:00511:5 
C 002:003A: 3 
C 002:003C:l 
C 002:003E:2 
C 002:0040:3 
C 002:0043:5 
C 002:0045:4 
C 002:0047: 3 
C 002:004A:5 
J 
.j:: 
w 
BT=EXP( BEl 
OA=1./(AL-BE1*AT 
OB=1./(BE-AL1*BT 
COll=(AL+X51*OA+(BE+X51*OB 
C012=+X3*(OA+OSl 
C021=+X4*(OA+OBl 
C022=(AL+X21*OA+(SE+X21*OS 
WRITE(6.9011 PF 
9)1 FORMAT (lHl.T27.'EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN LOADING UPON PHOSPHORUS 
1 MODEL. FIRST ORDER ANALYSIS'/T53.'PROSABILITY FACTOR='.F4.21 
WRITE (6.9151 
915 FORMAT (lH .T30.'YEAR'.T43.'LAKE'.T56.'STANOARO'.T71.'SEOIMENT'. 
1 T~6.'STANOARO'./T43"CONC'.T55"OEVIATION'.T73.'CONC'.T85. 
2 'OEVIATION'./T43.'MG/L'.T58.'HG/L'.T73.'HG/L'.T88.'MGIL'l 
NYEAR=1930 
OOG=SQRT(ANS(3.1» 
CAT=SQRT(ANS(4.1» 
WRITE (6.9161NYEAR.ANS(1.1).OOG.ANS(2.11.CAT 
916 FORMAT (lH .T30.14.4(5X.E10.31) 
00 100 I=1.50 
VW=ANS(3.Il 
VS=ANS(4.I) 
VM=(PF*H(Ill**2. 
Sl=R*VH*(l.+AA*S*AAl 
D2=R*S*AA*VM*AC 
B3=R*S*AC*VM*AA 
84=R*S*AC*VM*AC 
Zl=81-(DOll*81+D012*831*DOll-(DOll*82+D012*841*D012 
Z2=B2-(DOll*Bl+D012*B31*D021-(DOll*82+D012*341*D022+ANS(5.Il 
Z3=B3-(D021*Bl+D022*B31*DOll-(D021*B2+D022*B4)*D012+ANS(6.I) 
Z4=B4-(0021*Bl+D022*831*D021-(D021*82+0022*B4)*D022 
ANS(1.I+ll=COll*(ANS(1.Il+AA*(1.-DOll)*M(I)-A8*0021*M(Il)+ 
S C012*(ANS(2.I)+AC*(1.-DOll)*M(I)-AD*D021*M(I)1 
ANS(2.I+l)=C021*(ANS(1.Il+AA*(1.-DOlll*M(I)-AB*D021*M(I»+ 
$ C022*(ANS(2.Il+AC*( 1.-OOlll*M(I)-AD*0021*H(Ill 
ANS(3.I+ll=(COll*(VW+Zll+C012*Z3)*COll+(COll*Z2+C012*(VS+ 
S Z411*C012 
ANS(4.I+l)=(C021*(VW+Zll+C022*Z3)*C021+(C021*Z2+C022*(VS+Z4» 
S *C022 
ANS(5.I+ll=(COll*(VW+Zll+C012*Z31*C021+(COll*Z2+C012*(VS+ 
S Z411*C022 
ANS(6.I+ll=(C021*(VW+Zll+C022*Z31*COll+(C021*Z2+C022*(VS+Z')l 
S *C012 
NYEAR=1930+1 
DOG=SQRT(ANS(3.I+l» 
CAT=SQRT(ANS(4.I+l)1 
WRITE (6.9161NYEAR.ANS(1.I+l).DOG.ANS(2.I+ll.CAT 
1)0 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
C 002:004C:2 
C 002:0040:5 
C 002:0050:0 
C 002:0052:1 
C 002:0055:3 
C 002:0057:2 
C 002:0059:1 
C 002:005C:3 
F IS IS 0006 LONG 
C 002:0063:2 
C 002:001>3:2 
C 002:0063:2 
C 002:0067:2 
C 002:0067:2 
C 002:0067:2 
C 002:0067:2 
C 002:0068:2 
C 002:006A:l 
C 002:006C:0 
C 002:0079:2 
C 002:0079:2 
C 002:007A:0 
C 002:007C:l 
C 002:007E:2 
C 002:0080:4 
C 002:0033:5 
C 002:0086:4 
C 002:0089:3 
C 002:008C:2 
C 002:0092:1 
C 002:0099:5 
C 002:00Al!2 
C 002:00A7!l 
C 002:00AF:2 
C 002:00B6:3 
C 002:00BF:0 
C 002:00C6:1 
C 002:00CC:2 
C 002:00CE:0 
C 002:00D5:0 
C 002:0005:5 
C 002:000C:0 
C 002:0000:4 
C 002:00E4:4 
C 002:00E5:3 
C 002:00E7:1 
C 002:00EA:0 
C 002:00EC:5 
C 002:00FB:2 
C 002:00FO:3 
C 002:00FE:2 
SEGMENT 002 IS OlOF LONG 
J 
J 
EffECTS OF VARIATIONS IN LOADING UPON PHOSPHORUS HODEL. FIRST ORDER ANALYSIS 
PROBABILITY fACTOR=0.30 
YEAR LAKE STANDARD SEDIMENT STANDARD 
CONC DEVIATION CO rlC DEVIATION 
HG/L HG/L HG/L HG/L 
1930 .150E-01 O. .240E+03 O. 
1931 .1&OE-01 .220E-02 .239E+03 .197E+00 
1932 .1&2E-01 .230E-02 .239E+03 .403E+00 
1933 .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .238E+03 .5&9E+00 
1934 .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .238E+03 .704E+00 
1935 .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .237E+03 .817E+00 
193& .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .237E+03 .91&E+00 
1937 .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .23&E+03 .100E+01 
1938 .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .23&E+03 .108E+01 
1939 .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .235E+03 .11&E+01 
1940 .1&3E-01 .231E-02 .235E+03 .122E+01 
1941 .187E-01 .307E-02 .235E+03 .130E +01 
1942 .195E-01 .313E-02 .235E+03 .140E+01 
1943 .197E-01 .313E-02 .235E+03 .150E+01 
1944 .198E-01 .313E-02 .235E+03 .159E+01 
1945 .198E-01 .313[-02 .235E+03 .1&8E+01 
194 & .198E-01 .313E-02 .235[+03 .177E+01 
1947 .198E-01 .313E-02 .235E+03 .184E+01 
1948 .198E-01 .313E-02 .235E+03 .192E+01 
1949 .198E-01 .313E-02 .235E+03 .199E+01 
1950 .198E-01 .313E-02 .235E+03 .200[+01 
1951 .229E-01 .408E-02 .235E+03 .213E+01 
,.1= 1952 .239E-01 .415E-02 .23&E+03 .223E+01 
.1= 
1953 .242E-01 .41&E-02 .23&E+03 .234E+01 
1954 .243E-01 .41&E-02 .237E+03 .244E+01 
1955 .243E-01 .41&E-02 .238E+03 .254E+01 
195& .243E-01 .41&E-02 .238E+03 .204E+01 
1957 .25&E-01 .454E-02 .239E+03 .273E+01 
1958 .339E-01 .&98E-02 .241E+03 .287E+01 
1959 .441E-01 .953E-02 .243E+03 .314E+01 
190 0 .551E-01 .121E-01 .248E+03 .357E+01 
19& 1 .&47E-01 .142[-01 .253E+03 .410[+01 
19&2 .&90E-01 .147[-01 .2&OE+03 .483E+01 
19& 3 .&5&E-O 1 .134E-01 .2&7E+03 .545E+01 
19& 4 .&47E-01 .132E-01 .273E+03 .590[+01 
19&5 .551E-01 .104[-01 .278E+03 .637E+01 
19&& .523[-01 .101E-01 .282E+03 .&&5E+01 
19&7 .330[-01 .501E-02 .285E+03 .&83E+01 
19& 8 .279E-01 .421E-02 .28& E + 0 3 .&89E+01 
19&9 .2&2E-01 .413E-02 .28&E+03 .&90E+01 
1970 .250[-01 .412[-02 .28& E + 0 3 .&89E+01 
1971 .255E-01 .412E-02 .287[+03 .&88E+01 
1972 .254E-01 .411E-02 .287E+03 .&87E+01 
1973 .254[-01 .411E-02 .287E+03 .&85[+01 
1974 .254E-01 .411E-02 .287E+03 .&84E+01 
1975 .254[-01 .411E-02 .287E+03 .&83E+01 
197& .254[-01 .411E-02 .288E+03 .&81E+01 
1977 .255E-01 .411E-02 .288E+03 .&80E+01 
1978 .255E-01 •. 411E-02 .288E+03 .&79E+01 
1979 .255E-01 .411[-02 .288E+03 .&78E+01 
1980 .255[-01 .411E-02 .289E+03 .&70[+01 
.I::" 
\j1 
MONTE CARLO METHOD: PROGRAM LISTING AND OUTPUT 
FOR PHOSPHORUS MODEL 
B&700/87700 fOR T RAN COM P I l A T ION H ARK 2.6.060 WEDNESDAY. 04/2&176 09:36 AM 
fIL: 12(KIND:OISK. TITLE=ftSTOREMONTE~.MYUSE=IO.MAXRECSIZE=14.BLOCKSIZE= 
1 420.AREASIZE=30.AREAS=998) 
REAL Kl.K2.K3.M(70) 
C APPLICATION OF THE MONTE CARLO APPROACH TO A PHOSPHORUS HODEL 
C RON MALONE NOV 7.1911 
REAL HEAN(50.2) 
C 
C 
9~6 
972 
13 
DIMENSION CONC(50.2).STOEV(50.2) 
DATA 1'1/10*45 •• 10*&1 •• &*81 •• 89 •• 140 •• 190 •• 240 •• 260 •• 288 •• 257 •• 257. 
1.196 •• 196 •• 34*80.1 
REAO C5.92&} IT.Pf.PfCl.PfCSl.MONTE.NUM.NTYR 
fORMAT (I5.3fl0.0.315) 
If ~IT~ IS NEGATIVE OR ZERO "STORE MONTE" WILL BE CLEARED 
If PfCl IS EQUAL TO ZERO INTIAL UNCERTAINITY WILL BE BYPASSED 
IfeIT.GT.O) GO TO 13 
CNT=O. 
WRITE (12.912) MEAN.STDEY.CNT 
fORMAT (4EI8.11) 
CONTINUE 
REWIND 12 
READ (12.972)MEAN.STDEY.CNT 
WRITE (6.927) MEAN.STDEY.CNT 
9~7 fORHAT (lH .10CE10.3.2X» 
C SEED NUMBER SELECTION 
If(IR.GT.O) GO TO 603 
IR=T IMEC 1) 
3;3 If (IR.LT.2097152)GO TO 403 
IR=IR/2 
GO TO 353 
4)3 If CIR.GT.524286)GO TO 503 
IR=IR*2 
GO TO 403 
5J3 fNN=fLOATCIR)/2. 
NN1=IfIXCfNN) 
NN2=2*NNI 
If (IR-NN2)&03.553.603 
5;3 IR=IR-l 
&13 CONTINUE 
TOC-=IR 
Cl=.015 
C51=240. 
STDCl=PfCl*Cl 
C 00000001 
C 00000002 
START Of SEGMENT 002 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
FIB IS 000& LONG 
C 002:0013:2 
C 002:0013:2 
C 002:0013:2 
C 002:0013:2 
C 002 :00110:3 
C 002:0015:1 
C 002:00IF:2 
C 002:001F:2 
C 002:001f:2 
C 002:0020:5 
C 002:002B:2 
FIB IS 0006 LONG 
C 002:0035:2 
C 002:0035:2 
C 002:0035:2 
C 002:003&:3 
C 002:0038:0 
C 002:003A:4 
C 002:003C:1 
C 002:003C:4 
C 002:003F:4 
C 002:0041:1 
C 002:0041:4 
C 002:0043:0 
C 002:0043:4 
C 002:0045:1 
C 002:004&:3 
C 002:0041:5 
C 002:0047:5 
C 002:0046:4 
C 002:004A:3 
C 002:004B:2 
J 
-l:= 
, 0\ 
S TOCSl=PfCSl*CSI 
If(PfCl.lE.O.)STOCl=O. 
[f(PfCl.lE.O.)STOCSl=O. 
TYR=IHYR 
OELT=I. 
00 10 K=I.70 
10 H{K)=H(K)I TYR*10.**& 
Kl=3&./TYR 
Q=9.*10.**6ITYR 
K2=.0012ITYR 
K3=.& 
A=10·*6 
V=5.6*10.*·9 
VS=10.**7 
COl1=1.-0ElT*(Kl*AtQ)/V 
COI2=OElT*K2*A/V 
C021=OElT*{KI-Kl*K5)·A/VS 
COZZ=1.-0ElT*KZ*A/VS 
JTO=2 
INUH=NUH 
00 200 N=l.HONTE 
CSl=240. 
Cl=.015 
IF (PfCl.lE.O.) GO TO 14 
CSl=CSl+RNORCIR)*STOCSl 
Cl=Cl+RNOR(IR)·STOCl 
14 CONTINUE 
00 100 I"'1.NUH 
STO =Pf*H(I).SQRT(TYR) 
00 50 J=l.NTYR 
X=(H([)+RNOR(IR).STO)/V 
C2=COl1*Cl+C012*CSltX 
CS2=C021*Cl+C022*CSI 
Cl=C2 
CSl=CS2 
;0 CONTINUE 
CONC(I.1)=C2 
CONC(h2)=CS2 
IJD CONTINUE 
If (N.EQ.HONTE)INUH=-NUH 
CALL OEV (CONC.JTO.INUH.HEAN.STOEV.CNT) 
2)0 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6.913) 
913 FORHAT(lHl.T26.'EFfECTS OF VARIATIONS IN lOADING UPON PHOSPHORUS 
IHOOEl.HONTE CARLO ~ETHOO') 
~RITE (&.914) INUH.Pf.TOC 
914 FORHAT (lH .T26.'NUHBER OF RUNS='.I4.5X.'PROBABIlITY FACTOR=', 
1 F4.2.5x.'SEEO='.I6) 
WRITE (6.915) 
915 fOR HAT (lH .T3Q.'YEAR'.T43.'LAKE'.T56.'STANOARO'.T7l.'SEOIHENT'. 
1 T66.'STANOARO'./T43.'CONC'.T55.'OEVIATION'.T73.'CONC'.T65. 
2 'OEVIATION'./T43.'HG/l'.T58.'HG/l'.T73.'HG/l'.T68.'HGIt') 
C OUTPUT INTIAL CONDITIONS 
J 
C 002 004C 4 
C 002 004E 0 
C 002 OOH 5 
C 002 :0051:" 
C 002 :0052: 3' 
C 002:0053:1 
C 002:0054:0 
C 002:0059:5 
C 002:0058:1 
C 002:005[:0 
C 002:0061:0 
C 002:0063:3 
C 002:0065:2 
C 002:0069:2 
C 002:00&8:3 
C 002:00&E:4 
C 002:0071:0 
C 002:0074:t 
C 002:0076:5 
C 002:0077:4 
C 002:0078:3 
C 002:007A:0 
C 002:007A:5 
C 002:007C:3 
C 002:0070:4 
C 002:0080:2 
C 002:0083;0 
C 002:0063:0 
C 002:0064:0 
C 002:0087:1 
C 002:0086:0 
C 002:0068:5 
C 002:006E:4 
C 002:0091:0 
C 002:0091:5 
C 002:0092:4 
C 002:0094:5 
C 002:0096:3 
C 002:0098:2 
C 002:009A:3 
C 002 :0090: 0 
C 002:00A1:1 
C 002:00A3:2 
C 002:00A7:2 
C 002:00A7:2 
C 002:00A7:Z 
C 002:0()8t:2 
C 002:0081:2 
C 002:00B1:2 
C 002:0085:2 
C 002:00B5:2 
C 002:00B5:2 
C 002:0085:2 
.t:: 
.....;j 
NYEAR=1930 
C1 .(Jl5 
CS1=Z40. 
WRITE (&,91&) NYEAR,C1,5TOC1,C51,STOCSI 
00 500 L=I,tWH 
NYEAR=1930+L 
WRITE <&,91&) NYEAR,(HEAN(L,KT),5TDEV(L,KT),KT=1,2) 
S):) CONTINUE 
91& FORHAT (lH ,T30,I4,4(5X,EI0.3» 
LOCK lZ 
CALL EX IT 
END 
SUBROUTINE DEV(X.J,NUM,XSUM,XSQ,CNT) 
C SUBROUTINE OEV CALCULATES THE MEAN AND 5TANDARO DEVIATION FOR EACH 
C ~LEMENT OF THE ~xn ARRAY. THE INTEGER ~NUM" DEFINES THE NUMBER OF 
C ELEMENTS IN X.IF NUM 15 POSITIVE ONLY INTERMEDIATE CALCULATIONS ARE 
C ~AOE,IF NUM IS NEGATIVE THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION ARE 
C :ALCULATEO FOR EACH ELEMENT OF X USING THE PREVIOUSLY DEFINED 
C INTERMEDIATE VALUES RON MALONE NOV. 3,1977 
DIMENSION X(SO.2),XSUH(SO,Z).XSO(50,2) 
CNT=CNT+l 
INUM=IABS(NUM) 
00 100 KT=l,J 
00 100 1=I.INUM 
X5UHCI.KT)=XSUM(I.KT)+X(I.KT) 
XSQ(I,KT)=XSQ(I.KT)+X(I,KT)·*2. 
DO CONTINUE 
IF (NUM.GT.O)GO TO 20 
REII I NO 12 
WRITE (12.972) XSUM,XSQ.CNT 
9rZ FORMAT (4EI6.11) 
00 200 KT=I,J 
00 200 1==1. 1 NUH 
9)1 FORMAT (lH ,3(E10.3.5X» 
XSUM(I,KT)=X5UM(I,KT)/CNT 
XSQ(I,KT)=«XSQ(I,KT)-CNT*X5UH(I,KT)**Z.)/(CNT-1.»**.5 
Z)O CONTINUE 
NUM=CNT 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C OOZ 00B5 Z 
C OOZ OOB& 2 
C 002 00B6 3 
C 002:00B9 2 
C 00Z:00C&:2 
C 002:00C7:0 
C 002:00C8:4 
C 002:000A:2 
C 002:00DC:3 
C 002:000C 3 
C 002 :OODE 0 
C 002:00DE 5 
SEGMENT 002 IS 001'"7 LONG 
START OF SEGMENT 00& 
C 00&:0000:0 
C 006:0000:0 
C 00&:0000:0 
C 00&:0000:0 
C 00&:0000:0 
C 00&:0000:0 
C 00&:0000:0 
C 006 :0000: 0 
C 006:0000:0 
C 006 :000 1:1 
C 006:0002:2 
C 006:0003:0 
C 006:0004:0 
C OO&:OOOA:1 
C 00&:0010:4 
C 006:0015:0 
C 00& :OOIG:t 
C 006:0017:4 
C 00& :OOZ.H 2 
C 006:0023:2 
C 00&:0024:0 
C 00&:0025:0 
C 00&:0025:0 
C 00&:0026:5 
C 00&:0033:1 
C 00& :0037: 3 
C 006:0038:3 
C 00&:0036:3 
C 006:0039:Q 
SEGMENT 00& IS 0044 LONG 
J 
.t= 
ex> 
FUNCTION RNORCIR) 
DATA 1/01 
IFCI.GT.O)GD TO 30 
10 X=2.0*RANDOKCIR)-1.0 
Y=2.0*RANOOHCIR)-1.0 
S=X*)(+y .. y 
IFCS.GE.Cl.0»GO TO 10 
S=SQRTC-2.0 .. ALOGCS)/S) 
RNOR=X"S 
G02=Y*5 
1=1 
GO TO 40 
30 RNOR=G02 
1=0 
\0 RETURN 
ENO 
START Of SEGMENT 006 
C 006 :0000: 0 
C 006 :0000: 0 
C 006:0000:0 
C 008:0001:1 
C 006:0003:4 
C 008:0006:1 
C 008 :0008: 1 
C 006:0009:0 
C 008 :OOOC: 2 
C 006:0000:4 
C 006:000F:O 
C 008:000F:4 
C 008:0010:1 
C 008:0011:0 
C 006:0011:4 
C 008:0012:1 
SEGMENT 008 IS 0019 LONG 
J 
.r:: 
\0 
EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS 
NUHBER OF RUNS=3842 
IN LOADING UPON PHOSPHORUS HOOEL.HONTE CARLO METHOD 
YEAR LAKE 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1945 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
195& 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
19&1 
19&2 
19&3 
19&4 
1955 
196& 
1957 
1958 
19&9 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1975 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
CONC 
HG/L 
.150E-01 
.1&OE-Ol 
.1&2E-Ol 
.1&3E-Ol 
.1&4E-Ol 
.1 &4E-Ol 
.1&3E-Ol 
.1&3E-Ol 
.1&3E-Ol 
.1&4E-Ol 
.1&3E-Ol 
.187E-Ol 
.194E-Ol 
.19H-Ol 
.197[-01 
.198E-01 
.198E-01 
.198E-Ol 
.198E-Ol 
.198E-Ol 
.198E-Ol 
.229E-01 
.238E-Ol 
.241E-01 
.242E-Ol 
.243E-Ol 
.243E-Ol 
.257[-01 
.338E-Ol 
.440E-Ol 
.548E-Ol 
.&47E-01 
.691E-Ol 
.&57E-Ol 
.&49E-Ol 
.554E-Ol 
.523E-Ol 
.33&E-Ol 
.279E-Ol 
.261E-Ol 
.256E-Ol 
.255E-Ol 
.255E-Ol 
.255E-Ol 
.255E-Ol 
.254E-Ol 
.254E-Ol 
.254E-Ol 
.255E-Ol 
.254[-01 
.255E-Ol 
PROBABILITY FACTOR=0.30 SEED= 2094209 
STANDARD SEDIMENT STANDARD 
DEVIATION CONe DEVIATION 
HG/L HG/L MG/L 
O. 
.223E-02 
.231E-02 
.232E-02 
.230[-02 
.233E-02 
.231E-02 
.231E-02 
.23H-02 
.23H-02 
.234[-02 
.308E-02 
.31&[-02 
.319E-02 
.31H-02 
.318E-02 
.3121::-02 
.313[-02 
.312[-.02 
.312E-02 
.320E-02 
.412E-02 
.41&E-02 
.415E-02 
.422E-02 
.420E-02 
.415E-02 
.455E-02 
.703E-02 
.9&1[-02 
.124E-Ol 
.143E-Ol 
.14&E-Ol 
.133E-Ol 
.134E-Ol 
.104E-01 
.100E-Ol 
.496[-02 
.418E-02 
.423E-02 
.412E-02 
.407[-02 
.414E-02 
.41&(-02 
.420E-02 
.415E-02 
.420[-02 
.408E-02 
.425E-02 
.421E-02 
.420[-02 
.240E+03 O. 
.239E+03 .198E.00 
.239[+03 .405E.00 
.238[+03 .573E+00 
.238E+03 .707E+00 
.237E+03 .819E+00 
.237E+03 a913E+00 
.23&E+03 .100[+01 
.23&£+03 .108E+Ol 
.235E+03 .115E+Ol 
.235[+03 .122E+Ol 
.235E+03 .130E+Ol 
.235£+03 .140[+01 
.235E+03 .150E+Ol 
.235E+03 .1&OE+Ol 
.235E+03 .170E+Ol 
.235[+03 .179E+Ol 
.235[+03 .187E+Ol 
.235E+03 .193E+Ol 
.235E+03 .200E+Ol 
.235E+03 .20&E+Ol 
.235[+03 .213E+Ol 
.235E+03 .224E+Ol 
.235[+03 .234[+01 
.237E+03 .244[+01 
.238[+03 .253E+Ol 
.238[+03 .263E+Ol 
.239E+03 .272E+Ol 
.240[+03 .286E+Ol 
.243E+03 .312E+Ol 
.248E+03 .355E+Ol 
.253E+03 .417E+Ol 
.250E+03 .483E+Ol 
.265E+03 .546E+Ol 
.271[+03 .598E+Ol 
.278E+03 .538E+Ol 
.282E+03 .&67E+Ol 
.285E+03 .684[+01 
.28&E+03 .669E+Ol 
.265[+03 .569[+01 
.285[+03 .588E+Ol 
.267E+03 .687E+Ol 
.287£+03 .686E+Ol 
.287E+03 .&85E+Ol 
.267E+03 .&64E+Ol 
.268E+03 .684E+Ol 
.268E+03 .682[+01 
.268E+03 .681[+01 
.288E+03 .680E+Ol 
.283E+03 .680E+Ol 
.289E+03 .678E+Ol 
j 
. \J1 
'0 
GENERATION OF MOMENT EQUATIONS TECHNIQUE: ~ROGRAM 
LISTING AND OUTPUT FOR PHOSPHORUS MODEL 
86700/87700 FOR T RAN C 0 H P I L A T ION H A R I( 2.8.0&0 WEONESOAY. 04/26/78 09:39 AH 
REAL Kl.K2.K3.P(70).M(70) 
C B~YESIAN APPROACH APPLIED TO PHOSPHORUS HODEL RON MALONE 1/11/78 
DATA P/I0*45 •• 10*&I •• 6*61 •• 69 •• 140 •• 190 •• 240 •• 260 •• 268.,257 •• 257. 
1.196 •• 196 •• 34~80./ 
Il2 READ (5.903.ENO=101) PF,Y221.Y121.Yll1,NUH.NTYR 
9)3 
10 
913 
914 
915 
916 
1 
1 
1 
3 
FORMAT (4FI0.0.2I5) 
TYR"'NTYR 
DELl"'I. 
Kl=36.ITYR 
K2=.00121TYR 
K3=.& 
CS1=240. 
Cl=.015 
Q=9 • .qO. **8ITYR 
A=10**6 
V"3.6*10.**9 
VS=10.**7 
00 10 K=I.70 
M(K)=P(K)*10.**&. 
COll=I.-0ELT*(Kl*A+Q)/V 
COI2=OELT*K2~A/V 
C021=OELT*(KI-Kl*1(3)*A/VS 
C022=1.-0ELT*K2*A/VS 
Y 211=Yi21 
NYEAR=1930 
Y lRT=SQRT< Y 1 t 1) 
Y2RT=SQRH Y221) 
WRITE (&,913) 
FORMAT (IHl.T26,'EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN LOADING UPON PHOSPHORUS 
MODEL .BAYESIAN APPROACH') 
WRITE (&.914) PF.NTYR 
FOrtMAT (IH .T42,'PROBALITY FACTOR=',F4.2.5X.'TIHE STEPS/YEAR='. 
14) 
WRITE (6.915) 
FORMAT (IH .T39.'LAKE',T52.'STANOARD'.T6&.'SEDIMENT'.T60. 
'STANOARO'/T29.'YEAR'.T40.'CONC',T52.'OEVIATION',T&8,'CONC',T60. 
'OEVIATION'.T93.'COVARIANCE'/T40.4('MG/L'.10X),T93.'(HG/L)**2') 
WRITE (&.916) NYEAR,Cl.YtRT.CS1.Y2RT,YI21 
FOR HAT (lH .T29,I4,5(4X.EI0.3» 
DO 100 I=I.NUH 
START OF SEGMENT 002 
C 002 0000:0 
C 002 0000:0 
C 002 0000: 0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
FIB IS 000& LONG 
C 002:0012:0 
C 002:0012:0 
C 002:0012:5 
C 002:0013:3 
C 002:0014:5 
C 002:00t7:0 
C 002:0019:3 
C 002:0011\:2 
C 002:001C:3 
C 002:001F:2 
C 002:0021=1 
C 002:0025: 2 
C 002:0027:3 
C 002:0029:0 
C 002:002F:0 
C 002 :0032: 1 
C 002:0034: 3 
C 002:0037:4 
C 002:003A:2 
C 002:003B=1 
C 002:003C:1 
C 002:0030:4 
C 002:003F:t 
FIB IS 0006 LONG 
C 002:0043:2 
C 002:0043:2 
C 002:0043: 2 
C 002:004B:2 
C 002 :00413: 2 
C 002:004B:2 
C 002 :004F:2 
C 002:004F:2 
C 002:00H 2 
C 002:004F 2 
C 002:0050 2 
C 002:0050 2 
J 
\J1 
ZO=OELT *HCI)/V/TYR 
QH=(PF*M{11*DELT1**2./V**2. 
00 50 J=l,NTYR 
C2=COll*CltC012*CSltZO 
CS2=C021*CltC022*CSI 
Yl12=C011*(COll*Y111 t COI2*Y211)tC012*(COll*YI21tCOI2*Y221)tQH/TYR 
Y122=C021*{C011*Yll1+C012*Y211)+C022*{C011*YI21tCOI2*Y221) 
Y222=C021*(C021*Ylll+C022*Y211)tC022*(C021*Y121+C022*Y221) 
Cl=C2 
CS1=CS2 
Yll1=Yl12 
Yl21=Y122 
Y211=Y122 
Y221=Y222 
;0 CONTINUE 
DO 
1)1 
NYEAR= 19 JOt I 
Y1RT=SQRH Y 111) 
Y2RT=SQRH Y221) 
WRITE (b.918) NYEAR.C1.YIRT.CS1.Y2RT.YI21 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 102 
CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
002:0090:1 [S THE LOCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL ACTION ON THE 'I1i1 STATEMENT 
C 002:005E:0 
C 002:00&1: 0 
C 002:00&4:4 
C 002 :006&: 0 
C 002:0068:5 
C 002:0068:1 
,C 002:0071:2 
C 002 :001&: 4 
C 002:0078:5 
C 002:007C:4 
C 002:0070:3 
C 002:007E:2 
C 002:007F:t 
C 002:0060:0 
C 002:0080:5 
C 002:0083:0 
C 002:0084:4 
C 002:0086:1 
C 002:0087:4 
C 002:0096 2 
C 002:0098 3 
C 002:0099 0 
C 002:0099 0 
C 002:0099 5 
AT a02: 0000 
SEGMENT 002 IS OOAE LONG 
EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN LOADING UPON PHOSPHORUS MODEL .BAYESIAN APPROACH 
PROBALITY FACTOR=0.30 TIME STEPS/YEAR= 73 
LAKE STANDARD SEDIMENT STANDARD 
YEAR CONC DEVIATION C ONC DEVIATION COVARIANCE 
HGIl MG/L HGIL MG/L (MG/U **2 
1930 .150E-Ol o. .240E+03 O. O. 
1931 .1&OE-Ol .221[-02 .239Et05 .197 E + 00 .309E-03 
1932 .1&5E-Ol .231[-02 .239E+05 .404EtOO .529[-03 
1933 .163E-Ol .232[-02 .23I3E+05 .569EtOO .609E-03 
1934 .163[-01 .232[-02 .258E+03 .704[tOO .637[-03 
1935 .163E-Ol .232[-02 .257E+03 .818EtOO .649[-03 
J 
J 
1936 .163[-01 
.232E-02 .231E+03 .911 E + 00 .656[-03 
1937 .163E-Ol .232E-02 .236[+03 .100E+Ol .661E-03 
1936 .163E-Ol .232E-02 .236[+03 .108E+Ol .666E-03 
1939 .163E-Ol .232(-02 .235E+03 .llH+Ol .610(-03 
1940 .163E-Ol .232E-02 .235E+03 .122E+Ol .615E-03 
1941 .16TE-Ol .308E-02 .235E+03 .130E+Ol .938E-03 
1942 .195E-Ol .314[-02 .235E+03 .140E+Ol .113E-02 
1943 .191E-Ol .315(-02 .235E+03 .150(+01 .120(-02 
1944 .196E-Ol .315E-02 .235E+03 .159E+Ol .122E-02 
1945 .196E-Ol .315E-02 .235E+03 .166(+01 .124E-02 
1946 .196E-Ol .315E-02 .235(+03 .177E+Ol .125(-02 
1947 .198E-Ol .315E-02 .235E+03 .184(+01 .126E-02 
1948 .198E-Ol .315E-02 .235E+03 .192E+Ol .126E-02 
1949 .198(-01 .315E-02 .235E+03 .199E+Ol .121E-02 
1950 .198(-01 .315E-02 .235E+03 .206[+01 .128E-02 
1951 .229E-Ol .409E-02 .235E+03 .213(+01 .172[-02 
1952 .239E-0 1 .417E-02 .236E+03 .U3E+Ol .203E-02 
1953 .242E-Ol .416E-02 .236(+03 .234E+Ol .215(-02 
1954 .24lE-01 .418(-02 .237(+03 .244(+01 .220(-02 
1955 .243E-Ol .418(-02 .238E+03 .254E+Ol .222(-02 
1956 .243E-Ol .416E-02 .238(+03 .264£+01 .224E-02 
1957 .256E-Ol .455E-02 .239E+03 .273E+Ol .246E-02 
V1 1958 .339(-01 .702E-02 .241E+03 ·.287E+Ol .441(-02 
rv 1959 .442(-01 .957(-02 .243E+03 .314E+Ol .82&(-02 
1960 .55IE-Ol .12IE-Ol .246E+03 .357(+01 .138(-01 
1961 .647[-01 .142E-Ol .25lE+03 .417(+01 .202E-Ol 
1962 .690E-Ol .148E-Ol .260E+03 .484(+01 .24lE-01 
1963 .656E-Ol .134E-Ol .267(+03 .546E+Ol .235E-Ol 
1964 .647E-Ol .133E-Ol .273E+03 .597[+01 .223E-Ol 
1965 .551E-Ol .105E-Ol .278E+03 .637E+Ol .178E-Ol 
1966 .523(-01 .101(-01 .282£+03 .665E+Ol .148E-Ol 
1967 .335E-Ol .501E-02 .285E+03 .683(+01 .890(-02 
1968 .278E-Ol .423E-02 .286(+03 .689E+Ol .516E-02 
1969 .26IE-Ol .414(-02 .286E+03 .690E+Ol .386(-02 
1970 .256(-01 .413(-02 .286£+03 .689E+Ol .346(-02 
1971 .255E-Ol .413E-02 .287E+03 .688E+Ol .333E-02 
1972 .254E-Ol .413E-02 .287E+03 .687E+Ol .329(-02 
1973 .254(-01 .413E-02 .287[+03 .685(+01 .321E-02 
1974 .254(-01 .413E-02 .287E+03 .684E+Ol .32H-02 
1975 .254E-Ol .413E-02 .287E+03 .683E+Ol .326(-02 
1976 .254(-01 .413E-02 .268(+03 .681(+01 .325(-02 
1977 .255(-01 .413(-02 .288(+03 .680(+01 .325E-02 
1978 .255E-Ol .413(-02 .288E+03 .679E+Ol .324E-02 
1979 .255E-Ol .413(-02 .288E+ OJ .678E+Ol .324(-02 
1960 .255E-Ol .413E-02 .289(+03 .676E+Ol .323(-02 
APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM SALTEZ-SUPPLEMENTARY DOCUMENTATION 
The input requirements for the program 
SALTEZ are presented in Table B-1. Ab-
breviated units are summarized in Table B-2. 
Only nine types of cards are required to 
supply the data necessary for a SALTEZ 
run. Cards 1 through 4 are required for each 
simulation. Card 3 contains a provision for 
including or bypassing calculation of skew-
ness. Cards 4 and 5 define default values 
for proportion variance and skewness terms 
associated with the stochastic salinity 
options. Card 5 should be omitted from all 
runs in which the skewness calculations 
are bypassed. 
Proportional variance and skewness terms 
were utilized to reduce external calcula-
tions. This approach has the advantage of 
permi tting definition of system factors that 
may be used for any stochastic input term 
lacking specific information. It also 
permits the loads to be redefined without 
external redefinition of individual variances 
and skews. Equation B-1 defines the re-
lationship between the proportional variance 
factor (relative standard deviation or RSD) 
and tl:\,e variance, 0C 2 , of a random vari-
able, C with mean C. 
(RSD * C) ** 3 (B-1) 
In a similar fashion the proportional skew-
ness factor (PSF) is defineq" by Equation B-2 
where 'c is the skewness of C. 
(PSF * C) ** 3 • (B-2) 
The RSD and PSF of a specific input term 
is defined by the system default values 
(Cards 4 and 5), unless specific value(s) are 
provided by inclusion of Cards 7 and 8 
following the associated input information 
Card 6. An option is also available for the 
oirect input of variance and skewness values 
t)n Cards 7 and 8. The program automatically 
scans the card following each node or input 
information Card 6 to determine its type, 
Figure B-1, the SALTEZ flow chart, illus-
trates the scanning procedure followed by the 
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program. If the card following a Card 6 
is not another Card 6 or system termination 
Card 9 it is assumed to be a RSD Card 7. The 
information on the RSD Card 7 will supersede 
the system RSD values for the input defined 
by the immediate prior Card 6 only. Unless 
skewness calculations have been bypassed, a 
PSF Card 8 must follow each RSD Card 7. This 
information similarly supersedes system PSF 
values. This procedure permits the user to 
add or delete RSD and PSF cards for s cific 
inputs without otherwise altering t data 
deck. 
One Card 6 must be included for each 
node or input in the system. For inputs, each 
Card 6 defines the associated node, title, 
flow option, salinity option, and means for 
that input. Information related to un-
certainty and skewness must be defined by a 
following RSD Card 7 and PSF Card 8 unless 
system default values are to be used. The 
structure of the system is defined by the 
node information cards. The node cards 
are automatically distinguished from input 
cards by specification of the downstream 
node. Only the node card number, the djwn-
stream code number, and title should be 
specified on a node information Card 6. 
Addi tional information, RSD Card 7 and PSF 
Card 8, may result in error. 
Node information cards must be struc-
tured upstream to downstream. All headwater 
nodes must precede their junction node wi th 
other headwaters. Input information cards 
must precede their associated node infjrma-
tion card. There are no limits on the number 
of branches or headwaters as long as the 
total number of nodes is less than 99. 
The program SAL TEZ automatically checks L)r 
improperly sequenced nodes (see Figure B-1). 
Improperly placed input information are [])t 
automatically deleted. Misplacement)f an 
input information Card 6 will cause error 
in the node accumulation. 
Program iJ..iJ_tput 
Output from the program SALTEZ cjnsists 
of five tables. This appendix c,)ntoins 
sample SALTEZ outputs. The first tnble 
echoes the input data. All informati,)n 
contained on input and node informatL)n 
Cards 6, RSD Cards 4 and 7, and PSF Cards 5 
and 8 are listed when this optional table is 
requested (lOPE = 0). 
Table B-1. Input requirements for program SALTEZ. 
==-==-==-==-==-==-====================-==-==-==-=========================:::::..---~~, 
Card 
CARD 1: 
1 
CARD 2: 
2 
CARD 3: 
3 1 
'2 
CARD 4: 
41 
CARD 5: 
51 
52 
Columns Format 
Mandatory all runs 
1-80 20A4 
Mandatory all runs 
1-80 20A4 
Mandatory all runs 
1-2 12 
'3-4 12 
7-B 12 
Mandatory all runs 
41-4B FB.O 
49-56 F8.0 
57-64 FB.O 
70-74 F5.0 
75-BO F6.0 
Name 
TITL(I) 
STITL(I} 
IOPW 
IOPE 
ISKW 
ASLD 
ASCN 
ABA 
ASLF 
APHI 
Optional; include when ISKW 
41-48 FB.O TSLD 
49-56 FB.O TSCN 
57-64 FB.O TBA 
70-74 F5.0 TSLF 
75-80 F6.0 TPHI 
Mandatory for each input or node 
2-3 12 INIP{IP) 
4-5 
6-29 
30 
31 
32 
33-40 
41-4B 
12 
6A4 
II 
II 
II 
FB.O 
FB.O 
IDNDS(IN) 
DESC(IP,6) 
STA(IP) 
IOPF(IP) 
IOPS(IP) 
Q(IP) 
SLD(IP) 
Description 
Project title 
Project subtitle 
Write option, ~ 1 output information for all inputs 
Option for echoing input data 
0, echo input data 
1, do not echo input data 
Op,tion for computing skewness 
0, skewness not calculated 
1, skewness computed 
System default value for the relative standard deviation associ-
ated with salt load when IOPS(IP) 1. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the relative standard deviation associ-
ated with the salt concentration when IOPS(IP) 2. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the relative standard deviation associ-
ated with the area for lOPS(lP) ; 3. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the relative standard deviation of salt 
load factor for lOPS(lP); 3 or efficiency for lOPS(lP) 5. 
(dimensionless) 
System default value for the relative standard deviation of base 
leaching factor for lOPS(lP) 5. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the proportional skewness factor associ-
ated with the salt load when lOPS(lP) 1. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the proportional skewness factor associ-
ated with the salt concentration when lOPS(lP) ; 2. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the proportional skewness factor associ-
ated with the area for lOPS(IP) ; 3. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the proportional skewness factor associ-
ated with the salt load factor for IOPS(IP) 3 or efficiency for I 
IOPS(IP) ; 5. (dimensionless) 
System default value for the proportional skewness factor associ-
ated with the base leaching factor for IOPS(IP) = 5. 
(dimensionless) 
Node code number associated with input IP 
Blank except for node card where code number of next downstream 
node is required 
24 character alpha numeric title for input IP 
State code number associated with input IP 
Flow option at input IP 
~ 2: Flow read in 
~ 3: Flow computed as product of area and consumptive use factor 
Salt 
1: 
2: 
1: 
4 : 
option at input IP 
Salt load read in, 
Salt load computed as product of concentration and 'inflow 
Salt load computed as product of area and salt load fqctor 
Salt depletion computed as product of instream concentration 
and diversion flow 
5: Salt load computed as a function of flow, irrigation ef-
ficiency and base leaching factor 
Flow associated with input IP(TAF/Y). Use when IOPF(lP) ~ 2. 
Salt load associated with input lP(TT/Y). Use when IOPS(IP) ; I. 
Table B-1. Continued. 
Card 
6 13 
CARD 7: 
Columns 
49-56 
57-64 
65-69 
70-74 
75-BO 
Format 
FB.O 
FB.O 
FS.O 
FS.O 
F6.0 
Name 
SCN(lP) 
A(lP) 
CUF(IP) 
SLF( IP) 
PHI (IP) 
Optional for each input or node. 
deviations (card 4) 
2-3 12 IAN(IP) 
41-4B FB.O SLDEZ(IP) 
49-56 FS.O SCNEZ(IP) 
57-64 FS.O AEZ(IP) 
70-74 FS.O SLFEZ(IP) 
7S-S0 F6.0 PHlEZ(IP) 
Description 
Salt concentration for input IP (T/AF). Use when IOPS(IP) 2. 
Area for input IP (TA). Use when IOPS(IP) = 3 or IOPF(lP) 3. 
Consumptive use factor for input IP (AF/A/Y). Use when lOPF 
Salt load factor (T/A/Y) for ,input IP when IOPS(IP) = 3 or ef-
ficiency (dimensionless) when IOPS(lP) = 5. 
Base leaching factor for input IP (T/A/F) 
Use to override system default values for relative standard 
3. 
Input options for card 7 and card B associated with input IP. 
IAN(IP) = 0: Override factor will be relative standard 
deviations for variance modification and proportion 
skewness factors for skew calculations 
IAN(IP) = 1: Override factor will be variance and skew 
Override factor for variance associated with salt load when 
lOPS (IP) = 1. 
Override factor for variance associated with salt concentrntion 
when IOPS(IP) 2. 
Override factor for variance associated with area when 10PS(IP) 
= 3. 
Override factor for variance of salt load factor when IOPS(IP) 
= 3 or efficiency when IOPS(IP) 5. 
Override factor for base leaching factor when IOPS(lP) S. 
Optional for each input or node; include with card 7 unless ISKW O. 
CARD 9: 
9 1 
41-4S 
49-56 
57-64 
70-74 
75-S0 
FS.O 
FB.O 
FB.O 
FS.O 
F6.0 
Mandatory for all runs 
2-3 12 
SLDTZ(IP) 
SCNTZ(IP) 
ATZ(IP) 
SLFTZ(IP) 
PHITZ(IP) 
INIP(IP) 
Override factor for skew of salt load when IOPS(IP) = 1. 
Override factor for skew associated with salt concentration when 
IOPS(IP) = 2. 
Override factor for skew associated with area when IOPS(IP) 
Override factor for skew of salt load when IOPS(lP) = 3 or ef-
ficiency when lOPS(lP) S. 
Override factor for skew of the base leaching factor when 
IOPS(lP) = 5. 
Flag signaling end of system 
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3. 
Tatle 8-2. 
Abbreviated 
Unit 
T!A/F 
TAF!Y 
TT!Y 
T!Al' 
TA 
Al'!A/Y 
T!A/Y 
l TRANSFER HELD INFORMATION TO INPUT VARIABLES ___ .--J 
I Call subroutine OPTION; Compute flown (011 options) 
, ond soit loads (options#I.4F2.ond#5) 
FLOW CHART FOR SALTEZ 
Figure B-1. Flow chart for SALTEZ. 
Abbreviated units of SALTEZ 
parameters. 
Description 
Tons per acre per foot 
Thousands of acre-feet per year 
Thousands of tons per year 
Tons per acre foot 
Thousands of acres 
Acre feet per acre per year 
Tons per acre per year 
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The remaining three tables summarize the 
results of a SALTEZ simulation by nDde, 
state, and salinity options. The first table 
lists accumulated flows and salt loads for 
each node of the system. This table also 
lists the standard deviation and skews 
associated wi th the sal ini ty load. The next 
table lists flows and salt loads contributed 
to the system by each state. Similarly, the 
last table presents the flOWS, salt loads, 
variance, and net skew contributed to the 
entire system by salinity option. 
Variable Listing 
The variable listing for the program 
SALTEZ is presented in Table B-3. A complete 
program listing is provided in this appendix. 
Table B-3. Definition of program SALTEZ variables. 
Name Description 
TITL (20) 
STITL (20) 
IF 
I STA(IP) 
DESC(IP,6) 
IOPF(IP) 
IOPS(IP) 
IN 
ICIN(IN) 
INIC(IC) 
IDLIM(IN, I) 
IDNDS(IN) 
QN(IN) 
SN(IN) 
Q(IP) 
SCN(IP) 
SLD(IP) 
A(IP) 
CUF(IP) 
SLF(IP) 
QNS (IN) 
SNS (IN) 
80 character alpha numeric run title 
80 character alpha numeric rUn subtitle 
Input sequence number ~ 500 
State identification number of load IP, 
ISTA(IP) ~ 20 
24 character alpha numeric input title 
Flow option for input IP 
IOPF(IP) ~ 2: Q(IP) read in 
IOPF(IP) ~ 3: Q(IP) defined as product 
of consumptive use factor, 
CUF(IP) and area, A(IP) 
Salinity option for input IP 
IOPS(IP) 1: SLD(IP) read in 
IOPS(IP) : 2: SLD(IP) defined as product 
of flow, Q(IP) and salt 
concentration, SCN(IP) 
lOPS (IP) 3: SLD(IP) defined as product 
of area, A(IP) and salt 
load factor, SLF(IP) 
lOPS (IP) 4: SLD(IP) defined as product 
of flow, Q(IP) and calcu-
lated intermediate node 
concentration 
IOPS(IP) 5: SLD(IP) calculated as a 
function of efficiency 
factor, SLF(IP), flow, 
Q(IP), and base leaching 
factor, PHI(IP) 
Node sequence number ~ 99 
Identification number of node IN 
Node sequence number, IN, associated with 
the node identification number IC 
I 1: Lowest input sequence number, IP, 
associated with node, IN 
I 2: Highest input sequence number, 
IP, associated with node, IN, 
represents the null set input of 
node IN 
Identification number of next downstream 
node receiving flow from node IN 
Accumulated flow from inputs of reach, 
IN, to node IN(TAF!Y) 
Accumulated salt load from all inputs of 
reach, IN, to node IN (TT/Y) 
Flow associated with input, IP (TAF/Y) 
Salt concentration for input, IP. Used 
with IOPS(IP) = 2. (T/AF) 
Salt load associated with input, IP(TT/Y) 
Area associated with project, IP. Used 
for IOPF(IP) : 3 and/or IOPS(IP) 3. 
(TA) 
Consumptive use factor associated with 
input, IP. Used with IOPF(IP) = 3 
Salt load factor associated with input, 
IP, for IOPS(IP) 3 (T/A/Y) or ef-
ficiency for IOPS(IP) = 5 (dimensionless) 
Accumulated flow at node IN from all 
sources (TAF/Y) 
Accumulated salt load at node IN from all 
sources (TT/Y) 
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Table B-3. Continued. 
Name Description 
STAS(IS) 
IC 
PHI(IP) 
SLDEZ(IP) 
SCNEZ(IP) 
SLFEZ(IP) 
PHIEZ(IP) 
SVAR(IP) 
SUMVAR(IN) 
AEZ(IP) 
TOTVAR(IN) 
BESC(6) 
ASLD 
ASCN 
ABA 
ASLF 
APHI 
SLDTZ(IP) 
SCNTZ(IP) 
SLFTZ(IP) 
PHITZ(IP) 
SKEI"(IP) 
SUMSKW(IN) 
ATZ(IP) 
TOTOSKW(IN) 
TSLD 
TSCN 
TBA 
TSLF 
TPHI 
IAN(IP) 
Accumulated salt loads for inputs in 
state IS. (TT!Y) 
Code identification number of a node 
Base leaching factor associated with 
input IP (T/AF) 
Relative standard deviation associated 
with SLD(IP) when IOPS(IP) 1 
(dimensionless) 
Relative standard deviation associated 
with SCN(IP) (dimensionless) 
Relative standard deviation associated 
with SLF(I) (dimensionless) 
Relative standard deviation associated 
with PHI(IP) (dimensionless) 
Variance of input IP (TT2/y2) 
Accumulated variance from reach IN 
(TT2/y2) 
Relative standard deviation associated 
with A(IP) for IOPS(IP) = 3 
(dimensionless) 
Accumulated variance at node IN from all 
sources (TT2/y2) 
Dummy array for transfer of DESC(IP,6) 
System default value for SLDEZ(IP) 
System default value for SCNEZ(IP) 
System default value for AEZ(IP) 
System default value for SLFEZ(IP) 
System default value for PHIEZ(IP) 
Proportional skewness factor associated 
with SLD(IP) when IOPS(IP) = 1 
(dimensionless) 
Proportional skewness factor associated 
with SCN(IP) (dimensionless) 
Proportional skewness factor associated 
with SLF(IP) (dimensionless) 
Proportional skewness factor associated 
with PHI (IP) 
Skewness of input IP (TT 3/y 3) 
Accumulated variance from reach IN 
(TT3/y3) 
Proportional skewness factor associated 
with A(IP) (dimensionless) 
Accumulated skewness at node IN from all 
sources (TT3/y3) 
System default value for SLDTZ(IP) 
System default value for SCNTZ(IP) 
System default value for ATZ(IP) 
System default value for SLFTZ(IP) 
System default value for PHITZ(IP) 
Override option for variance and skew 
IAN(IP) = 0: Proportional variance and 
skew factors are input 
IAN(IP) = 1: Variance and skew factors 
are input directly 
V1 
co 
PROGRAM SALTEZ LISTING 
fl&700 fOR T RAN COM P I L A T I 0 ~ t1 ARK 
SAL T E Z 
COMMON TITL(20),RIV(50.10),IR~(99),ISTA{500),DESC(500,~) 
* ,IOPf(500),IOPS(500).ICI~(99).INlt(99),IOLI~(99,2) 
* .ION05(99),QN(99).SN(99),Q(500),StN(500),SLO(500),A(SO0) 
* ,CUF(SOO),SLF(500).QNS(99).SNS(99),STITL(20),INIP(SOO) 
* .PHI(500).SlDEZ(SOO).SCNEZ(500),SLFEZ(500),P~IEZ(500).5VAR(50D) 
* ,SV"VAR(991.AEZ(500).TOTVAR(99J,BESC<6},SlOTZ(500),SCNTZ{530). 
* SLFTZ(500),PHITZ(500},SKEH(500).SUMS~W{99),ATZ(500).rOTSKW(99), 
* ISKH.IAN(SOl) 
DIMENSION STAQ(20).STAS(20) 
nIMENSIO~ DSALT(S).OFLOW(5),DVAR(S).DSKEW(S) 
REAO<5,100) (TITl(I).I~1.20) 
RFAD(5.100) (STITL(IJ.I=I.20) 
1)3 fORI1AT<20A4) 
1)2 FOR~AT(lH II 1H ,20A4J 
READ(5.104) IOPW. IOj>E.NRIV, ISKW 
114 FORMAT<4IZ) 
READ (5,901) ASLD,ASCN.ABA.ASLf.APHI 
IF (ISKW.NE.l) GO TO 771 
READ (5.901) TSLO.TSCN,TBA.TSLF.TPHI 
771 CDNTHIUE 
GOlD 200 
DO 2 I=l,NRIV 
READ ( 5. lOB) I q I V. ( R I V ( I R I V , J) , J= 1 • 10) 
1)8 rnRMAT(I2,10A4) 
W RITE (6, 110) I R IV, (R I V ( I R IV , J ) • J= 1, 10) 
III fORMAT(IH .IZ,IK,10A4J 
2 CONTINUE 
2)0 CONTINUE 
IfISH=O 
00 5 1=1,99 
QN(IJ=O.O 
SUHSKIH I )::0. 
SUHVAR(IJ=O.O 
S~HI> 0.0 
QNS(I)=O.O 
SNS(I)=O.O 
HlTSKH( 1)=0. 
TOIVARtI>=O. 
:; CONTINUE 
2.9.190 fRIDAY. 07/28178 11:51 AI1 
START Of SEGMENT 002 
faR~AT SEGMENT IS 0007 LO~G 
FORMAT SEGMENT IS 0003 LONG 
00000000 C 002:0000:0 
00000010 C 002:0000:0 
00000020 C 002:0000:0 
00000030 C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
C OOZ:OOOO:O 
C 002:0000:0 
00000090 C 002:0000:0 
C 002:0000:0 
00000100 r. 002:0000:0 
00000110 
00000120 
00000150 
0000069U 
00000700 
00000710 
00000720 
00000730 
(J0000740 
00000750 
00000760 
00000770 
00,)007BO 
00000790 
OOOOO~OO 
00030810 
00000820 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
fIB IS 0006 LONG 
002:000C:2 
002:0019:2 
002:0019:2 
002:0019:2 
002:0027:2 
OOZ :0027: 2 
002 :0036: 2 
002:0038: 0 
ODZ :0047: 2 
002:0047:2 
002:0047:5 
002:0049:0 
002:0059:2 
00Z:0059:2 
FIB IS 0006 LONG 
002:006B:2 
002:00&8:2 
002 :00611:) 
002:00611:3 
002:006B:l 
002:00I)C:0 
002:0060:5 
002:0061':4 
002:0071: 3 
002:0073:2 
002:0075: 1 
002:0077:0 
002:0078:5 
002:00711:4 
J 
U'l 
\0 
IP=l 
IN=l 
I~LIH(l.l)=l 
IF{IuPE.LT.l) C~LL HEAOl{TITL.STITL) 
WRITE (6.906) ASLO.ASCN.ABA.ASLF.APHI 
9)6 FORHAT(lH .Tl0.'O£rAULT RELATIVE DEVIATIONS'.T64.F5.2.T72.F5.2. 
* TaO.F5.2.T97.F5.2.TI06.F5.2) 
IF (ISKW.NE.l)GO Ta 772 
w~ITE (6.941) TSLO.TSCN.TBA.TSLF.TPHI 
o~l FORHAT (lH .12.'OEFAULT PROPORTIONAL SKEWNESS FACTOR5'.T64.F~.2. 
o T72.rS.2.lao.FS.2.T?1.FS.2.TI06.F5.21 
7'~ r::'lTI'lIl~ 
00000A30 
00000j40 
000001'150 
a0000900 
READ(5.112) IZ1.IZ2.Il3.(OESC(1.I).I=I.6).ISTA(1).IOPF(I) 00000360 
* .IOPSll).Q(1).SLOC1).SCN(1).A(I).CUF(ll.SlF(1).PHI(1) 00000870 
72~2 READ (5.112) 181.IB2.1B3.(OESC(I).I=1.6).BISTA.IBOPF.IBOPS.OQ. 
* 9Sl0.~SC~.BBA.3CUF.BSLF.BPHI 
IF (182.NE.0) GO TO 1223 
I A tH I P ):: I B 1 
IFISH=1 
SLOEZ<IP}=BSLO 
SCNEl( IP )=8SCN 
AEZ< IP)=BBA 
SLFEZ< IP)=BSLF 
PIlIEZ< IP)=BPHI 
C •••••• * START PART ONE 
C .*.***. TEMPORARY MODIFICATION TO PROGRAM SALTEZ FOR APPLICATION 
C .0* •• *. TO COLORADO RIVER ASSESSMENT STUDY PRilCEOURE.TO DELETE 
C ••• **.. REHUVE CA~OS HERE AND IN SUBROUNTINE OPTION 
IF (IOPS(IP).NE.5)GO TO 170 
PHIEZ(IPl=BPHI*«l.-SLF(IP»/SLF(IP)*CUFCIP)*A(IP)-
$ C 1.-BSLF )/BSlF*BCUF*BBA) '*2. 
CCUF RCU!'" 
CPHI=;BPHI 
ir:l CONTINUE 
C 0 ••• 0*. ENO OF PARTO~E 
IF (ISKW.NE.l)GO TO 773 
READ (5.901) SLOTlCIP).SCNTZ(IP).ATZ(IP),SLFTZ(IPl.PHITZ(IP) 
773 CONTINUE 
READ (5.112) 181.I82,IB3.(BESC(I),I=1.6).BISTA,IBOPF.IROPS.BQ, 
o BSLO.BSCN.BBA.8CUF.BSLF.BPHI 
GO TO 1224 
12~3 CONTINUE 
SLOEZ< I P) =ASLD 
S C'~ E Z ( I P ) = AS C N 
HZ( IP)=ABA 
SLFEZ< IP)=ASLF 
PHIEH IPl=APHI 
IF (ISKW.NE.l)r,O TO 774 
SLOTZ< IP)-=TSLO 
SCN T Z< I P )=TSCN 
ATZCIP) TSA 
J 
C 002:007C:5 
C 002:0070:3 
C J02:007t::l 
C 002:007F:3 
C 002:01)83:0 
C 002:01)8r:2 
C 002:00IlF:2 
C 002:00BF:2 
C 002:0091:0 
C 002:0090:2 
C 002:0091):2 
r: 0'12:01191):;> 
C 002:0090:2 
C a02:00fl2:3 
c 002:00CO:2 
C 002:00E6:0 
C 002:00F4:2 
C 002:00F5:3 
C 002:00F7:3 
C 002:00F8:1 
C 002:00FA:l 
C 002:00FC:1 
C 002:00FE:l 
C 002:0100: 1 
C 002:0102:1 
C 002:0102:1 
C 002:0102:1 
C 002:0102:1 
C 002:0102:1 
C 002 :0101,::3 
C 002:010C:3 
C 002:0101':3 
C 002:0110: 2 
C 002:0111=1 
C 002:0111:1 
C 002:0111:1 
C 002:0112:5 
C 002:0128:2 
C 002:012(1:2 
C 002:0141:0 
C 002:014F: 2 
C 002:014F: 5 
C 002:014F:5 
C i) 02 : 0 15 1: 5 
C 002:0153:5 
C 002:0155:5 
C 002:0157:5 
C 002:0159:5 
C 002:0159:3 
C 002:0150:3 
C 002:015F:3 
0\ 
o 
7r4 
T2~4 
901 
112 
:; u r l( I PI=: T S t F 
PHITZ(IP):TPHI 
CONrINUE 
CO'JTIUUE 
FORHAT (40X,JF8.0,5X,F5.0,F6.0) 
FORMAT(Il.2I2.6A4.3Il.4F8.0.2F5.0,F6;OI 
INIP(IP)"Il2 
IF(IOPE.GE.l) GO T0 7227 
W R I T E ( 6 • 11 4 I I P, I Z 1, I Z 2, I Z 3, (DE S C ( I P • I ) , I" 1.6) • 1ST A ( I PI, lOP F ( I P) 
* ,IOP5(IP)'Q(IP)'SLO(IPhSCN(IP}'A(IP),CUF(IP)'SLF(IP) 
• .PHI(iP) 
IF (IFISH.NE.IJ GU TO 7227 
IF(IAN(IPJ.~E.OIGn TO 555 
WRITE (6.902) SLOEZ(IPI.SCNEZ(IP),AEZ(IP),SLFEZ(IPl,PHIE7(IP) 
9)2 FonHAT (IH ,TI0,'OVERRIOE RELATIVE OEVIATIONS'.T64,F5.2.T72.F5.2, 
* TAO,F5.2.T97.F'.2,TI06,F5.21 
GO TO 556 
5:; :> C OtH I N U £ 
C * •••• k •• START PART THnEE 
WRITE (6.1956J SLDEZ(IPI.SCNE1([PI.AEZ(IPJ.CCUF,SlFEZ(IP), 
• C PH I 
1.9'i~, rf)FHHT <til .r;>,).·SPECl~.L VM~IA'Ir:E VALI'FS'.Tf)1.F'1.1,ffi9.FfI.'.,T77, 
* FB.4,T86.F~.J,T94,F8.3,TI03,F8.4) 
CCUF=O. 
CPHI=O. 
GO TO 556 
C ******* •• END PART THREE 
c 
kRITE (6.956JSLDEZ(IP),SCNEZ(IP),AEZ(I?).SLF[Z(IP}.?HIEZ(IPI 
957 FORMAT (1H ,T25,'OVERRIDE SKEW',T61,F8.4,T69.F8.4,T77.F8.4, 
• T94,F8.4,TI03,F8.4) 
956 FOnHAT (IH ,T20,'OVERRIDE VARIANCE',T61,FO.l,T69,F8.4,T77,F8.4, 
* T94,F8.4,TI03,F8.4) 
5)6 CON fINUE 
IF (ISIIW.NE.I IGO TO 775 
9~2 FORMAT (lH ,T2,'OVERRIDE PROPORTIONAL S~EWNESS FACTOR',T64. 
• F5.2.T72,F5.2,T80,F5.2,T97,F5.2.TI06.F5.2) 
IF <IA'HIP).NE.O) GO TO 557 
WRITE (6,942) SlOTZ(IP).SCNTZCIP).ATZCIP),SLFTZ(IP),PHITZ(IP) 
GO TO 558 
557 CONTINUE 
w ~ I T E (6.957) S LOT l( I P ) , SC NT Z< I P ), AT Z ( I P ) , SL F r Z C I P ), PH IT l( I P ) 
558 C'JNTINUE 
775 COt-JT INUE 
IFISH=O 
T2U CONTINUE 
114 FOR H A H 1 H 0, 13, 2X, 11, 3 X, 12,2 x. 12,2 X, 6A 4,2 X, I I, 1 X. I I, 1X. II. Fl O. 1 
* ,F9.1,F8.3.F8.1,lX,2F8.3,FIO.4) 
IFCIZ3.LT.l) GO TO 4 
C ASSIGN NODE DATA 
C 
ICPH IN)=IZ2 
1)0000830 
00000890 
000009:50 
00000940 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r: 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
00(100950 C 
00000% 0 C 
00r)00970 C 
00001)930 C 
00000990 C 
00001000 C 
OOll01010 C 
002:0161 3 
002:0163 5 
002:0165 3 
002: 0165: J 
002:0155:3 
002:0165::5 
002:0165:3 
002:0167:3 
002:0168:4 
002: 017 E: () 
002:0181":3 
002 :0t'J5: 2 
002:0196:3 
002:0198:4 
002:011\.\:2 
OQ2:01AA:2 
002 :OIH: 2 
002:01AA:5 
002:0lAA:5 
002:01AA.:5 
002:0139:0 
n 117: 0 [1.ll':? 
002:01BO:2 
002:01fl!J:2 
002:01l1E: 0 
002:01l:lE:4 
002:01BF:l 
002:01IJF:t 
002 :010 1: 2 
002:0101:2 
002:0101=2 
002:0101:2 
002 :OlLlt: 2 
002:0101:2 
002:01!l3:0 
002:0H)3:0 
002:0103:0 
002:01D5:1 
002:01E7:2 
002:01[7:5 
002:01[7:5 
002:01.9:2 
002:01F9:2 
002:01F9:2 
01)2:01FA:0 
002: 0 IF A: 0 
002:01FA:0 
002:01FA:0 
002:01FB:l 
002:01FB:l 
002:01FB:l 
002:01FB:l 
J 
m 
C 
IN IC( IZ2)= IN 
IDLIMfIN,2)=IP 
tDWlS(IN)=Il3 
IOLIM(IN+l,ll=IP+l 
Ir?N(IN)=IZl 
IN=1'1+1 
(,f'lTO 50 
C ACCUMULATE NODE fLOWS AND SALT 
C 
4 CALL OPTION(IP) 
IF(IOPS(IP).EQ.4) GOTO 50 
Q~(IN)=QN(INI+Q(IP) 
SN(IN)=SN(INI+SLO(IPl 
5 ) C O!~ TIN U E 
IF (ISKW.NE.1)GO Ta 776 
IF (IOPS<IP}.EQ.l)SKEWCIP) C SLOTZ< IP)*5LD( IP))**3. 
IF (IOPS(IP).EQ.1.ANO.IAN(I~).NE.O)SKEW(IP)=SLOTZ(IP) 
SUMSKN(IN)=SUMSKWCIN)+S~EWCIP) 
71& ClHHINUE 
7.~' '; 
IF(IOPS(IP).EO.1)SVARCtP) (SLOEZ(IP)*SLDCIP»*.2. 
IF C lOP S ( I P ) • E Q. 1. AND. I A N ( I P ) • NE • 0 ) S V A R ( I P )" 5 L f) E Z< I P ) 
SUHVAR(IN)=SUMVARCIN)+SVAR(IP) 
IP=IP+1 
INIP(IP)=I82 
IF (I82.LT.IIGO TO 7225 
IZ1=IB1 
lZ2=I112 
Iz~:orfJ3 
D'1 Tn6 J8~1." 
~ ~C(IP.J~J"~r~r(J~l 
ISTA<IP)=BISfA 
IOPFCIP)=IBOPF 
IOPSCIPI=IBOPS Q(IPI=8Q 
SlOt IP )=fJSLO 
SOH IP }:oI3SCN 
A<IP)=BfJA 
CtJF(IP)=BCUF 
SLF(IPI=I1SLF 
PHI (IP )=8PfH 
72?5 
C 
GO TO 7222 
CONTINUE 
C 
C 
CHECK NODE SEQUENCE 
NPOINT=lP-1 
N ,., 'JD E = r N-1 
IF(ICIN(1).GE.I~NDS(1).ANQ.NNGDE.NE.11 
IF(NNODE.EQ.1) GOlO 77 
no &0 IN=2.NNODE 
JErw= IN-1 
GGTO &7 
00001020 C 
00001030 C 
00001040 C 
00001050 C 
000010S0 C 
1)0001070 C 
00001~aO C 
00001090 C 
D0001100 C 
00001110 C 
00001120 C 
00001130 C 
00001140 C 
00001150 C 
00001220 
00001230 
00001240 
OO~01250 
000012&0 
00001270 
00001280 
0(1)0[290 
00001300 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(' 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
002:01FD:1 
002:01FF:1 
002:0201:1 
002:0203:1 
002:0205:4 
002: 0207: 4 
002:0209:0 
002:0209::3. 
002:0209:3 
002=0209: 3 
002:0209:3 
002:020A:1f 
002:020D:0 
002:0210:3 
002:0214:0 
002:0214:0 
002:0215:4 
002:0210:0 
002:0224:0 
002:0227: 3 
002 :0227:3 
002 :022£: 3 
002:0235: 3 
002:0239:0 
002:02H:2 
002:023C:0 
002:023D:1 
002 :023(: 0 
002:02H:5 
002:023F:4 
f):J?: (1"1, I: I) 
002:0247:2 
002:0249: 3 
002 :0249: 3 
002:0240: 3 
002:024F:3 
002:0251:3 
002:025H3 
002:0255:3 
002:0257:3 
002:0259:3 
002 :0258: 3 
002: 0 25 C: 0 
002:025C:0 
002:025C:0 
002:025C:O 
002:025C:0 
002:025D:2 
002 :025E: 4 
002:0261:5 
002:0263:0 
002:0264:0 
.I 
0' 
I\} 
C 
C 
C 
00 70 J=l.JENf} 
IF(ICIN(IN).LE.ICIN(JJ) GO TO 67 
':> CONTINUE 
If( IC IN(lN).GE. IDNOS(IN) GOTO 65 
&0 CONTINUE 
GOTO 77 
55 IF(IN.EQ.N~OOE) GO TO 77 
&7 WRITE(6.78) ICIN(I1O 
78 FORMAT(lHO.'NOOE '.12.' IS OUT OF SEQUENCE OR fEEDS AN U?Sr~EAM' 
* .' NOOEl) 
STOP 
77 CONTPWE 
IF(IOPH.LE.2) 
*CALL HEAO(TITL.STITL) 
SUM FLOW ANO SALT AT NOOE IN (ACCOUNT FOR IOPS=4) 
00 10 IN=l.NN~OE 
Q~IS( I"l)=QN( INl+IlNS( IN) 
SNS(INl=SN(INl+SNS(IN) 
TOTSKW(IN)=TOrSKW(IN)+SUMSKW(IN) 
TOTVARCIN)=TOTVAR(IN}+SUMVAR(I~) 
N1=IDLIH( IN.D 
N2=IOLIMCIN.2) -1 
00 53 I=~U. N2 
IF(IOPS(I).NE.4) Goro 53 
IF(Q(I).LE.O.0000001) GOTO 54 
WRITE(6d16) I 
116 FORMAT(l" III IH .'POSITIVEFLOW USEn WITH lOPS 
STOP 
54 IF(QNS(IN).GT.0.000001) GOIO 502 
WRITEC6.5(4) I 
4 AT II' ='.13) 
5)4 FORHAT(IHO.'CONCENTRATION CALCULATION ATTEMPrEO HITH FLOW EQUAL' 
" .' TO OR LESS THAN ZERO. 11'='. I 3) 
SlD(I)=O.O 
(;010 506 
5)2 X=SNS(IN)/QNS(IN) 
SLoe I I=X"!;)( I) 
'»)6 Q 'H I N I = (nl( PI) • :.l ( I I 
[') n r, ( 11 ( I ) f 'PI <; ( r 'I l ) •• ;> • * T fl r V A F. ( IN l 
TOTV~R(IN)=rOTVAR(IN)+OOG 
SUMVAR(IN)=SUMVAR(IN)+OOG 
SVAR <I }"OOG 
If (ISKW.NE.1)r,O TO 777 
CAT=(Q(I)/QNS(INI)""3.*TOTSKW(IN) 
TOTSKW(IN):IOTSKW(IN)~CAT 
St<EW ([ ) =CA T 
SUMSKW(INI:SUHSKW([N)~CAT 
777 CONTINUE 
SN( INI=SN( PIl+SLO( I) 
QNS(INI=QNS(IN)+Q(l) 
SNS( IN):SNS(IN)+SLO( I) 
00001310 
:)0001320 
00001330 
00001340 
00001350 
00001360 
00001HO 
0~0013!10 
00001390 
00101400 
00001410 
00001420 
00()01430 
0(}001440 
00001450 
00001460 
00001470 
00J0141'10 
00001490 
00001500 
00001510 
00001520 
000015 JO 
00001540 
00001550 
00001560 
00001570 
00001580 
00001590 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
00001600 C 
00001610 C 
00001620 C 
00001&30 C 
o00iH640 C 
0000l&':;C; C 
J0001660 C 
00COlf.7(J C 
r: 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
00()01680 C 
00001690 C 
00001700 C 
002 0265:2 
002 0266:0 
002 0269:2 
002 02&B: 3 
002:0261-::5 
002:0271:0 
002:0271:3 
002 :0272:5 
002:027A:2 
002:027A:2 
002:027A:2 
002:027B:1 
002 :0276: 1 
002:027C:0 
002 :027E: 5 
002 :027E: 5 
002:027E:5 
002:027E: 5 
002:0280:0 
002:0283:3 
002:0287:0 
002:02I3A: 3 
002:028E:0 
002:028F:5 
002:0292=1 
002:0293:0 
002:0295:2 
002:0298: 4 
002:02H:2 
002 :029': 2 
00Z:02Aon 
002:02113:4 
002:02AA:2 
002:02AA:2 
002:02A":2 
002 :02AC: 1 
002:02AC: 4 
002:0230:0 
002:0233:3 
o IJ? : f) ;>'! 7 () 
002:02BC 1 
002 :029E 4 
002 :02C 1 1 
002: 0 2C 3 1 
002 :02C4 5 
002:02CA 2 
002:02CC ') 
002:02CE 5 
on:02tl1 2 
002:0201 2 
002:02D4 5 
002:0208 2 
J 
0'> 
W 
C 
53 CONTINUE 
IF{IN.EQ.NNDO[) GOTD 520 
IC IDNOS(IN) 
K=I"dC(IC) 
QNS(K) QNS(K)+ONS(I~) 
SNS(KJ=SNS(KJ+SNS(I~) 
TOTSKW{KJ TOTSKW(K)+TOTS~W(rN) 
TOTVAR(K)=TOTVAR(K)+TOTV R(IN) 
5?O IF(IOPW.GT.2) G~TO 10 
C OUTPUT FOR FROJECTS AND NODES 
C 
C 
N1=IOLIM(IN.1) 
N2=IDLIM(IN.2)-1 
DO 22 I P = ~H , N 2 
CALL WRITEP(IN,IP) 
?2 CONTINUE 
CALL IoiRITEN(IN) 
10 CONTINUE 
C mlTPUT FOR NODES 
C 
WRITE(6.220) (TITL(I),I=1.20) 
WRITE(6.222)(STITL(I),I=1.20) 
2~J FORMAT(lHl.20A4) 
222 FOR~AT(lHO.20A4) 
WR I TU6. 2(4) 
WRITE(6,22S) 
IoIRrTE(6.227J 
2?4 FOR'1Af( lHO. 4.H:.' FLOW SALT SAL T 
• r85.'STANDARD') 
2~, FORHAT(IH .43X.' LOAD CONC 
• T~5.'DEVIArION'.TIOO.'SKEMNESSI) 
227 FOkMAT(lH .43X.' (rAF/Y) (TT/Y) (T/AF) 
* T87.'TT/Y'.Tl00.'«TT/Y)··31') 
ro 235 IN=l.NNOGE 
IF<A8S(QNS(IN».LT.0.00001) QNS(IN)=0.00001 
X=SNS(IN)/QNS(IN) 
Xl •• 735.8 
IP=IOLIM( IN.2) 
QJG (TOTVAR( IN» **. 5 
IF (ISKW.NE.1lGO TO 778 
SA LT'. 
CONC'. 
(HG/Ll'. 
Ii P IrE ( 6 • 2 30) I C I N ( I ~ ) • I D N OS ( I "J • ( OE S C ( I p. T ) • 1=1.6 ) • QN S ( IN). Sfi S ( 1'0 
*.X.X1.00G.TOTSKW(INl 
r,O Hi 883 
77'1 crJ'H HWE 
00001710 C 
00001720 C 
00001730 C 
00001740 C 
00001750 C 
00001760 C 
C 
C 
00001770 C 
00001780 C 
00001790 C 
00001'300 C 
00001310 C 
00001820 C 
00001830 C 
00001840 C 
00001350 C 
C 
00001870 C 
00001880 C 
00001890 C 
00001900 C 
0()001910 C 
00001920 C 
00001930 C 
001)01940 C 
1)0001950 C 
00001960 C 
00001970 C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
00002010 C 
00002no C 
001)02030 C 
00002040 C 
000020'>0 C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
WRIrU6.230J IC!i~(INJ.IONOS(Ir,).(OE$C(Ifl.I).I~t.o).QNS(IN).S'IS(IN) 000020&0 
C 
C 
C 
C 
·.X.X1,flOG 
M3I ':I1'ITINUr 
C 
C 
2~3 FOR~AT(IHO.4X"NOD[ '.12.' ('.12.') '.6A4.1X.F10.1.F10.1.F8.3 
• .FI2.0.T84.FI0.2.T99.EI0.3) 00002080 
235 CONTINUE (l0002100 C 
002:02!)B:5 
002:02J[:0 
002:02DF:2 
002:02Eln 
002:02E2:4 
002=02E5:5 
002 :02E9: 2 
002:02EC:5 
002:02FO:2 
002:02Fl:4 
002:0ZFt:4 
002:02F1:4 
002:02Ft:4 
002 :02F 3: 3 
on:02F5:5 
002: 02F7: 0 
002:02F8:4 
002:02FA:5 
002:02FC:0 
002:02FE:l 
002:02FE:I 
002:02FE:l 
002:02FE:l 
002:030A:2 
002:0316:2 
002:0316:2 
002:0316:2 
002:031A:2 
002:031E:2 
002:0322:2 
002:0322:2 
002:0322:2 
002:0322:2 
002:0322:2 
002:0322:2 
002:0322:2 
002:0323:0 
002:032A:1 
002:0320:3 
002:032F:4 
002:0331:3 
OJ2:0335:3 
002:0337: 1 
002 :0348: 3 
002:0355:2 
002:0355:5 
002:0355:5 
002:036A:l 
0')2:0.,7;>:;> 
002:0372:2 
002:0372:2 
002:0372:2 
J 
0' 
.J:= 
C 
C WRI TE NOOES BY RIVER 
C 
C 
GOT!) 202 
NR=O 
IR=1 
~2 I SKIP=O 
DO 30 I~=I.NNOOE 
If(IRN(IN).NE.IR) GOTO 30 
IfCISKIP.GT.O) GOTO 34 
ISKIP"1 
K=IRN([N) 
WRITE(6.120) IR~CIN).(RIV(K.L).L 1.10) 
llO fORMlrelN III 1" .I2.21.10A4) 
34 X=S~S(INl/QNS(IN) 
WRITE(6.122J ICIN(IN).aNS!INJ.S~S(IN).1 
Il2 fOR~Ar(I3.3f15.3) 
30 CONTINUE 
IR=IR+1 
IfCIR.LE.NRIV) GOT032 
2)2 CONTINUE 
C OUTPUT CHANGES BY STITE 
C 
C 
on 302 1=1>20 
STIQ(I>=O.O 
5TI5(1)=0.0 
3)2 CONTINUE 
J=O 
00 300 IP=l.NPOINT 
00 301 IN=I.NNOOE 
IfCIOLIH(IN.2).EQ.IP) GOTO 300 
3)1 CONTINU( 
IfCISTA(IP).LT.l) GOTO 300 
K=ISTI(IP) 
IF<K.GT.J) J=K 
STAQ(K)=STAQ(K)tQ(IP) 
STAS(K)=STIS(K)tSLD(IP) 
3)0 CONTINUE 
WRIT(6.220) (TITL(I).I=1.20) 
WRITE(6.222)(STITl(I).I=1.20) 
WRITE(6d04) 
3)4 FORHAT(lHO"STATE·.8x.'fLnW~.3X"5ALT lOID') 
00 308 K=l.J 
WRIT[(6.306) K.5TAQ(K).STAS(K) 
3)6 fORHAT(lHO.2X.ll.3X.fl0.1.2X.f9.0) 
3:16 COtHINUE 
C OUTPUT BY SALINITY OPTION 
c 
00 310 K=I.5 
OSAlT<K)=-O. 
00002110 C 
00002120 C 
00002130 C 
00002140 C 
00~02150 C 
0\)002160 C 
00002170 C 
0000218\) C 
:l0002190 C 
00002200 C 
00002210 C 
00002220 C 
00002230 C 
00002240 C 
00002250 C 
00002260 C 
00002270 C 
00002280 C 
00002290 C 
00002300 C 
00002HO C 
00002320 C 
00002310 C 
00002340 C 
00002350 C 
00002560 C 
00002370 C 
00002380 C 
00002390 C 
0000240Q C 
00002410 C 
00002420 C 
00002430 C 
(01)02440 C 
00002450 C 
00002460 C 
00002470 C 
00002480 C 
000024'10 C 
00002500 C 
00002510 C 
00002520 C 
\)0002530 C 
00002540 C 
00002550 C 
000025&0 C 
00002570 C 
C 
C 
002:0374:3 
002:0374: 3 
002:0374:3 
002:0374: 3 
002:0375:0 
002:0375:4 
002:0376:2 
002:0377:0 
002:0378:0 
002:037A:2 
002:03713:3 
002:037C:1 
002:037(:0 
002:0381):2 
002:0380:2 
002:0390:4 
002:039f:2 
002:039f:2 
002:0311:3 
002:03A2:5 
002:03A3:5 
002:03A3:5 
002:03A3: 5 
002:0313:5 
002:03A3:5 
002:0 U5: 0 
002:03A6: 3 
002:0H-SlO 
002:0HA: 1 
on:OHI:5 
002:03AC:0 
002:03A[}:0 
002:03Af:2 
002:0391=3 
002:03B3:4 
002:03B5:3 
002:03137:2 
002:03BA:3 
002:03BO: 4 
002:03Bf:5 
002:03CC:2 
002 :0508: 2 
01)2:03DC:2 
002:030C:2 
002:0300:0 
002:03E6:2 
002:03E8:2 
002:030:3 
002:03EA:3 
C 002:03EA:3 
C 002:030:3 
C 002:03EC:0 
J 
0' 
IJ'1 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
OFlDI/( K 1 O. 
!)VAR(K)"O. 
OSKEIHK)=O. 
31 J C ll'lT IIW E 
DO 311 IP=l.NPOrNT 
I F {I rJ P <; ( I P ) • L E • I) G n T n ~ 11 
JO= IOPS<IP) 
OSALT(JO)=OS.lT(JO)+SLO(IPJ 
OFlOW(JOJ=DFLOW(JO)+Q(IP) 
DVAR(Jl'J) OVA~(JDJ+SVAR(IP) 
OSKEW(JOl OSKEW(JOl+SKEW(IP) 
311 CONrINUE 
WRITE (6.220) (TITl(I).I 1.20) 
WRITE (6.222) (STtTL(I).I=1.20) 
WRITE (6.91,61 
9~6 FORMAT (lHO.T29.'CONT~IBUTIO~S BY SALINITY OPTIONS'/T41, 
*' OPTION OPfIO!~ OPTION OPTION OPTION'1T45, 
* ·#I',T55.'#2'.T65."3',T75."4'.Td5."S'l 
WRITE (6,947) OFLOW 
9~7 FDR~AT (lH ,'TOTAL FLO~ CONTRIBUTED (TAF/Yl',T41.5(F8.2,21» 
WHITE (6.943) OSALT 
9.3 FOQMAT (lH .'TQTAL SALTS CONTRIBUTED (TT/Y)'.T41.5(F8.2.2X» 
WRITE (6,944) l'JVAR 
944 FORMAT (IH .'TOTAL VARIA~CE CONTRIBUTED (TT/Y)**2.'.T41. 
* S(FB.O,21» 
WRITE (6.945) aSKEw 
9~5 FORHAT <lH ,'NET SKEH COIITRIBUTED (TT/Yl**3.',T4l-S(EIO.3» 
STOP 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE OPTION(!?) 
COHMON TITL(20).RIV(50.10).IRN(99l.ISTA(500).DESC(500.6) 
* .IOPF(SOI),IOPS(500).ICIN(991.INIC(99).IOLIM(99.?) 
* ,IONOS(99).QN(99),SN(99),Q(5001.SCN(500).SLD(500),A(500) 
* .CUF(500).SLF(500}.QNS(99),SNS(99J.STITL(20),INIP(500) 
* .PHI(SOO).SLl'JEZ(500).SCNEZ(500).SLFEZ(500),PHIEZ(SOO),SVAR(500) 
* .SUHVAR(99J,AF.Z(SOO),TOTVAR(99).BESC(6),SLDTZ(500J.SCNTZ(500), 
* SLFTZ(SOO).PHITZ(500).SKEW(SOO).SUHSKW(99).ATl(SOO),TOTSK~(99). 
* ISKI/,IAN(5QOJ 
FLOW OPTIONS 
IF(IOPF(IP).LT.J) GOTO 10 
g(IP)=A(IP)*CUF(IP) 
tJ IF(IOPS(IP).LT.l.0R.IOPS(IP).EQ.4) GO Tn 20 
SALT OPTIONS 
K=IOPS(IP) 
GOlQ(JO.l.3.20.SJ.K 
SLO(IP)=SCN(IP)*~(IP) 
C 002:03EO:3 
C 002:03EF:0 
C 002:03FO:3 
C 002:0lF2:0 
C 002:03F4:t 
C !)02:0~F":a 
C 002 :03F 7: 1 
C 002:03F9:0 
C 002:03f!l:5 
C 002:03fF:0 
C 002:0402:1 
C 002:0405:2 
C 002:0407:3 
C 002:0413:2 
C 002:041F:2 
c 002:0423:2 
C 002:0423:2 
C 002:01,23:2 
C 002=0423:2 
C 002:0421\:2 
C 002:042A:2 
C 002:0431:2 
C 002:0Bl:2 
C 002 :01,38: 2 
C 002:04511:2 
C 002:0438:2 
C 002:043f:2 
00002580 C 002:043F:2 
00002590 C 002:01,40:1 
SEG~ENT 002 IS 0490 lOUG 
00002600 C 
1)0002610 C 
00002620 C 
1J1)0026.~0 C 
00002640 C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
00002S20 C 
00002830 C 
00002840 C 
00002850 C 
00002860 C 
00002870 C 
00002880 C 
00002g90 C 
0000 2'} 00 C 
00002910 C 
00002920 C 
00002910 C 
START or SEGMENT OOT 
00':0001):0 
007:0000:0 
007 :0000: 0 
007:0000:0 
007 :0000: 0 
007:0000:0 
007:0000:0 
007:0000:0 
007:0000:0 
007:0000:0 
1)07:0000:0 
007:0000:0 
007:0000:0 
007:0002:2 
007:0006:5 
007:000B:0 
007:0003:0 
007:000B:0 
007:0008:0 
007:000C:5 
007:0013:0 
J 
a-
a-
SVAR(IP)=(SC~EZ{IPl·SC~(IP»**Z.*QCIP)**2. 
IF([ANCIPl.NE.Q)SYAR(IP) SCNEZC[P)*OCIP)**2. 
SKE~(IP)=(SCNTZCIP)*SCN(IP»**3.*Q(lP)**3. 
If( [ANC[PJ.NE.01SKEWCIPJ=SCNTZ(IPI*QCIPJ**2. 
GO TO 30 
3 SlD(IPl=A(IPJ*SLF{IP) 
DOG=(AEZCIPl*A(IP»**2. 
IFCIAN([Pl.N~.O)DOG=AEZ(IP) 
CAT=(SLFEZ(IP)*SlFCIP)l**2. 
IF(IAN([P).~E.O)CAT=SLFEZ(IPl 
SYARC[Pl OOG*CAT>ACIP)**2.*CAT+SLF([Pl**2.*DDG 
IF C[SKW.~E.llr,O TO 779 
TDOG=CATlC IP)*AC IP1)**3. 
IF(IAN(IP).~E.O)TDOG=ATZCIP) 
TCAT=CSLFTZ( IP)*SlF( [PJ )**3. 
IFC[ANCIP}.NE.01TCAT=SLFTZ(IP) 
SKEWCIP)=TOOG*TCAT+3.*ACIP)*OOG*TCAT+3.*SLF(IPl*TDOG*CAT+ 
* 6.*A(IP)*SlF(IP)*DOG*CAT+A(IP)**3.*TCAT+SLF(IP)**3.*TDOG 
7r9 CONTINUE 
GOTO 30 
5 IFCSLF([P).EQ.O.Ol SlF(IPJ=O.OOOOOOl 
C ******* START OF PART TWO 
SVARCIP}=PHIEZCIP) 
SLDC[PJ=-O(IPJ*«l.O-SlF(IP»/Slf([P»*PHI(IP) 
GO TO 30 
C ******* END OF PART TWO 
SLry([P)~-Q(IP)*C(I.0-SLFeIP»/SLF([P)l*PHleIP) 
UBIRD=«l.-SLf(IP»/SLF(IP» 
O[RD=UBIRD**2. 
OOG= SLFEZ(IP)**2.*BIRO 
IF(IANCIP).NE.OJOOG=SlFEZ{IPJ 
CAT CPHIEZCIP)*PHleIP»**2. 
If([ANe[p).NE.OlCAT=PH[EZCIPl 
SYAR([Pl=QCIPl·*Z.*COOG*CAT+BIRO*CAT+PHI(IPl**2.*OOGl 
IF CISKw.NE.llGO TO 7~0 
HHRO=UBIRO**3. 
TOOG=SlFTZe!Pl.*3.*TBIRD 
IF([AN([Pl.N~.O)TDOG=$LFTZ(IPl 
Tr.~T (PHIT1<TP)*PII[( rpll"~. 
IFCIAN([P).NE.OlTCAT=PHITZeIP) 
SKEWC[O)=-Q([Pl**3.*(TOOG*TCAT+3.*UBIRO*DOG*TCAT+3.*PHl(IP)* 
* TDOG*CAT+o.*UBIRO*PHI(IPl*OOG*CAT+TBIRO*TCAT+PHICIPl**3.*TOOG) 
73:l CUNTINUE 
GOT') 30 
20 SLO([P)=O.O 
SVAR(IPl=O.O 
SKEW([P)=O.O 
30 RETURN 
END 
C 007:0017:3 
C 007:001(=1 
C 007:0025:1 
C 007:002C:3 
00002940 C 007:0033:3 
00002950 C 007:0034:0 
C 007:0038:3 
C 007 :003C: 1 
C 007 :0040:1 
C 007:0043:5 
C 007:0047:5 
C 007:004F:0 
C 007:0050:4 
C 007:0054:4 
C 007:0058:4 
C 007:005C:4 
C 007 :0060: 4 
C 007:00&9:0 
C 007:0073:0 
00002960 C 007:0073:0 
00002970 C 007:0073:3 
C 007:0079:1 
C 007:0079:1 
00002960 C 007:007L:l 
C 007:0064:1 
C 007:0064:4 
C 007 :0064: 4 
C OQ7:00BC:4 
C 007:0090:2 
C 007:0091=1 
C 007:0093:5 
C 007:0097:5 
C 007:009B:3 
C 01)7:009F:3 
C 007 :OOA 7: 1 
C 007:00A3:5 
C 007:00AA:2 
C 007:00A::>:2 
r (j 1'17: IJ I)'] I : ? 
C 007 :0085: 2 
C 007:00B9:2 
C 007:00C1:3 
C 007:00CA:2 
00002990 C 007:00CA:2 
00003000 C 007:00CA:5 
C 007:00CC:4 
C007 : 0 OC E: 3 
00003010 C 007:0000:2 
00003020 r. 007:0000:5 
SEG~ENr 007 IS 0008 LONG 
J 
0"-
-'l 
SUBROUTINE ~RIr£N(I~) 
COMMON TITL(20).RIV(SO.10).IRN(99).ISTA(SOO).~ESC(SOO.n) 
• • IOPF(50~).IOPS(SOO).ICIN(99).IN[C(99).10LIM(99.2) 
* .[ONDS(99).Q~(99).SN(99).Q(500).SCN(SOO).SLD(SOO).A(SO0) 
* .CUf{SOO).SLF(SOO).QNS(99),SNS(99).STIfL(20).[~IP(500) 
* .PH[(SOO).SLDEZ(SOO),SCNEZ(SOO).SLFEZ{SOO).PYIEl(SOO).SVAR(SOO) 
* .SUHVAR(99).AEZ(SOO).TOTVAR(99),BESC(6).SLOTZ{500).SCNTZ(500). 
* SLFTZ(500).PHITZ(SOO).SKEW(SOO).SUMSKW{99).ATZ(500).TOTSKW(99). 
* [S~W'IAN(500) 
[P~IDLIMCIN.2) 
IFCABS(QNS(IN».LT.0.00001) QNS(IN)=O.OOOOI 
X=SNSCIN)/QNS(IN) 
MRITEC6.1) ICI~([N).IONDS( I").(DESC(IP.I).I=1.6'.Q~(INI.SN(IN) 
* .QNS(IN).SNS(INI.X 
1 FDR~AT(IHO,4X"NOOE '.12.' ('.12.') '.6A4.6X,FIO.l.F9.1 
• .38X.FIO.l.F9.1.F8.3 II IH ) 
RETURN 
END 
SU~ROUTI~( HEAD1(TfTL.STITL) 
O[H~NSION TITL(20).STITLC20) 
IIRITEC5>i ) CTIfL([)'I=1.20) 
WRITEC6.2) (S T ITU I), 1= b 20) 
WR[TECod) 
WRlTE(6.15) 
WR ITE(6d 1) 
WRITE(6.12) 
WRITE(6d3) 
HRITE(6d4) 
1 FOR!-l A T( lIiI. 20 A 4 ) 
2 FORMAT(lHO,20A4) 
3 F(lRJo1ArclH'h'ECHD INPUT OATh'> 
15 FORMAT(lHO,SX.'1 2-34-5'.8X.'6-29'.1SX 
• ,'30-32 33- 40 41-46 49-56 S7-64 65-1l9' 
• 
, , 70-74 75-80') 
1 1 FOR~AT(IH .43X.'INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT CONSUM' 
• 
· '
SALT PHI • ) 
12 FOR~AT(lH .43X.'COOES FLOW SALT SALT AREA Us( , 
* · ' 
LOAD 
' I 
13 FORHAHIH ,43X,' LOAD CONe FACTOR' 
.. 
• • FACTOR'.! 
14 F(JRl1ATCIH .43X.' <TTly) CT/H) ( T-AC'l) AF/A/Y' 
• 
· '
T/ A/Y TlA/F t) 
RETURN 
END 
START OF SEGMENT OO~ 
00003030 C 008:0000:0 
10003040 C 008:0000:0 
00003050 C 008:0000:0 
00003060 C 008:0000:0 
00003070 C 008:0000:0 
C 008:0000:0 
C 008:0000:0 
C 008:0000:0 
C 008:0000:0 
00003130 C 008:0000:0 
00003140 C 008:0001:5 
00003150 C 008:0009:1 
00003160 C 008:000C:3 
00003170 C 008:0020:S 
00003160 C 0081002':2 
00003190 C 008:002A:2 
00003200 C 008:002A:2 
00003210 C 006=002A:5 
SEGMENT 008 IS 00!2 LONG 
START OF SEGMENT 009 
00003220 C 009 0000:0 
00003250 e 009 0000:0 
00003240 C 009 0000:0 
00003250 C 009 OOOC:2 
00003260 e 009:0019=2 
00003270 C 009:001D:2 
()O 0032130 C 009:0021:2 
00003290 C 009:0025:2 
00003300 C 009:0029:2 
00003310 C 009:0020:2 
00003320 C 009:0031:2 
00003330 C 009:0031:2 
00003340 C 009:0031:2 
000033S0 C 009:0031:2 
')0003360 C 009:0051:2 
00003370 C 009:00:n:2 
00003330 e 009:0031:2 
1)000 339t) C {) 09: 0031= 2 
00003400 C 009:0031:2 
00003410 C 009:0031:2 
00003420 C 009:0031:2 
00003430 C 009:0031:2 
00003440 C 009:0031 2 
00003450 C 009:0031 2 
00003460 C 009: 0031 2 
000031170 C 009:0031 S 
SEGMENT 009 IS 003A LONG 
0' 
0:> 
SUBROUTINE HEADCTITL.STITL) 
OI~E~SION TIrL(20),STITL(20) 
WRITE(6,8) (TlrL(I).1=1.20) 
WRITE(6,9) (STITl{I),I=1,20) 
6 FORMAT(lHl,20A4) 
9 FORMAT(lHO,20A4) 
WRITE(6,lS) 
t5 FORMAT(lHO,5X,' 2-3 4-S',8X,'6-29'.15X 
• .'30-32 33-40 41-4B 49-S6 57-64 6S-69' 
• .' 70-74 7S-60') 
WRITE(6d) 
WRITU&.2) 
kR I TEef,. 3) 
WR ITE(6.4) 
FOR~AT(lH ,43X.'INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT HIPUT CONSU~' 
.. , , SALT PHI flOW SALT SALT' ) 
2 FORHAT(lH .43X.'COOES flOW SALT SALT AREA USE 
• , , LOAD L'lAO CO NC' ) 
3 FORHAT(lH .43X,' LOAD CONe FACTOR' 
4 
.. , , FACTOR') 
FORHIIT(lH ,43X,' ( TTln (f/~F) (T-ACR) AF/A/V' 
.. , , T/A/Y (flAIr> (TArt Y) <TTln (lIAF)') 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE WRITEP(I~.IP) 
COMHON TITL(20),RIV(SO.10),IRN(99),I5TA(SOO),DESC(SOO,6) 
.. ,IOPF(SOO),IOPS(SOO),ICIN(99),IN{C(99)'IDlI~(99,?) 
.. ,IONDS(99),QN{99).SN(99),Q(SOO),SCN(SOO),5LO(500),A(SO0) 
• ,CUF(SOO).SLF(500),QNS(99),SNS(99),STITL(20).INI?(SOO) 
.. ,PHI(SOO),SLOEZ{SOO),SCNEZ(500),SLFEZ{SOO),PHIEZ{SOO).SVAR(500) 
• .SUMVAR(99).4El(SOO),TUTVAR(99),8ESC(6),SLOTZ(SOO),SCNrz(SOO), 
.. SLFTZ(SOO).PHITZ(500),SKEW(500),SUMSKW(99),I\TZ(SOO),IOTSKW(99), 
• ISK~,IAN(500) 
IF(IOPF(IP).NE.O) GaTO 10 
IF(IOPS(IP).NE.O) GOTO 1 
GOlD 4 
t~ K=IOPf(tP) 
GOTOC1'1'~),K 
IF(IOPSCIP).EQ.O) GOTO 4 
K=IOPSCIP) 
GOTOC4.5.6.4,6).K 
4 WRITEC&.lDl)tP, INIP(IP).(DESC(IP,I).I=1.6),ISTA(IP),[OPF(IP) 
•• IOPS(IP) ,Q(IP),SlO(IP; 
RETUR~ 
5 HRITE(6.102) IP, INIPCIP).(OESC(IP.I).I=1,6).ISTA(IP).IUPF(IP) 
·.IOPSCIP) '~(IP),5LO(IP),SCN(IP) 
RETUR~ 
START OF SEGMENT OOA 
FaRHAT SEGMENT IS 0006 LONG 
0000~480 C OOA:OOOO:O 
0000~490 C 001\:0000:0 
00003S00 C OOA:OOOO:O 
OOOO~S10 C 00A:000C:2 
00003520 C 00A:0019:2 
00003530 C 00A:0019:2 
OOOO~540 C 00A:0019:2 
00003550 C 00A:00I0:2 
00003560 C 00A:00I0:2 
00003570 C 00A:0010:2 
00003580 C 00A:001D:2 
00003590 C 00A:0021:2 
00003600 C 00A:0025:2 
00003610 C 0011:0029:2 
00003620 C 00A:0020:2 
00003630 C 00A:0020:2 
00003640 C 001\:0020=2 
00003650 C 00A:0020:2 
00003660 C 00A:0020:2 
00003670 C 00A:0020:2 
00003660 C 00A:0020:2 
00003690 C 001\:0020:2 
0000~700 C 00A:0020:2 
0000~710 C 001\:0020:5 
SEGHENT OOA IS 0036 LONG 
0000~720 
00003730 
00003740 
00003750 
00003760 
oorio 38 20 
00003630 
00003640 
00003650 
00003860 
00003870 
00003860 
00003690 
3000HOO 
00003910 
00003920 
00003930 
00003940 
00003950 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
START OF SEGMENT OOB 
000:0000:0 
OOB:OOOO:O 
000:0000:0 
006:0000:0 
008 :0000: 0 
OOB:OOOO:O 
008:0000:0 
009:0000:0 
OOB:OOOO:O 
006:0000:0 
008:0002: 1 
00B:0004:2 
00B:0004:5 
00B:0006:4 
006:000C:0 
OOB:OOOE 1 
00B:0010 0 
00B:0016 0 
00S:0029 2 
O!>B:OOH 2 
OOB OOH 5 
OOB 0046 1 
OOB 00S5 2 
J 
.I 
5 IoIRlTE(5,103) {P, INIP(IP).(OESCCIP.I).I=1.6).ISTA(IP).IOPF(IP) 00003960 C 008:0055:5 
*.IOPSCIP) .Q(lP)'SLO([P).A( IP).5LFcIP) 00003970 C 008:0069:1 
* .PHI([P) 00003980 C 008:0075:4 RETURN 000039'10 C 00B:0078:2 3 rrCIOPS(IP).EQ.O) GOT(l 12 00004000 C 008:0078:5 K=lOPS(IP) 00004010 C 008:007E:0 GOTO( 12.14.16.12.16lrK 00004020 C OOB lOOn: 5 l2 WRITE(6.t04) IP. INIP(IP).(OESC(IP,I).1=1,6).ISTA(IP).IOPF(IP) 00004030 C 00B:0086:0 *. IOPS( IP) ,1)( II'), SLoe IP)' A( IPJ,CUF( IP) 00004040 C 00B:0099:2 RETURN C 008=00A9:2 14 WRITEC6.tOS) IP, I NIP ( I P) • ( DE SC ( I P. I). I" 1 , (, ). IS TA ( I P ) • lOP F( I P ) 00004060 C 008:00A9:5 
*,[OPS C IP) • (:) ( I P ) , 5 UH I P ) , SC f, C I P ) • A( I P ) , C U f( I P ) 00004070 C 008:00BO=1 
0- RETURN 00004080 C 00B:00CF:2 
-.0 16 HRlTE(6,106) IP, INIP(IP).(OESC(IP.I).I 1 • 6 ). 1ST A C I P ) • [ OP F ( I P ) 000040?0 C OOB:OOCF:S 
*,IOPS(IP) ,Q(IP).SlO(IP).A(IP).CUF([P).SLF(IP) 00004100 C ooa :00£"5: 1 
* .!'H[(IP) 00004110 C OOB :OOF2: 1 RETUFlN 00004120 C 00B:00F8:2 lJl FOR"AT(1HO.I3.6X.I2.6X,6A4.13.2I2,F9.1,F9.1) 00004130 C 008:00F6:5 
1)2 F(lR~Ar(lHO.I3.6X.12,6X,6A4,I3.212.F9.1.F9.1 00004140 C 0(lB:00F8:S 
* .FfJ.3l 00004150 C 008:00F8:S 1)3 FORMAT(lHO,I3.6X.12.6X.6A4.I3.2I2.F9.1.F9.1 00004160 C 008:00F8:S 
* .8X.F8.1.gX.F7.2,FIO.4) 00004170 C 00B:OOF8:S 1)4 FOR~AT(lHO.I3.6X.I2.6X.6A4.13.212,F9.1.F9.1 00004180 C 00B:00F8:5 
* .tlX.FfJ.l.fB.2) 00004190 C 008:00F8:S 
1)5 FORMAT< IHO. 13,6X, 12,6X.6A4. I3,2I2,F9.1.F9.1 00004200 C OOB :OOF 8: 5 
* .F8.3.F3.1,F8.2) 00004210 C OOB:00F8:5 
1)& FO'lMATC lHO, B.OA, {2.6X,oA4, I3.212.F9.1,F9.1 00004220 C 00fl:00Ff\:5 
* .8X.F".1.F8.2,F7.2,FIO.4) 00004230 C 00a:00F8:5 
E"lO 00004240 C OOB:00FB:5 
SEG"IENT 008 IS OlOA LONG 
J 
PROGRAM SALTEZ OUTPUT FOR 1977-BASE RUN 
COlJRADO ftIVER FLOW SALINITY STUDY 
RU~ FOR 19"-VARIANCE BASED UPON DELTA S 
[CHJ INPUT DATA 
2-3 4-5 6-29 30- 32 31-40 41-46 4 'I-55 51-64 65-69 70-74 75-60 INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT CONSUM SALT Plil CODES FUlio/ SALT SALT AREA USE LOAD 
LOAD CONC FACTOR FAe TOR 
(TTly) CT/H) CT-ACR} At I AIY TI A./Y T IAIF OEFAULT RELATIVE DEVIATIONS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 0 UG 1 1971 \I Y G A 7 3 5 0.0 0.0 0.000 52.4 -1.100 0.220 0.1090 SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 0.0 0.000 52.4000 
- 1. 100 0.220 0.24~0 
2 1 5 0 UG 2 B 197 7 Hy G A 735 0.0 0.0 0.000 116.0 -1.200 0.340 0.2600 SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 0.0 0.001)116.0000 
-1.200 0.J40 0.2480 
3 5 0 UG 3 8 1977 II Y G A 735 0.0 0.0 0.000 4.3 -1.601) O.HO 1.1600 SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 0.0 0.000 4.3000 -1.600 O.HO 0.2480 
4 5 0 UG 4 SA 1977 W Y G A 7 J 5 0.0 0.0 0.000 21.4 -1.700 0.46J 1.0800 SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 0.0 0.000 21.4000 
- 1. 700 0.460 0.2480 
-.J 
0 
5 0 1977 II Y G 735 0.0 I.!! 1 5 UG 6 A 0.0 0.000 -1. 300 0.220 10.(1)01) SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 0.0 0.000 1.6000 -1.300 0.220 0.2480 
6 5 0 UP~R CHA~PLIN WY 1977 7 2 2 0.0 0.0 0.470 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0000 
7 1 5 0 SEEDSKADEE SHALE 1977 722 0.0 0.0 0.510 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0000 
B 1 5 0 SEEDSKAOEE POWER 1977 722 -30.0 0.0 0.470 0.0 0.000 O.OOf) 1).0000 
9 0 5 0 SLACK 14000 o 1 1 2469.0 665.0 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0000 SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 511.0 0.000 0.0000 0.000 O.OOJ 0.0000 
10 0 5 10 GREEN RIVER IIYO (2170) 000 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0000 
11 10 0 UG 7 i977 IIY G A 735 0.0 0.0 0.000 62.4 -1.500 0.680 0.6800 SPECIAL VARIA~CE VALUES 0.0 0.000 77.4000 -1.500 0.680 0.2480 
12 10 0 UG 8 1917 UT G A 6 3 5 0.0 0.0 0.000 28.0 -2.000 0.510 0.2000 SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 0.0 0.000 26.0000 -2.000 0.510 0.2460 
13 10 0 WESUVCO PR PlI 1977 7 2 2 
- B. 0 0.0 0.420 0.0 0.000 0.1)00 0.0000 
14 0 10 0 EVAP FLAt1 GR 0 -74.0 0.0 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0000 
1'5 0 10 a SLACK 14000 011 779.0 779.0 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0000 SPECIAL V~RIANCE VALUES 1452.0 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 
15 0 
17 2 
III Z 
20 2 
21 0 
22 0 
23 
2t. 
25 
---.j 
25 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 1 
'2 
33 
H 
35 
% 0 
10 20 GREE~DALE. ur (2345) a 0 a 
15 
15 
15 
15 
a UGt3 1977 ur 0 A 5 3 '5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
a UGIt. 1977 ur 0 A 6 3 5 
SPECIAL V'PIANCE VALUES 
('q!) lfll!t.1 r' I} 1 t 1 ;:- 1 0 r 7 (, ? ? 
o CUP UINTAH DIVER 1977 5 2 2 
o SL~CK 14000 0 
SPECIAL VARIANCE ~ALUES 
15 20 RANOLlTT. UT (31)20) 0 0 0 
20 o UG10 1977 CO Y A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
20 o UG 9 1977 CO Y A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
20 a UGll 1977 UT G A 5 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
20 a UG12 1977 ur G A 6 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
20 o UG15 1977 ur W A (} J 5 
SPECIAL VARIA~CE VALUES 
20 o UG15 1977 ur P A (} 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
20 o UG17 1977 ur G A 6 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
20 o ur COLO SHALE 1977 & 2 2 
20 a WH IrE POWER 1917 322 
20 o YA'1PA PO!>lER 1977 322 
20 o HAYDEN POWER 1977 37.2 
20 a NW EXTENSION POW 1977 322 
20 a CR'IG SLATER POW 1977 322 
20 a CARBON 1 2 PWR 1977 622 
0.0 
(l.0 
0.0 
-?".0 
0.0 
811,.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-4.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-3.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.~ 
0.0 
11&.0 
"45.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 52.0 
0.000 52.0000 
0.000 150.0 
O. 0"10 llt 1. 0000 
'l • 1 r,o o.n 
0.160 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
O. 000 O. 0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 79.4 
0.000 79.4000 
0.000 25.7 
0.000 25.7000 
0.000 5.4 
0.000 5.4000 
0.000 27.4 
0.000 27.4000 
0.000 H.8 
0.;)00 14.8000 
0.000 19.& 
0.000 19.5000 
0.000 2C.0 
0.000 20.2000 
0.5,0 0.0 
0.470 0.0 
0.470 0.0 
0.1,70 0.0 
0.,.70 0.1) 
0.470 0.0 
O.HO 0.0 
0.000 
- 2. 000 
- 2. 000 
-2.000 
- 2. 000 
0.001) 
0.000 
0.000 
O. 000 
O. 000 
-1.700 
-1.700 
-1.900 
-1.900 
-2.200 
-2.200 
- 2. 000 
-2.000 
-2.100 
-2.100 
-2.200 
-2.200 
-2.000 
-2.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
o. 000 
0.000 
0.001} 
0.190 
0.39 a 
0.1090 
0.49':) 
1).(lOO 
O. 000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.390 
0.390 
0.360 
0.360 
0.,.20 
0.420 
O. &01 
0.600 
0.350 
0.350 
0.630 
0.G30 
0.530 
0.530 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.0000 
0.3500 
0.2,.80 
0.7300 
0.2,.80 
0.0001) 
0.0000 
O. 0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.2300 
0.2,.80 
0.2,.00 
0.2480 
1.6500 
0.2460 
0.9800 
0.2480 
0.5""0 
0.2,.RO 
2.5500 
0.2480 
2.5300 
0.2480 
0.0000 
o.ooon 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
o.oooe 
J , " 
-'l 
f\) 
37 
38 
39 a 
40 a 
41 3 
42 3 
43 0 
44 a 
. 4& 4 
47 4 
4S 4 
49 4 
50 a 
51 0 
52 4 
53 4 
54 4 
55 4 
56 0 
57 0 
58 5 
20 o CY~ LAR OIV 1977 722 
20 o FOUR COUNTY OIV 1977 322 
20 a SLACK 14000 0 1 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
20 59 GREEN RIVER. UT 3285 ) 000 
25 o UGle 1977 UT A A 6 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
25 o HUNf!NGTON CANY 1977 622 
25 a SLACK 14000 0 1 1 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
?5 59 G~[E~ RIVER. UT (3?85) a 0 0 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
30 0 UM 2 1977 CO E A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
30 0 UM 3 1977 CO C A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
30 o DEN ENGLEWOOD 1977 322 
30 o HOMESTAKE 1977 322 
30 0 SLACK 14000 0 1 1 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
30 35 GLENWOOD SPRINGS CO(725) 0 0 0 
35 o FRYI "lG PAN 1977 322 
35 o UM 4 1977 CO C A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIA~CE VALUES 
35 o UM 5 1977 CO C A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
35 o COLO SHALE 1977 3 2 2 
35 o SLACK 14000 0 1 1 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
35 45 CAMEO COLO (955) a 0 0 
40 o UM 7 1977 CO U A 3 3 5 
SPECI~l VARIANCE VALUES 
-1.0 
0.0 
?430.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-12.0 
116.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-20.0 
1983.0 
0.0 
-55.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1404.0 
G.O 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
755.0 
3564.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
34.0 
193.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
575.0 
605.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
933.0 
471.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.190 0.0 
0.190 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 39.3 
0.000 39.3000 
0.470 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.0;)0 O.l) 
0.000 23.9000 
0.000 22.0 
0.000 22.0000 
0.000 73.5 
0.000 73.5000 
0.100 0.0 
(J.IOO 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.000 G.O 
0.0&0 0.0 
0.000 29.5 
0.000 29.5000 
0.000 54.7 
0.000 54.7000 
0.510 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.0[l0 54.9 
0.000 54.9000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
-2.000 
- 2.000 
0.000 
0.000 
o. 000 
0.000 
0.000 
o. 000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.500 
0.500 
0.000 
o. 000 
0.000 
0.,000 0.000 
-1.3000.320 
-2.000 0.270 
-2.001) 0.270 
-1.900 0.360 
-1.900 0.360 
0.000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
-2.100 
- 2. 100 
-1.700 
-1.700 
0.000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
-1. 300 
-1.800 
0.000 
'lo 000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.420 
0.420 
0.600 
[l.DOO 
0.000 
0.000 
0.01)0 
0.000 
0.200 
0.200 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
1.2900 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.':>480 
0.3300 
0.2480 
0.2900 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
o. 3 ~OO 
0.2480 
1.8000 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.1370 
0.24!30 
-l 
W 
59 5 
60 5 
1'>1 5 
1'>2 4 
1'>3 4 
64 0 
65 0 
61'> 4 
67 4 
611 4 
69 4 
70 4 
71 4 
72 0 
73 0 
74 I'> 
75 6 
76 I'> 
77 0 
76 0 
40 o UM 8 1977 CO U A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
40 o UM 9 1977 CO U A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
40 o UMIO 1977 CO U A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
40 o DALLAS CREEK POW 1977 322 
40 o ASP DALLAS fISH 1977 322 
40 0 SLACK 14000 0 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
40 45 G~~ND JUNCTION CO (1525) 0 0 0 
45 o UH I'> 1977 CO C A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
45 o UHll 1977 CO C A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
45 o UM12 1977 UT n A 6 '5 
SP[C[AL VARI_NC( VALUES 
45 o UH13 1977 UT C A 6 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
45 o SAN MIGUEL POWER 1977 3 2 2 
45 o REC HI USE OTHER 1977 3 2 2 
45 o SLACK 14000 0 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
45 59 CISCO. UT <1'J05} 0 0 0 
50 o US 1 1977 CO S A 3 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
50 o US 2 1977 NM SAl, 1 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
50 o SAN JUAN CHAMA 1977 422 
50 o SLACK 14000 0 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
50 55 ARCHULETA NH (35551 0 0 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-12.0 
0.0 
1883.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
109.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-11.0 
844.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.,) 
0.0 
0.0 
517.0 
2343.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
C.O 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
31'>.0 
6512.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
186.0 
288.0 
0.0 
0.000 62.8 
0.000 62.8000 
0.000 1.)4.2 
0.0;)0104.2000 
0.0,)0 H.6 
0.000 39.6000 
0.470 0.0 
0.370 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 21.9 
0.000 21.9000 
O.OllO 86.0 
0.01)0 86.0000 
0.000 1,3.2 
O.OOOld.?O(lO 
0.000 2.7 
0.000 2.7000 
O.HO 0.0 
0.370 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 11.8 
0.000 11.8000 
0.000 64.5 
0.000 64.5000 
0.160 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.000 0.0 
I 
-1.400 
- 1 • 400 
-2.300 
- 2.300 
-2.400 
-2.400 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
-2.300 
-2.300 
-2.300 
-2.300 
-2.200 
- 2. 200 
-2.400 
-2.400 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
- 1. 800 
-1.800 
-1.700 
-1.700 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.420 
0.420 
O. 250 
0.250 
0.31,0 
0.340 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.720 
0.720 
0.310 
0.310 
O.GOil 
1).60a 
0.540 
0.'540 
0.001) 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.300 
0.300 
0.420 
0.1,20 
O.ilOO 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.0970 
0 .. 2480 
0.5600 
0.2480 
1.2400 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
O.OOO!) 
0.3100 
0.2480 
1.5700 
0.2480 
0.3700 
O. 'I, q I) 
1.2900 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
O. !)OOO 
0.0000 
0.1470 
0.2460 
0.1850 
0.24M 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.')000 
0.0000 
J 
-J 
.j::" 
79 6 55 
80 6 55 
81 6 55 
82 I) 55 
83 6 55 
84 6 
85 6 
86 I) 
87 6 
88 I) 
89 6 
90 6 
91 6 
92 f> 
93 
94 
95 
95 
6 
b 
6 
o 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
"'; 
55 
55 
o US 3 1977 NM SAl, 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
o US 4 1977 NM SAl, 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
o US 5 1977 NM S A 4 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
o US 6 1977 N~ S A 4 3 '5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
o US 7 1977 U T S A 6 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
o ANIMAS LA PLATA 1977 
o FOUR CORNERS POW 1977 
o SAN JUAN POWER 1977 
o GALLUP OIVERSION 1977 
o NM OTHER POWER 1977 
o USBR pqOJ ENERGY 1977 
o useR PROJ ENERGY 1977 
o FOUR CORNERS POW 1977 
o ANIMAS LA PLATA 1977 
o EL PASO COAL GAS 1977 
o NE~t~ COAL GAS 1911 
o REC MI USE OTHER 1977 
o SLACK 14000 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
4 2 2 
422 
422 
4 2 2 
422 
422 
322 
322 
32" 
4 2 2 
't C ~ 
4 2 " 
o 
97 0 55 59 BLUFF UT (795) 0 0 0 
9!! 0 59 60 LOADING TO POWELL o 0 0 
99 4 60 o UM14 1977 AZ CAl 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
100 1. 50 o NAVAJO PJWER 1977 2 2 
1017 50 o ST GEORGE POWER 1977 622 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-6.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1173.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-33.0 
0.0 
O.iJ 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.G 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
614.0 
3069.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.000 33.3 -2.400 
0.000 33.3000 -2.400 
0.000 12.3 -2.600 
0.000 12.3000 -2.600 
0.000 30.7 -2.600 
0.000 30.7000 -2.600 
0.000 15.5 -2.700 
0.000 14.5000 -2.700 
0.000 79.7 -2.300 
0.000 79.7000 -2.300 
0.470 
0.470 
0.470 
0.470 
004"1'0 
O.47!l 
0.470 
0.470 
0.470 
0.350 
(\ • ~ 'iO 
0.400 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.D 
0.0 
0.0000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.000 44.3 
0.000 44.3000 
(}.470 0.0 
0.470 0.0 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.1')00 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
-2.000 
- 2.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.420 
0.420 
0.550 
0.')50 
0.550 
0.')50 
0.510 
0.510 
0.570 
0.570 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.')00 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
O.ot)() 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.510 
0.510 
0.000 
0.000 
0.3300 
0.2460 
2.5000 
0.2480 
0.3500 
0.2460 
1.6700 
0.2480 
0.6700 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
(l.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
n.o()on 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
2.5&00 
0.2460 
0.0000 
0.0000 
II 
'J 
-J 
IJ1 
102 4 
103 4 
104 4 
11)5 4 
106 I) 
107 0 
1 DB 0 
10? 4 
110 4 
111 4 
112 4 
113 0 
114 0 
115 7 
116 0 
117 Q 
118 4 
I 19 4 
120 4 
121 Q 
122 0 
&0 I) EHERY CO POWER 1977 622 
GO o FREMONT POWER 1977 6. 2 2 
60 o KAIPARnwITZ PO~ 1977 622 
60 o ESCALkNTE POWER 1977 622 
&0 o LAKE PO~ELL EVAP o 1 
&0 o SLACK 14000 0 1 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
60 65 LEE.S FERRY AZ (HOO) 0 a a 
&5 o LL 1 1977 AZ L A 1 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
65 o LL 2 1977 AZ L A 1 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
&5 a LL 3 1977 AZ L A 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
65 a LH 1 1977 AZ C A 3 5 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
65 o SLACK 14000 0 1 1 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
&5 75 GRANO CANYON AZ {4025} 0 0 0 
70 o L'1 2 1977 AZ V A 3 5 
S~Er.IAL VARIANCE VALUES 
70 o SUCK 14000 o 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
70 75 LITTLEfIELD AZ (4150) 0 0 0 
75 o LH 4 1977 AZ CAl 3 5 
SPlCIAL VARIANCl VALUES 
75 o LH >; 1977 liZ CAl> "i 
~,,~. r: ! A L V ~ lilA "I r: r v ~ u) r s 
75 a SOUTH NEV PROJ 1977 5 4 
75 o LAKE MEAD EVAP 0 
75 o SLACK 14000 0 
SPECIAL VARIANCE VALUES 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
-600.0 0.0 
500.0 -438.0 
171369.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
64 O. a 980.0 
0.0 
0.0 
251.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-42.0 
11025.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.1) 
306.0 
174.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
n.') 
0.0 
-880.0 0.0 
542.0 306.0 
1106<l9.0 
0.470 0.0 
0.470 0.0 
0.470 0.0 
0.470 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 12.0 
0.000 12.0000 
0.000 10.0 
0.000 10.0000 
0.000 G.O 
0.000 6.0000 
0.000 5.0 
0.000 5.00()0 
0.000 0.0 
O. 000 O. 0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 34.0 
O.OGO 34.0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.001) 0.0000 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 10.0 
O.Oou lO.OOOO 
0.')00 1 l5. a 
v. IJ.' 01 I". n I) ')0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0 
0.000 0.0000 
I 
o. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
O. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
- 4. 000 
-4. 000 
- 4.000 
- 4.000 
- 4.000 
-4.000 
- 4. SOD 
- 4.500 
O. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
- 3. 001) 
-:3. 000 
O. 000 
o. 000 
O. 000 
-4.500 
-4.500 
- 4.500 
- I,. 500 
O. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.000 
0.000 
o. 000 
0.000 
O. 000 
0.580 
0.580 
0.560 
0.560 
0.560 
0.580 
0.600 
O. GOO 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
O. &70 
0.&70 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
O.GOil 
0.600 
0.T51) 
'l.75'1 
0.(01) 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.1200 
0.l4!10 
0.4600 
0.2460 
0.6400 
0.2480 
0.2000 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
1.6900 
0.2480 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
1).0000 
0.2480 
0.5600 
~. ' r. qr) 
0.0000 
0.0000 
O.O()OG 
0.0000 
.1 
